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Whatever﻿ side﻿ one﻿might﻿ take﻿ in﻿ this﻿ debate,﻿ both﻿ sides﻿may﻿
agree﻿ that﻿ the﻿state﻿of﻿ crisis﻿unveils﻿ the﻿advantages﻿and﻿disadvan-




multifaceted﻿openness.﻿ It﻿ is﻿about﻿access﻿ to﻿and﻿autonomy﻿or﻿con-




competence﻿ and﻿ self-determination﻿ of﻿ individuals﻿ to﻿ critically﻿ and﻿
consciously﻿ engage﻿ with﻿ technology﻿ and﻿ the﻿ data﻿ they﻿ generate﻿
(Pohle﻿and﻿Thiel﻿2021,﻿in﻿this﻿volume).
Digital﻿ sovereignty﻿ has﻿ become﻿ a﻿ hotly﻿ debated﻿ term﻿ in﻿ the﻿
past﻿ few﻿years,﻿as﻿the﻿premises﻿of﻿how﻿ICT﻿impacts﻿societies﻿have﻿
changed:﻿Instead﻿of﻿further﻿indulging﻿in﻿the﻿collective﻿imaginaries﻿of﻿
better,﻿ digitally﻿mediated﻿ futures,﻿ today’s﻿ narratives﻿ are﻿dominated﻿
by﻿ rather﻿ troublesome﻿aspects﻿of﻿ the﻿digital﻿ transformation.﻿ Issues﻿
such﻿as﻿the﻿increasing﻿vulnerability﻿and﻿manipulation﻿of﻿individuals,﻿





by﻿but﻿not﻿ limited﻿to﻿the﻿pandemic﻿–﻿adds﻿fuel﻿ to﻿ this﻿debate,﻿as﻿ it﻿
contextualizes﻿digital﻿sovereignty﻿ in﻿a﻿ fundamental﻿ reconsideration﻿
of﻿democratic﻿principles,﻿civil﻿rights﻿and﻿national﻿identities:﻿Is﻿(tech-
nological)﻿self-determination﻿still﻿a﻿valid﻿goal﻿–﻿or﻿even﻿an﻿option﻿for﻿





COVID-19﻿crisis?﻿What﻿ chances﻿could﻿ this﻿ crisis﻿bring﻿ for﻿ substan-










a﻿process﻿constantly﻿ in﻿ the﻿making,﻿as﻿a﻿condition﻿of﻿ the﻿ability﻿ to﻿








The﻿positions﻿assembled﻿ in﻿ this﻿ volume﻿analyze﻿new﻿opportunities﻿
for﻿ social﻿ participation﻿and﻿policy﻿making﻿and﻿ recommend﻿alterna-
tive﻿technological﻿and﻿social﻿practices﻿utilized﻿by﻿various﻿groups﻿and﻿
collectives﻿–﻿both﻿before﻿and﻿after﻿COVID-19.﻿The﻿ interdisciplinary﻿
approach﻿ to﻿ the﻿ topic,﻿as﻿we﻿ascribe﻿ to﻿ this﻿volume,﻿ is﻿ reflected﻿ in﻿
the﻿individual﻿contributions﻿and,﻿to﻿some﻿extent,﻿by﻿the﻿profiles﻿of﻿the﻿
individual﻿authors.﻿
In﻿ their﻿ essay,﻿ Ramesh Srinivasan,﻿ who﻿ has﻿ a﻿ background﻿ in﻿
design﻿ studies﻿ as﻿ well﻿ as﻿ media﻿ art﻿ and﻿ science,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ activist﻿















systematize﻿ the﻿ various﻿ normative﻿ claims﻿ to﻿ digital﻿ sovereignty﻿ by﻿











































Claudio Guarnieri,﻿ security﻿ researcher,﻿ technologist﻿ and﻿ hu-
man﻿ rights﻿ activist,﻿ offers﻿ a﻿ personal﻿ account﻿ on﻿ the﻿ open-source﻿





(2020–)﻿ and﻿ “BLE﻿ ATLAS”﻿ (2020–)﻿ analyze﻿ and﻿ display﻿ the﻿ data﻿
transmitted﻿via﻿ smartphone﻿ radio﻿emissions﻿and﻿Bluetooth﻿ low﻿en-
ergy﻿(BLE)﻿beacons﻿–﻿the﻿latter﻿becoming﻿a﻿valuable﻿research﻿devise﻿
for﻿BLE-based﻿COVID-19﻿contact﻿tracing﻿apps.
As﻿a﻿data﻿politics﻿ researcher,﻿Fieke Jansen﻿ looks﻿at﻿ the﻿con-









In﻿ a﻿ strong﻿ manifesto﻿ style,﻿ the﻿ writer﻿ and﻿ urbanist﻿ Adam 










The﻿ London﻿ based﻿ collective﻿ Common Knowledge﻿ offers﻿
insights﻿ into﻿ their﻿very﻿hands-on﻿approaches﻿ to﻿digital﻿ sovereignty.﻿
In﻿their﻿contribution,﻿Common﻿Knowledge﻿share﻿and﻿connect﻿expe-
riences﻿ from﻿ both﻿ their﻿ own﻿working﻿ structures﻿ as﻿ a﻿ ﻿not-for-profit﻿
worker﻿ cooperative﻿ as﻿well﻿ as﻿ from﻿ their﻿ various﻿ activities﻿ in﻿build-
ing﻿ technological﻿ infrastructures﻿ for﻿ different﻿ community﻿ groups﻿






The﻿ design﻿ researcher﻿Paola Pierri﻿ investigates﻿ the﻿ relation-
ship﻿between﻿digital﻿sovereignty﻿and﻿democratic﻿rights,﻿particularly﻿
the﻿ relations﻿between﻿state,﻿ citizens﻿and﻿corporations.﻿ In﻿ their﻿pro-
motion﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Californian﻿ Ideology﻿ narrative﻿ that﻿ the﻿ individual﻿ is﻿






The﻿ artist﻿ and﻿ designer﻿ Juan Pablo Garcia Sossa﻿ weaves﻿
together﻿ and﻿ reflects﻿ on﻿ several﻿ threads﻿ around﻿ identity,﻿ situated﻿
knowledges﻿and﻿exploitation.﻿Understanding﻿the﻿notion﻿of﻿Tropikós as﻿
a﻿mindset,﻿he﻿poses﻿the﻿question﻿of﻿whether﻿and﻿how﻿the﻿concept﻿of﻿











criticism﻿of﻿ technology﻿ is﻿ the﻿prerequisite﻿ for﻿bringing﻿the﻿rebound﻿
effects﻿of﻿digitalization﻿in﻿the﻿post-digital﻿age﻿under﻿control.
The﻿ design﻿ researchers﻿ Bianca Herlo,﻿ Sandra Stark﻿ and﻿
Malte Bergmann﻿ draw﻿ an﻿ understanding﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ sovereignty﻿
from﻿ a﻿ design﻿ perspective,﻿ as﻿ a﻿ practice﻿ that﻿ focus﻿ especially﻿ on﻿
countering﻿inequalities.﻿The﻿text﻿reflects﻿a﻿design﻿research﻿process﻿
that﻿ led﻿ to﻿ the﻿development﻿of﻿ the﻿multilingual﻿ installation﻿ “Talk﻿ to﻿
Me.”﻿Through﻿the﻿installation﻿the﻿authors﻿discuss﻿the﻿potentials﻿and﻿
confines﻿of﻿digital﻿and﻿public﻿participation,﻿and﻿the﻿crucial﻿role﻿digital﻿

















International﻿press﻿such﻿as﻿The New York Times﻿(Metz﻿and﻿Hill﻿




















1  In January 2021 MegaPixels was transferred into a new project, Exposing.ai, offering 
a website and database for users to check if their images on Flickr.com have been 
used as part of AI training datasets – thus uncovering “how yesterday’s photographs 
became today’s training data” (https://exposing.ai/about/).
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In﻿ their﻿ article,﻿ the﻿ researchers﻿ in﻿ digital﻿ aesthetics﻿ Søren 
Bro Pold﻿ and﻿Christian Ulrik Andersen﻿ reflect﻿Amazon’s﻿algo-
rithmic﻿apparatus﻿and﻿ its﻿highly﻿commercial﻿process﻿as﻿one﻿of﻿ the﻿
four﻿biggest﻿ technology﻿companies﻿ that﻿ is﻿known﻿for﻿ its﻿disruption﻿
of﻿ well-﻿established﻿ industries.﻿ The﻿ authors﻿ elaborate﻿ on﻿ the﻿ ex-
tent﻿ to﻿which﻿we﻿become﻿characters﻿ in﻿Amazon’s﻿“big﻿data﻿drama”﻿
through﻿ focusing﻿ on﻿ Joana﻿ Moll’s﻿ artistic-investigative﻿ work﻿ “The﻿
Hidden﻿ Life﻿ of﻿ an﻿ Amazon﻿ User”﻿ (2019),﻿ and﻿ Robert﻿Musil’s﻿ novel﻿
The Man Without Qualities﻿ (1930-43).﻿Along﻿ the﻿ two﻿artworks,﻿Pold﻿
and﻿ Andersen﻿ draw﻿ attention﻿ to﻿ ﻿Amazon’s﻿ algorithms,﻿ at﻿ profiles﻿
of﻿ disruption﻿without﻿ qualities﻿ and﻿ how﻿we﻿ as﻿ users﻿ are﻿ endlessly﻿
profiled.
Hagit Keysar﻿ (theorist﻿ and﻿ activist),﻿ Elizabeth Calderón 
Lüning﻿ (political﻿ scientist)﻿ and﻿ Andreas Unteidig﻿ (design﻿ re-






However,﻿ they﻿argue﻿ that﻿ such﻿ logics﻿and﻿ their﻿ corresponding﻿pro-
cesses﻿ often﻿ come﻿ with﻿ their﻿ own﻿ caveats﻿ and﻿ obstacles.﻿ Their﻿
chapter﻿offers﻿a﻿case﻿study﻿of﻿an﻿ interdisciplinary﻿ research﻿project﻿
that﻿ aimed﻿ at﻿ co-creating﻿ techno-social﻿ infrastructures﻿ for﻿ digital﻿
sovereign﻿ty,﻿and﻿unpacks﻿a﻿ range﻿of﻿challenges﻿encountered﻿ in﻿ its﻿
course.﻿ A﻿ critical﻿ reading﻿ of﻿ promising﻿ concepts﻿ as﻿well﻿ as﻿ a﻿ thor-
ough﻿reflection﻿of﻿risks,﻿contradictions﻿and﻿politics-in-practice,﻿they﻿
argue,﻿might﻿open﻿opportunities﻿for﻿both﻿political﻿action﻿and﻿public﻿
discourse﻿ that﻿ problematizes﻿ and﻿ challenges﻿ the﻿ tightening﻿ corpo-
rate﻿control﻿over﻿digital﻿realms.﻿
In﻿his﻿essay,﻿the﻿media﻿archaeologist﻿Siegfried Zielinski﻿takes﻿
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Tech Barons Dream  
of a Better World –  
Without the Rest of Us
Despite their promises to save  
the world, tech CEOs never  
seem to succeed. Why do we 
keep falling for it?
Ramesh﻿Srinivasan﻿and﻿Peter﻿Bloom
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it﻿was﻿ also﻿ a﻿ “trick”﻿ by﻿which﻿ a﻿ seemingly﻿ unresolvable﻿ story﻿was﻿
unsatisfactorily﻿resolved.




























Technology﻿ is﻿an﻿ important﻿ lens﻿we﻿can﻿use﻿ to﻿see﻿and﻿under-
stand﻿ uni-polar,﻿ unfettered﻿ global﻿ capitalism,﻿ while﻿ also﻿ a﻿ major﻿
driver﻿and﻿shaper﻿of﻿economies﻿across﻿the﻿world.﻿Unfortunately,﻿the﻿
technology﻿of﻿ today,﻿especially﻿of﻿ the﻿digital﻿variety,﻿has﻿done﻿ little﻿
to﻿ address﻿ our﻿ human﻿ and﻿ planetary﻿ risks.﻿ Rather,﻿ as﻿we﻿ have﻿ re-
cently﻿seen,﻿it﻿has﻿become﻿associated﻿with﻿addiction,﻿consumerism,﻿
planned﻿ obsolescence,﻿ labor﻿ and﻿ environmental﻿ exploitation.﻿ We﻿
have﻿spent﻿the﻿last﻿few﻿decades﻿molding﻿military﻿technology﻿(as﻿the﻿




are﻿ presented﻿ to﻿ us﻿ as﻿ both﻿ inevitable,﻿ yet﻿ intentionally﻿ obscured.﻿
A﻿ lack﻿ of﻿ transparency﻿ or﻿ accountability﻿ around﻿ new﻿ technologies﻿
makes﻿it﻿hard﻿to﻿understand﻿how﻿and﻿why﻿they﻿are﻿created.﻿ It﻿also﻿
strips﻿us﻿of﻿the﻿power﻿we﻿need﻿to﻿ensure﻿it﻿serves﻿our﻿peoples-based﻿
interests.﻿We﻿will﻿ also﻿ discuss﻿ how﻿ technology﻿ is﻿ driving﻿ the﻿ fron-
tiers﻿ of﻿ capitalism﻿ beyond﻿ its﻿ traditional﻿ domains﻿ into﻿ our﻿ minds,﻿
bodies﻿and﻿outer﻿space.﻿Troublingly,﻿these﻿transformations﻿rest﻿upon﻿











religious,﻿ respect﻿ and﻿pomp.﻿Rather﻿ than﻿being﻿ viewed﻿ as﻿ socially,﻿
politically﻿ or﻿ even﻿ narcissistically﻿ or﻿ delusionally﻿ constructed,﻿ we﻿
often﻿view﻿technology﻿as﻿“natural”﻿and﻿inexorable,﻿even﻿sublime﻿and﻿











ogy,﻿ such﻿as:﻿The brain is a computer, we can model the computer 
after the brain, and therefore an artificial intelligence system is little 
more than a simulation of how our brains function, but with far greater 
computational horsepower.
Of﻿ course﻿ neither﻿ a﻿ hard﻿ drive﻿ nor﻿ a﻿ sophisticated﻿ machine-﻿




Despite﻿ this,﻿ leading﻿ figures﻿ in﻿ the﻿ history﻿ of﻿ artificial﻿ intelli-
gence,﻿ such﻿ as﻿Marvin﻿Minsky,﻿ have﻿ long﻿ treated﻿ body,﻿mind﻿ and﻿
technology﻿ as﻿ interchangeable.﻿ Consider﻿ Minsky’s﻿ (1986)﻿ famous﻿










Other﻿ foundational﻿ realms﻿ that﻿ have﻿ defined﻿ our﻿ approach﻿ to﻿
technology﻿ have﻿ emphasized﻿ extending﻿ biological﻿ and﻿ cognitive﻿
metaphors﻿ to﻿naturalize﻿ technology﻿as﻿well.﻿Consider﻿ the﻿cybernet-
ic﻿ turn﻿ in﻿ the﻿computer﻿sciences﻿ that﻿dates﻿back﻿ to﻿ the﻿ late﻿ 1940s,﻿
which﻿explores﻿ the﻿architectural﻿ and﻿structural﻿ features﻿of﻿ commu-
nication﻿ systems.﻿ The﻿ foundational﻿ science﻿ behind﻿ artificial﻿ intelli-












reveals﻿ how﻿cybernetics﻿ like﻿ so﻿many﻿ other﻿myths﻿ and﻿metaphors﻿
associated﻿with﻿ technology﻿ is﻿ an﻿ example﻿ of﻿ cultural﻿ and﻿ political﻿
projection,﻿rather﻿than﻿purely﻿objective﻿“science.”
















highly﻿influential﻿book﻿from﻿1992,﻿The End of History and the Last Man,﻿
Francis﻿ Fukuyama﻿ declares﻿ that﻿ capitalism﻿ and﻿ Western﻿ liberal﻿
democ﻿racy’s﻿defeat﻿of﻿socialism﻿with﻿the﻿culmination﻿of﻿the﻿Cold﻿War,﻿






















have﻿been﻿aware﻿of﻿ their﻿ impact﻿ on﻿ the﻿ climate﻿ crisis﻿ for﻿ decades﻿
yet﻿refuse﻿to﻿confront﻿the﻿damage﻿they﻿themselves﻿cause﻿and﻿even﻿






as﻿ social﻿ icons,﻿ even﻿while﻿many﻿ of﻿ them﻿ seem﻿ so﻿ interested﻿ in﻿ a﻿
world﻿beyond﻿or﻿without﻿99.9%﻿of﻿us?
The﻿ most﻿ prominent﻿ technology﻿ “innovators”﻿ tend﻿ to﻿ share﻿ a﻿
common﻿ aspiration:﻿ prospecting﻿ new﻿ frontiers﻿ that﻿ represent﻿ sup-
posed﻿ safety﻿ (for﻿ some)﻿ in﻿ times﻿ of﻿ great﻿ anxiety,﻿whether﻿ relative﻿
to﻿ the﻿COVID-19﻿ crisis﻿ of﻿ today,﻿ or﻿ the﻿ spectacular﻿march﻿ towards﻿
climate-induced﻿extinction.﻿No﻿wonder﻿then﻿that﻿the﻿world’s﻿wealth-
iest﻿man,﻿Amazon’s﻿ Jeff﻿Bezos,﻿ has﻿matter-of-factly﻿ stated﻿ that﻿his﻿
personal,﻿mission-driven﻿purpose﻿is﻿focused﻿on﻿his﻿for-profit﻿space﻿






















and﻿numerous﻿other﻿billionaires﻿have﻿put﻿ their﻿ rhetorical﻿and﻿ finan-
cial﻿weight﻿into﻿space﻿infrastructures﻿and﻿AI.
From﻿ Elon﻿Musk,﻿ for﻿ example,﻿ beneath﻿ a﻿ thin﻿ veneer﻿ of﻿ inno-
vative﻿do-anything﻿spirit,﻿we﻿glean﻿a﻿cynical﻿defeatism.﻿ In﻿ “Lo﻿and﻿
Behold,﻿Reveries﻿of﻿the﻿Connected﻿World”﻿(2016),﻿he﻿tells﻿filmmaker﻿
Werner﻿Herzog﻿ that﻿he﻿ is﻿ intent﻿on﻿pursuing﻿space﻿because﻿socie-
ty,﻿ at﻿ any﻿moment,﻿ could﻿ come﻿apart﻿ at﻿ the﻿ seams,﻿due﻿ to﻿natural﻿
or﻿man-made﻿disasters.﻿Musk﻿posits﻿that﻿now﻿is﻿the﻿time﻿to﻿ensure﻿
that﻿ human﻿ beings﻿ have﻿ the﻿ opportunity﻿ to﻿ become﻿ an﻿ interplane-












Musk﻿ has﻿ expressed﻿ concern﻿ about﻿ Artificial﻿ Intelligence﻿ sys-
tems﻿overtaking﻿humans;﻿ in﻿ terms﻿of﻿ intelligence,﻿decision-making,﻿
and﻿ultimately﻿usurpation﻿of﻿political﻿and﻿economic﻿power.﻿He﻿has﻿
pointed﻿out﻿that﻿AI﻿must﻿be﻿“optimized”﻿carefully,﻿because,﻿intention-








































Where﻿ did﻿ that﻿ kind﻿ of﻿ innovation﻿ go?﻿Can﻿ a﻿ cynical﻿ defeatist﻿
actually﻿be﻿considered﻿an﻿innovator?﻿Let’s﻿look﻿at﻿Apple﻿for﻿example,﻿






































virtual﻿ reality﻿ to﻿our﻿mobile﻿phones﻿while﻿ likely﻿ causing﻿a﻿pletho﻿ra﻿
of﻿ negative﻿ outcomes﻿ for﻿ most﻿ of﻿ humanity,﻿ including:﻿ increased﻿
use﻿of﻿energy﻿to﻿power﻿the﻿network﻿by﻿a﻿factor﻿of﻿2﻿or﻿3﻿(Hardesty﻿
2020),﻿ widespread﻿ automation﻿ leading﻿ to﻿ unemployment﻿ (Smialek﻿
2017),﻿ and﻿ the﻿ creation﻿of﻿millions﻿of﻿ tons﻿of﻿ e-waste﻿ (Karottu﻿ and﻿










This﻿approach﻿ to﻿ investment﻿ is﻿not﻿only﻿unsustainable,﻿ it﻿ is﻿es-
sentially﻿speculation﻿for﻿its﻿own﻿sake﻿–﻿moving﻿money﻿from﻿one﻿sec-
tor﻿to﻿another,﻿without﻿producing﻿much﻿of﻿value﻿to﻿everyday﻿people,﻿














eventually:﻿ hence﻿ the﻿ technological﻿ tendency﻿ towards﻿ outer﻿ space﻿




Bezos﻿ (via﻿ Project﻿ Kuiper﻿ and﻿ Blue﻿ Origin)﻿ and﻿ Richard﻿ Branson﻿
(Virgin﻿ Launch,﻿ Virgin﻿ Galactic,﻿ etc.),﻿ amongst﻿ other﻿ technology﻿
billionaires,﻿are﻿in﻿the﻿mix﻿as﻿well.﻿Musk,﻿at﻿present,﻿however,﻿is﻿the﻿
dominant﻿player﻿ in﻿ this﻿market﻿with﻿his﻿companies﻿SpaceX﻿and﻿ its﻿
subsidiary,﻿Starlink.
Despite﻿rhetoric﻿from﻿tech﻿companies﻿regarding﻿“connecting﻿the﻿
unconnected,”﻿ or﻿ connecting﻿ the﻿ “last﻿ billion”﻿ (Graydon﻿ and﻿Parks﻿
2020)﻿–﻿in﻿other﻿words﻿getting﻿the﻿entire﻿global﻿population﻿online﻿–,﻿
it﻿ seems﻿evident﻿ that﻿ the﻿ initial﻿users﻿of﻿new﻿space-based﻿and﻿5G﻿





cy﻿ solutions﻿ like﻿ high-frequency﻿ trading,﻿ providing﻿ connectivity﻿ for﻿
ships﻿and﻿airplanes,﻿and﻿supplemental﻿backhaul﻿for﻿4G﻿and﻿5G﻿base﻿
stations.﻿It﻿does﻿make﻿economic﻿sense﻿when﻿considering﻿that﻿these﻿
projects﻿must﻿ recoup﻿massive﻿R&D﻿ investments﻿ including﻿building﻿












Two﻿ out﻿ of﻿ five﻿ of﻿ techno-capitalism’s﻿ sacred﻿ GAFAM﻿ brother-
hood﻿ (Google,﻿ Amazon,﻿ Facebook,﻿ Apple,﻿ and﻿Microsoft),﻿ Amazon﻿
and﻿Facebook,﻿have﻿ low-Earth﻿orbit﻿satellite﻿ventures﻿ in﻿ the﻿works.﻿
In﻿ addition,﻿Google﻿ is﻿ trying﻿ to﻿ get﻿ above﻿ Earth﻿with﻿ its﻿ Loon﻿ pro-
ject,﻿albeit﻿at﻿a﻿much﻿lower﻿altitude﻿and﻿within﻿the﻿atmosphere,﻿using﻿
high-altitude﻿ platform﻿ station﻿ (HAPS)﻿ technology,﻿ floating﻿ 4G﻿ and﻿







their﻿ networks﻿ are﻿ private﻿ and﻿ internal,﻿ and﻿ therefore﻿ inaccessible﻿
to﻿public﻿governance﻿or﻿oversight.﻿That﻿is﻿a﻿concern﻿given﻿that﻿they﻿
want﻿to﻿now﻿operate﻿global,﻿public-facing﻿internet﻿provision﻿services﻿
as﻿well,﻿ further﻿consolidating﻿their﻿ability﻿ to﻿monetize﻿all﻿of﻿we,﻿ the﻿




















by﻿ the﻿United﻿Nations.﻿ Since﻿ 1957,﻿ 8500﻿ objects,﻿ of﻿which﻿ around﻿
5000﻿ are﻿ satellites,﻿ have﻿ been﻿ launched﻿ into﻿ space﻿ (UN﻿Office﻿ for﻿
Outer﻿Space﻿Affairs﻿2021).﻿Starlink﻿alone﻿has﻿requested﻿permission﻿
to﻿launch﻿tens﻿of﻿thousands﻿of﻿satellites﻿into﻿orbit﻿(Henry﻿2019b),﻿and﻿
even﻿ admitted﻿ this﻿ is﻿ far﻿more﻿ than﻿ they﻿ need﻿ to﻿ be﻿ commercially﻿
viable﻿(Henry﻿2019a).﻿Disappointingly,﻿they﻿have﻿already﻿shown,﻿even﻿
with﻿around﻿500﻿satellites﻿in﻿orbit,﻿to﻿be﻿uninterested﻿in﻿coordinating﻿







While﻿maneuvering﻿ to﻿ convert﻿ space﻿ into﻿ a﻿ bellicose﻿ environment﻿
























into﻿ space﻿ and﻿ has﻿ been﻿ actively﻿ creating﻿ a﻿ supportive﻿ regulatory﻿
and﻿funding﻿ecosystem﻿for﻿such.﻿For﻿example,﻿SpaceX﻿won﻿its﻿ first﻿
big-ticket﻿ classified﻿ military﻿ launch﻿ contract﻿ for﻿ the﻿ Falcon﻿ Heavy﻿
rocket﻿ in﻿2018,﻿when﻿Musk’s﻿company﻿was﻿awarded﻿a﻿$130﻿million﻿
contract﻿ for﻿ the﻿ launch﻿ of﻿Air﻿ Force﻿Space﻿Command﻿ (AFSPC)-52﻿
satellite﻿ (Erwin﻿ 2018).﻿ These﻿ juicy﻿ government﻿ contracts,﻿ in﻿ many﻿




mitted﻿ the﻿company﻿would﻿be﻿willing﻿ to﻿ launch﻿offensive﻿ ﻿weapons﻿
into﻿ orbit﻿ for﻿ the﻿ US﻿ military﻿ if﻿ asked﻿ (Trevithick﻿ 2018b).﻿ Indeed,﻿
SpaceX﻿was﻿awarded﻿a﻿multi-million﻿dollar﻿contract﻿in﻿2018﻿as﻿part﻿








barely﻿ subjects﻿ in﻿ their﻿ story.﻿ As﻿we’ve﻿ explained,﻿ next﻿ generation﻿
space﻿networks﻿are﻿being﻿specced﻿and﻿built﻿to﻿provide﻿capacity﻿for﻿
military﻿capabilities,﻿something﻿we﻿have﻿also﻿seen﻿with﻿5G﻿networks.﻿














profound﻿ inequalities,﻿ would﻿ the﻿ government﻿ use﻿ so﻿ much﻿ of﻿ the﻿
country’s﻿wealth﻿to﻿travel﻿to﻿space?
Heron﻿knew﻿that﻿this﻿“innovation”﻿was﻿not﻿for﻿him,﻿fellow﻿black﻿
Americans﻿ or﻿ really﻿ anyone﻿but﻿ the﻿ uber-rich.﻿We﻿ see﻿ this﻿ in﻿ clear﻿
action﻿today﻿with﻿a﻿massive,﻿unseen﻿wave﻿of﻿global﻿protests﻿in﻿sup-





to﻿sweat﻿and﻿whitey’s﻿on﻿ the﻿moon.﻿ I﻿ can’t﻿pay﻿no﻿doctor﻿bills﻿but﻿



















nology.﻿ But﻿ it﻿ feels﻿ particularly﻿ perverse﻿ within﻿ the﻿ well﻿ cultivated,﻿
myth-saturated﻿backdrop﻿that﻿we﻿live﻿within:﻿of﻿creating﻿technologies﻿
to﻿ “liberate”﻿ humanity﻿when﻿ultimately﻿ 99%﻿of﻿ the﻿ power﻿ and﻿prof-
its﻿end﻿up﻿with﻿the﻿tech﻿companies﻿that﻿dominate﻿our﻿world.﻿In﻿the﻿




What﻿ is﻿happening﻿here?﻿Not﻿a﻿ focus﻿on﻿“better﻿ tech,”﻿or﻿any﻿clear﻿
examples﻿of﻿how﻿all﻿of﻿this﻿will﻿benefit﻿humanity﻿and﻿combat﻿the﻿ex-
istential﻿challenges﻿we﻿face,﻿from﻿pandemics﻿to﻿the﻿climate﻿crisis﻿to﻿
arms﻿proliferation.﻿ Instead,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ survivalism﻿ in﻿ action.﻿ In﻿ 2018,﻿ tech-
nology﻿writer﻿Doug﻿Rushkoff﻿published﻿an﻿essay﻿entitled﻿“Survival﻿of﻿
the﻿Richest:﻿The﻿wealthy﻿are﻿plotting﻿ to﻿ leave﻿us﻿behind”﻿ (Rushkoff﻿
2018),﻿in﻿which﻿he﻿tells﻿the﻿story﻿of﻿being﻿invited﻿to﻿deliver﻿a﻿well-com-
pensated﻿speech﻿ to﻿a﻿number﻿of﻿ investment﻿bankers﻿on﻿ the﻿ future﻿
of﻿technology.﻿To﻿his﻿surprise,﻿few﻿of﻿the﻿questions﻿he﻿received﻿were﻿
about﻿ that,﻿ let﻿ alone﻿ the﻿ topic﻿ of﻿ his﻿writing:﻿ humanizing﻿ technolo-
gy.﻿He﻿was﻿instead﻿peppered﻿with﻿questions﻿about﻿“the﻿(apocalyptic)﻿
event,”﻿a﻿ “euphemism﻿ for﻿ the﻿environmental﻿ collapse,﻿ social﻿unrest,﻿
nuclear﻿ explosion,﻿ unstoppable﻿ virus,﻿ or﻿Mr.﻿ Robot﻿ hack﻿ that﻿ takes﻿
everything﻿down”﻿(ibid.).
Rushkoff﻿ was﻿ asked﻿ about﻿ angry﻿ working-class﻿ mobs,﻿ which﻿








were﻿preparing﻿ for﻿a﻿digital﻿ future﻿ that﻿had﻿a﻿whole﻿ lot﻿ less﻿ to﻿
do﻿with﻿making﻿ the﻿world﻿ a﻿ better﻿ place﻿ than﻿ it﻿ did﻿with﻿ tran-
scending﻿ the﻿human﻿condition﻿ altogether﻿ and﻿ insulating﻿ them-



















many﻿cases,﻿ they﻿are﻿ the﻿opposite?﻿How﻿do﻿we﻿get﻿beyond﻿ the﻿hi-
jacking﻿of﻿language﻿and﻿words﻿like﻿“innovation”﻿to﻿stop﻿being﻿blinded﻿
and﻿instead﻿see﻿the﻿painful﻿reality:﻿Those﻿building﻿and﻿monetizing﻿the﻿
technologies﻿ of﻿ today﻿ and﻿ tomorrow﻿ themselves﻿ seem﻿ to﻿question﻿
the﻿“value”﻿those﻿technologies﻿hold﻿to﻿our﻿planet﻿and﻿species?﻿They﻿
even﻿seem﻿to﻿recognize,﻿if﻿not﻿endorse,﻿a﻿path﻿toward﻿collapse.﻿The﻿













Perhaps﻿a﻿useful﻿path﻿moving﻿ forward﻿would﻿be﻿ to﻿not﻿ ignore﻿

































onto﻿ the﻿stage.﻿But﻿ it’s﻿ time﻿ to﻿step﻿out﻿of﻿ the﻿disabling﻿ ruse﻿of﻿ in-
evitability,﻿weakness﻿and﻿helplessness﻿we﻿have﻿fallen﻿into﻿and﻿push﻿
aside﻿the﻿fear﻿of﻿the﻿unknown﻿that﻿has﻿allowed﻿a﻿few﻿cynical﻿“inno-















and﻿ who﻿ it﻿ objectifies,﻿ instrumentalizes﻿ or﻿ threatens.﻿ It﻿ is﻿ hard﻿ to﻿













Another﻿ important﻿ shift﻿ is﻿ to﻿ close﻿ the﻿ distance﻿ –﻿ physically,﻿
socially﻿ and﻿ politically﻿ –﻿ between﻿ those﻿ that﻿ develop﻿ and﻿ roll﻿ out﻿
technology﻿ and﻿ those﻿whose﻿ lives﻿ are﻿ subject﻿ to﻿ it.﻿We﻿must﻿ stop﻿
elevating﻿and﻿enriching﻿tech﻿“innovators”﻿whose﻿approaches﻿toward﻿
such﻿ innovation﻿ is﻿ unsustainable﻿ and﻿ costly﻿ to﻿ almost﻿ anyone﻿ but﻿



































eratives.﻿ Imagine﻿ if﻿ the﻿$2.7﻿ trillion﻿supposedly﻿needed﻿ for﻿5G﻿was﻿
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Over﻿ the﻿ last﻿decade,﻿digital﻿ sovereignty﻿has﻿become﻿a﻿central﻿ele-
ment﻿in﻿policy﻿discourses﻿on﻿digital﻿issues.﻿Although﻿it﻿has﻿become﻿
popular﻿ in﻿ both﻿ centralized/authoritarian﻿ and﻿ democratic﻿ countries﻿
alike,﻿ the﻿concept﻿ remains﻿highly﻿contested.﻿After﻿ investigating﻿ the﻿
challenges﻿ to﻿ sovereignty﻿ apparently﻿ posed﻿ by﻿ the﻿ digital﻿ transfor-





In﻿ July﻿2020,﻿ the﻿German﻿government,﻿ in﻿ its﻿official﻿program﻿ for﻿ its﻿
presidency﻿of﻿the﻿European﻿Council,﻿announced﻿its﻿ intention﻿“to﻿es-




This article has been first published in Internet Policy Review: Julia Pohle and 










diffuse,﻿ flexible,﻿ forever﻿ shifting﻿ constellations﻿ of﻿ global﻿ digital﻿ net-
works.﻿What﻿ is﻿more,﻿digital﻿ applications﻿and﻿communication﻿prac-
tices﻿have﻿created﻿a﻿momentum﻿that﻿seems﻿to﻿defy﻿legal﻿governance﻿
and﻿control.﻿Therefore,﻿ the﻿growth﻿of﻿digital﻿networks﻿ in﻿ the﻿ 1990s﻿
made﻿the﻿disappearance﻿of﻿ the﻿state﻿an﻿ immediately﻿plausible﻿sce-
nario.﻿This﻿was﻿most﻿famously﻿captured﻿in﻿John﻿Perry﻿Barlow’s﻿bold﻿

















































Jean﻿ Bodin﻿ and﻿ concerned﻿ the﻿ ruler’s﻿ authority﻿ to﻿make﻿ final﻿ deci-
sions.﻿Jean-Jacques﻿Rousseau﻿recast﻿the﻿concept﻿so﻿that﻿it﻿focused﻿
on﻿ popular﻿ sovereignty﻿ rather﻿ than﻿ monarchical﻿ sovereignty.﻿ Over﻿
time,﻿ it﻿ became﻿ increasingly﻿ associated﻿ with﻿ democracy,﻿ the﻿ rule﻿
of﻿ law﻿ and﻿ territoriality.﻿ Today,﻿ sovereignty﻿ always﻿ primarily﻿means﻿









as﻿a﻿ functional﻿prerequisite﻿ for﻿authority﻿ to﻿be﻿exercised﻿effectively﻿
(Grimm﻿2015).1
Ever﻿since﻿Bodin,﻿ sovereignty﻿has﻿been﻿seen﻿as﻿a﻿central﻿con-






in﻿ state﻿ importance﻿ strongly﻿ influenced﻿ the﻿ early﻿ stages﻿ of﻿ the﻿ in-
ternet’s﻿development﻿and﻿governance.﻿The﻿idea﻿of﻿state﻿sovereignty﻿
was﻿particularly﻿challenged﻿by﻿ two﻿different,﻿yet﻿ related,﻿discursive﻿
strands﻿ that﻿ significantly﻿ shaped﻿ public﻿ and﻿ academic﻿ discourses:﻿




Two challenges: cyber exceptionalism  
and internet governance
The﻿ first﻿ challenge,﻿ cyber exceptionalism,﻿ suggests﻿ that﻿ the﻿ digital﻿
realm﻿is﻿qualitatively﻿distinctive﻿from﻿the﻿analogue﻿world﻿and﻿that﻿dig-
ital﻿spaces﻿therefore﻿need﻿to﻿be﻿treated﻿differently﻿from﻿all﻿previous﻿








1  Over the last decades, there have been many attempts to apply the concept of 
sovereignty to other political entities than states, such as supranational and sub-
national institutions or indigenous peoples (e.g., Kukutai and Taylor 2016). These 
derivative usages of the term often equalise sovereignty with autonomy and thereby 
deemphasise aspects of control and legitimation. While we believe that these 
broader understandings are important and can partly explain the popularity of the 













of﻿ governing﻿modern﻿ societies﻿ than﻿ that﻿which﻿ is﻿ offered﻿ by﻿ tradi-
tional﻿forms﻿of﻿political﻿organization.﻿In﻿this﻿view,﻿external﻿sovereign-
ty,﻿ law﻿ and﻿ territoriality﻿ are﻿ expected﻿ to﻿matter﻿ less﻿ in﻿ the﻿ context﻿
of﻿transnational﻿networks.﻿The﻿arguments﻿for﻿this﻿are﻿manifold.﻿First,﻿
the﻿complexity﻿of﻿nested﻿responsibilities﻿and﻿the﻿global﻿reach﻿of﻿net-
works﻿ cannot﻿ be﻿ addressed﻿ properly﻿ within﻿ national﻿ jurisdictions;﻿
second,﻿legislative﻿procedures﻿are﻿too﻿slow﻿to﻿keep﻿up﻿with﻿the﻿pace﻿
of﻿ innovation﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ technologies﻿ and﻿ the﻿ associated﻿ business﻿







The﻿ cyber﻿ exceptionalists﻿ and﻿ cyber﻿ libertarian﻿ positions﻿ still﻿
resonate﻿ today﻿ –﻿ for﻿ example,﻿ in﻿ the﻿ debates﻿ about﻿ cryptocurren-
cies﻿ (Pistor﻿2020).﻿But﻿ the﻿main﻿claim,﻿namely﻿ that﻿ the﻿ rise﻿of﻿digi-
tal﻿networks﻿per﻿se﻿will﻿lead﻿to﻿a﻿demise﻿of﻿territorial﻿conceptions﻿of﻿
sovereignty,﻿has﻿lost﻿its﻿attraction.﻿The﻿infrastructures﻿and﻿the﻿man-
agement﻿of﻿digital﻿ communication﻿have﻿ steadily﻿been﻿ transformed,﻿
making﻿ it﻿ easier﻿ to﻿ observe﻿ and﻿ steer﻿ digital﻿ flows.﻿ This﻿ trend﻿has﻿
been﻿ reinforced﻿by﻿ the﻿commercialization﻿of﻿ the﻿ internet,﻿ as﻿ it﻿ has﻿
given﻿rise﻿to﻿walled﻿gardens﻿and﻿created﻿new﻿agents﻿interested﻿in﻿a﻿
fine-grained,﻿less﻿anonymous﻿and﻿less﻿horizontal﻿architecture,﻿which﻿
2  A less pointed but still deeply state-sceptical variant of cyber exceptionalism is 
networked independence, a discursive stream frequently found in legal discourse 
and aligned with the discourse on globalisation and global governance. It argues 
that state sovereignty is in decline because of the dysfunctional fragmentation of a 





At﻿ least﻿ from﻿ the﻿ year﻿ 2000﻿ onwards,﻿ a﻿ second,﻿ related﻿ but﻿
less﻿ confrontational﻿ challenge﻿ to﻿ sovereignty﻿ in﻿ its﻿ original﻿ sense﻿






a﻿multiplicity﻿ of﻿ decentralized﻿ processes﻿ emerged,﻿which﻿were﻿ de-
signed﻿ to﻿ serve﻿ the﻿development﻿and﻿application﻿of﻿ shared﻿norms,﻿















net﻿governance﻿ issues﻿ in﻿ the﻿hands﻿of﻿multilateral﻿ institutions﻿and,﻿
hence,﻿ subjecting﻿ them﻿more﻿heavily﻿ to﻿state﻿control﻿ (Musiani﻿and﻿




political﻿or﻿social﻿questions﻿ (Malcolm﻿2008).﻿Furthermore,﻿ the﻿ idea﻿
of﻿ multi-stakeholder﻿ internet﻿ governance﻿ has﻿ often﻿ been﻿ accused﻿






development﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ networks,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ doubtful﻿whether﻿ the﻿ efforts﻿


















of﻿ decentralized﻿ networks,﻿ but﻿ instead﻿ in﻿ the﻿ enormous﻿ power﻿ of﻿





a﻿dominant﻿ role﻿ in﻿making﻿content﻿available﻿ that﻿ the﻿open﻿ internet﻿
protocols﻿that﻿digital﻿communications﻿rely﻿upon﻿have﻿become﻿mean-
ingless﻿(Pasquale﻿2016;﻿Srnicek﻿2017;﻿Hindman﻿2018).﻿Today,﻿it﻿is﻿not﻿
just﻿ the﻿ enormous﻿ resources﻿ that﻿ those﻿ intermediaries﻿ command,﻿
it﻿ is﻿how﻿they﻿exercise﻿control﻿ that﻿makes﻿them﻿one﻿of﻿ the﻿biggest﻿












pecially﻿ in﻿Europe﻿–﻿given﻿ rise﻿ to﻿a﻿new,﻿more﻿structural﻿and﻿often﻿
more﻿expansive﻿thinking﻿about﻿the﻿demands﻿and﻿domains﻿of﻿demo-
cratic﻿self-governance﻿(van﻿Dijck﻿2020).
A﻿ second﻿ justification﻿ for﻿ enlarging﻿ and﻿ pushing﻿ digital﻿
sovereign﻿ty﻿ becomes﻿ most﻿ obvious﻿ when﻿ we﻿ look﻿ at﻿ the﻿ slightly﻿
paradoxical﻿ response﻿ of﻿ governments﻿ to﻿ Edward﻿ Snowden’s﻿ 2013﻿
revelations﻿ regarding﻿ the﻿ massive﻿ global﻿ surveillance﻿ practices﻿
of﻿ the﻿United﻿States’﻿ intelligence﻿ services﻿ and﻿ their﻿ allies﻿ (Tréguer﻿
2017,﻿2018;﻿Steiger﻿et﻿al.﻿2017).﻿Snowden﻿revealed﻿the﻿mostly﻿uncon-










manipulation﻿by﻿citing﻿examples﻿ ranging﻿ from﻿disinformation﻿ (Tam-
biama﻿ 2020)﻿ to﻿ telecommunication﻿ infrastructure﻿ (Voelsen﻿ 2019a)﻿
and﻿industrial﻿policy﻿(Hobbs﻿et﻿al.﻿2020).
If﻿ we﻿ sum﻿ up﻿ the﻿ observations﻿made﻿ so﻿ far,﻿ we﻿ can﻿ see﻿ how﻿






expand﻿ the﻿ scope﻿ of﻿ sovereignty.﻿Nevertheless,﻿ digital﻿ sovereignty﻿
needs﻿ to﻿be﻿actively﻿explained﻿and﻿adjusted﻿ in﻿order﻿ to﻿ fit﻿ our﻿net-




Political discourse(s) on digital sovereignty
Today,﻿the﻿concept﻿of﻿digital﻿sovereignty﻿is﻿being﻿deployed﻿in﻿a﻿num-
ber﻿of﻿political﻿and﻿economic﻿arenas,﻿from﻿more﻿centralized﻿and﻿au-





Focusing﻿on﻿ this﻿ last﻿ factor,﻿we﻿can﻿systematize﻿digital﻿ sovereignty﻿


















of﻿ networked﻿ communication﻿ as﻿ a﻿ threat﻿ to﻿ existing﻿ political﻿ sys-
tems.﻿ China﻿ was﻿ the﻿ first﻿ country﻿ to﻿ respond﻿ to﻿ this﻿ by﻿ propagat-
ing﻿ and﻿ developing﻿ its﻿ idea﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ sovereignty﻿ –﻿mostly﻿ framed﻿
as﻿cyber sovereignty﻿ or﻿ internet sovereignty﻿ (Creemers﻿ 2016,﻿ 2020;﻿
Jiang﻿2010;﻿Zeng﻿et﻿al.﻿2017).﻿The﻿underlying﻿ideas﻿were﻿later﻿adapt-
ed﻿ by﻿ other﻿ authoritarian﻿ and﻿ semi-authoritarian﻿ countries,﻿ most﻿
3  The proposed systematization results from a structured qualitative analysis of 
selected policy documents applying the word digital sovereignty and similar terms 
(such as tech sovereignty, digital resilience, digital autonomy, etc.), which does not 
claim to be comprehensive. We use selected examples of policy texts and proposed 
measures to illustrate the different layers of digital sovereignty claims.
Julia﻿Pohle﻿and﻿Thorsten﻿Thiel
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en.﻿ As﻿ global﻿ networks﻿ emerged,﻿ states﻿ became﻿ more﻿ and﻿ more﻿
aware﻿of﻿their﻿vulnerabilities,﻿expressed﻿in﻿matters﻿of﻿infrastructural﻿
control.﻿ Computer﻿ security﻿was﻿ then﻿ translated﻿ into﻿ national﻿ secu-
rity﻿ and﻿expanded﻿ to﻿ever﻿more﻿areas﻿ (Nissenbaum﻿2005;﻿Hansen﻿
and﻿Nissenbaum﻿2009).﻿ In﻿ this﻿ process,﻿ the﻿ role﻿ and﻿ capacities﻿ of﻿
democratic﻿states﻿and﻿of﻿infrastructural﻿control﻿has﻿grown﻿immense-
ly﻿ (Cavelty﻿and﻿Egloff﻿2019)﻿–﻿although﻿often﻿ times﻿ these﻿practices﻿
have﻿ conflicted﻿with﻿ liberal-democratic﻿ ideals﻿ of﻿ society﻿ and﻿ older﻿




Prime﻿ examples﻿ of﻿ government-fostered﻿ practices﻿ and﻿ ideas﻿
resulting﻿from﻿this﻿discursive﻿strand﻿are﻿the﻿many﻿recent﻿proposals﻿
towards﻿ data﻿ localization.﻿ They﻿ seek﻿ to﻿ restrict﻿ the﻿ storage,﻿move-















flows﻿within﻿Europe﻿ (Glasze﻿and﻿Dammann,﻿ in﻿press,﻿ 11).﻿ The﻿ idea,﻿
which﻿was﻿proposed﻿by﻿Deutsche﻿Telekom,﻿the﻿largest﻿internet﻿pro-











on﻿ IT﻿ security﻿ and﻿ the﻿ regulation﻿ of﻿ internet﻿ issues﻿ on﻿ the﻿ nation-







Economic autonomy and competition 













these﻿measures﻿ are﻿usually﻿ part﻿ of﻿ a﻿ nation’s﻿ larger﻿ economic﻿ and﻿
industrial﻿policy﻿strategy,﻿aiming﻿at﻿the﻿digital﻿transformation﻿of﻿entire﻿
























As﻿with﻿ the﻿ previous﻿ category,﻿ the﻿ goal﻿ to﻿ achieve﻿more﻿ inde-
pendence﻿from﻿foreign﻿technologies﻿and﻿to﻿promote﻿the﻿innovative﻿














been﻿ quick﻿ to﻿ label﻿ such﻿ ideas﻿ and﻿ practices﻿digital protectionism,﻿





censorship,﻿ filtering,﻿ localization﻿ and﻿ intellectual﻿ property-related﻿





for﻿ specific﻿ trade﻿ restrictions﻿due﻿ to﻿privacy﻿ concerns﻿ and﻿ cultural﻿
exceptions﻿(Aaronson﻿2016,﻿10).﻿
User autonomy and individual self-determination 
In﻿ recent﻿ years,﻿ a﻿ third﻿ category﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ sovereignty﻿ claims﻿ has﻿
emerged.﻿ This﻿ is﻿ primarily﻿ present﻿ in﻿ the﻿discourses﻿ of﻿ democratic﻿
countries﻿and﻿a﻿particularly﻿strong﻿component﻿of﻿ the﻿policy﻿debate﻿
on﻿digital﻿sovereignty﻿in﻿Germany﻿(Pohle﻿2020a,﻿7ff.;﻿Glasze﻿and﻿Dam-









protected﻿ as﻿ consumers﻿ and﻿ strengthened﻿ in﻿ their﻿ rights﻿ as﻿ demo-
cratic﻿citizens﻿(Gesellschaft﻿für﻿Informatik﻿2020;﻿VZBV﻿2014).﻿Discur-
sive﻿claims﻿by﻿policy﻿makers﻿and﻿civil﻿society﻿actors﻿in﻿this﻿category﻿
also﻿refer﻿to﻿user sovereignty﻿and﻿digital consumer sovereignty,﻿there-
by﻿replacing﻿the﻿control﻿of﻿users﻿and﻿citizens﻿under﻿digital﻿sovereign﻿ty﻿
measures﻿in﻿sovereignty﻿notions﻿espoused﻿by﻿authoritarian﻿regimes﻿










ny,﻿ for﻿ example,﻿ a﻿ recently﻿ created﻿ innovation﻿ fund﻿by﻿ the﻿ Federal﻿
Ministry﻿of﻿Education﻿and﻿Research﻿(the﻿“Human-Technology-Inter-
action﻿ for﻿Digital﻿Sovereignty”﻿ fund)﻿builds﻿on﻿ the﻿ idea﻿ that﻿digital﻿










and﻿ instead﻿ emphasizes﻿ the﻿ need﻿ for﻿ users﻿ to﻿ better﻿ understand﻿
commercial﻿and﻿state﻿powers﻿ in﻿the﻿digital﻿sphere﻿and﻿to﻿appropri-
ate﻿ their﻿ technologies,﻿data﻿and﻿content﻿ (Couture﻿and﻿Toupin﻿2019,﻿
2315ff).﻿This﻿could﻿either﻿be﻿done﻿by﻿prioritizing﻿open﻿and﻿free﻿soft-
ware﻿and﻿service﻿or﻿by﻿users﻿ themselves﻿protecting﻿ their﻿personal﻿
data﻿ from﻿exploitation﻿ by﻿ tech﻿ companies﻿ through﻿data﻿ protection﻿
and﻿encryption﻿practices﻿(Haché﻿2014,﻿2018;﻿Cercy﻿and﻿Nitot﻿2016).﻿
While﻿ some﻿ facets﻿ of﻿ this﻿ perspective﻿ and﻿ some﻿ of﻿ the﻿ proposed﻿
measures﻿may﻿align﻿with﻿the﻿claims﻿to﻿individual﻿self-determination﻿
that﻿we﻿can﻿see﻿in﻿democracies,﻿the﻿underlying﻿beliefs﻿are,﻿however,﻿









Sovereignty in the networked world
This﻿ essay﻿ has﻿ argued﻿ that﻿ advocates﻿ of﻿ the﻿ concept﻿ of﻿ digital﻿
sovereign﻿ty,﻿ so﻿ popular﻿ in﻿ political﻿ and﻿public﻿ discourse﻿ nowadays,﻿
not﻿ only﻿ had﻿ to﻿ reverse﻿ some﻿ of﻿ their﻿ early﻿ beliefs﻿ about﻿ the﻿ gov-




has﻿ become﻿ a﻿much﻿more﻿ encompassing﻿ concept,﻿ addressing﻿ not﻿
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beyond the Leviathan 
and the Wicker Man




The﻿ metaphors﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Leviathan﻿ and﻿ Wicker﻿ Man﻿ introduced﻿ the﻿
idea﻿ of﻿ a﻿modern﻿ state﻿ as﻿ an﻿ artificial﻿ and﻿mechanical﻿ rather﻿ than﻿
spiritual﻿unity.﻿They﻿ framed﻿sovereignty﻿as﻿an﻿effect﻿of﻿ the﻿artificial﻿









than﻿ the﻿ social﻿ contract.﻿ While﻿ citizens﻿ willingly﻿ limit﻿ their﻿ agency﻿
under﻿the﻿original﻿social﻿contract﻿to﻿create﻿an﻿artificial﻿but﻿collective﻿
unity,﻿ the﻿new﻿algorithmic﻿ “smart﻿ contract”﻿ reduces﻿ sovereignty﻿ to﻿
code﻿that﻿someone﻿can﻿design,﻿own﻿and﻿even﻿patent.﻿To﻿support﻿the﻿
The project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 



























contracts”﻿ for﻿ an﻿ imaginary﻿ village﻿ (Lithopy)﻿ is﻿ realistic﻿ enough﻿ to﻿
motivate﻿the﻿participants﻿to﻿engage﻿in﻿what﻿we﻿have﻿described﻿pre-
viously﻿ as﻿ a﻿ “regulation﻿ through﻿ dissonance”﻿ (Reshef﻿ Kera﻿ 2020a).﻿
The﻿sandbox﻿is﻿a﻿trading﻿zone﻿for﻿the﻿stakeholders﻿to﻿collaborate﻿si-
multaneously﻿on﻿contested﻿ issues﻿ in﻿policy﻿and﻿design.﻿ It﻿supports﻿
testing﻿and﻿discussing﻿the﻿relationship﻿between﻿regulation﻿and﻿code,﻿
social﻿agency﻿and﻿automation﻿without﻿insisting﻿on﻿strong﻿consensus﻿
but﻿ identifying﻿some﻿modus vivendi﻿ for﻿ the﻿ future﻿automated﻿socie-
ty.﻿In﻿this﻿paper,﻿we﻿summarize﻿the﻿first﻿five﻿workshops﻿in﻿2019﻿that﻿
changed﻿ the﻿ focus﻿ from﻿ issues﻿of﻿anticipatory﻿governance﻿ to﻿more﻿
pragmatic﻿ and﻿ experimental﻿ approaches﻿ of﻿ probing﻿ and﻿defining﻿ a﻿









ernance﻿ that﻿ erodes﻿ social﻿ and﻿ individual﻿ agency.﻿ Algorithmic﻿ gov-
ernance﻿embodies﻿the﻿Hobbesian﻿credo﻿that﻿it﻿is﻿“authority,﻿not﻿truth,﻿















We﻿claim﻿ that﻿ the﻿ technological﻿ “commonwealth”﻿over﻿various﻿
platforms﻿defining﻿algorithmic﻿governance﻿supports﻿the﻿idea﻿of﻿the﻿
absolute﻿ sovereignty﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Leviathan﻿ as﻿ a﻿ governance﻿model﻿ but﻿
deprives﻿the﻿citizens﻿of﻿agency﻿in﻿more﻿radical﻿ways﻿than﻿the﻿social﻿
contract﻿theory﻿had﻿ever﻿imagined﻿(Reijers,﻿O’Brolcháin,﻿and﻿Haynes﻿
2016).﻿ Thomas﻿ Hobbes’s﻿ metaphor﻿ of﻿ artificial﻿ and﻿ super-human﻿
governance﻿served﻿as﻿an﻿alternative﻿to﻿the﻿redemption﻿model﻿of﻿the﻿
Middle﻿Age﻿kingdoms﻿searching﻿for﻿spiritual﻿unity﻿with﻿Christ﻿under﻿
the﻿ eschatological﻿ expectations﻿ of﻿ the﻿ second﻿ coming.﻿ Instead﻿ of﻿
redemption﻿ and﻿ “life﻿ in﻿Christ”﻿ as﻿ a﻿ promise﻿ that﻿will﻿ alleviate﻿ the﻿
suffering﻿of﻿the﻿“natural﻿condition,”﻿war﻿and﻿chaos,﻿the﻿modern﻿state﻿
offered﻿security﻿and﻿lately﻿also﻿efficiency.
The﻿Leviathan﻿was﻿an﻿alternative﻿ to﻿ the﻿chaos﻿of﻿ the﻿Christian﻿
kingdoms﻿guided﻿by﻿the﻿vision﻿of﻿“corpus﻿mysticum,”﻿a﻿body﻿of﻿be-






















contracts”﻿ or﻿ machine﻿ learning﻿ algorithms﻿ optimizing﻿ social﻿ phe-
nomena,﻿expect﻿citizens﻿ to﻿support,﻿ trust﻿and﻿abide﻿by﻿ this﻿emerg-
ing﻿ infrastructure﻿as﻿a﻿“miracle”﻿defined﻿by﻿the﻿state﻿ to﻿support﻿ its﻿
sovereignty﻿against﻿any﻿chaos.﻿The﻿super-individual﻿ sovereignty﻿of﻿
the﻿emerging﻿technical﻿infrastructure﻿provides﻿essential﻿services﻿and﻿
protection﻿ only﻿ when﻿ citizens﻿ accept﻿ its﻿ absolute﻿ authority﻿ (some-
times﻿ defined﻿ as﻿ smart﻿ cities,﻿ intelligent﻿ tracking﻿ systems﻿ during﻿
COVID-19﻿crises,﻿and﻿similar﻿ideas).
The﻿algorithmic﻿Leviathans﻿simply﻿achieve﻿the﻿goal﻿of﻿the﻿social﻿














Leviathan or the Wicker Man











lawlessness﻿ (natural﻿state).﻿The﻿ issues﻿with﻿such﻿solutions﻿are﻿ that﻿
they﻿enforce﻿rather﻿than﻿control﻿the﻿absolute﻿and﻿arbitrary﻿power.
Algorithmic﻿sovereignty﻿over﻿emerging﻿ technical﻿ infrastructure﻿
thus﻿ amplifies﻿ the﻿ old﻿ discussions﻿whether﻿ the﻿ Leviathan﻿ is﻿ an﻿ in-
stitution﻿that﻿protects﻿the﻿citizens﻿or﻿sacrifices﻿them﻿in﻿its﻿evil﻿twin,﻿






























er﻿ and﻿ law,﻿might﻿ and﻿ right.﻿While﻿ automation﻿ (absolute﻿ authority)﻿
for﻿Hobbes﻿ is﻿ a﻿necessary﻿ condition﻿of﻿ law﻿ to﻿exist,﻿ Lock﻿criticizes﻿
it﻿as﻿a﻿dangerous﻿precedent﻿that﻿makes﻿law﻿impossible.﻿Automated﻿
decision-﻿making﻿ that﻿ is﻿hardcoded﻿without﻿any﻿human﻿oversight﻿ is﻿
an﻿heir﻿of﻿a﻿Leviathan﻿idea﻿as﻿mechanical﻿and﻿automated﻿sovereignty.﻿
How﻿should﻿we﻿engage﻿with﻿the﻿authority﻿of﻿the﻿code﻿and﻿automated﻿





The Leviathan as the origin of the cybernetic metaphors 
and algogovernance 




citizens﻿ that﻿ trade﻿ their﻿ sovereignty﻿ and﻿ natural﻿ rights﻿ for﻿ security.﻿
In﻿his﻿analysis﻿of﻿the﻿Leviathan,﻿(Schmitt﻿1996,﻿50)﻿described﻿this﻿as﻿
the﻿emergence﻿of﻿a﻿“state﻿as﻿a﻿mechanism”﻿model﻿ that﻿becomes﻿a﻿














nothing﻿ if﻿ it﻿ is﻿ not﻿ tutela praesens.﻿ That,﻿ however,﻿ can﻿only﻿be﻿
attained﻿by﻿an﻿effectively﻿ functioning﻿mechanism﻿of﻿command.﻿





and﻿ arbitrary﻿ power﻿ that﻿ nothing﻿ can﻿ resist﻿ because﻿ everyone﻿will﻿
submit﻿to﻿it﻿willingly:﻿“[T]hat﻿state﻿was﻿created﻿not﻿only﻿an﻿essential﻿
















that﻿ is﻿ commanded﻿ and﻿ guided﻿ by﻿ the﻿ possessor﻿ of﻿ “absolute﻿
authority”﻿...﻿(Ibid.)
Algorithmic﻿ governance﻿ as﻿ the﻿ modern﻿ Leviathan,﻿ this﻿ “gigantic﻿
mechanism﻿in﻿the﻿service﻿of﻿ensuring﻿the﻿physical﻿protection﻿of﻿those﻿








pressed﻿ in﻿a﻿most﻿narrow﻿space”﻿ ( bid.).﻿Campanella’s﻿vision﻿of﻿ the﻿
“Sun﻿State”﻿becomes﻿ literal:﻿ “The﻿ technically﻿perfect﻿mechanism﻿of﻿
a﻿big﻿ship﻿in﻿the﻿hands﻿of﻿an﻿absolute﻿authority﻿who﻿determines﻿its﻿
course”﻿( bid.).
Sandboxes for exploring alternatives to the Leviathan
Is﻿ there﻿any﻿alternative﻿ to﻿ this﻿absolute﻿victory﻿of﻿ the﻿modern﻿state﻿
as﻿ an﻿ algorithmic﻿ machine﻿ or﻿ cybernetic﻿ warship﻿ that﻿ realizes﻿ its﻿









blockchain﻿ services﻿ and﻿ smart﻿ contracts﻿ with﻿ the﻿ existing﻿ policy﻿
tools﻿ for﻿ regulations﻿ can﻿ help﻿ us﻿ find﻿ some﻿ balance﻿ between﻿ the﻿






services﻿offer﻿a﻿model﻿ for﻿how﻿ to﻿make﻿ the﻿process﻿of﻿automation﻿
more﻿transparent﻿but﻿also﻿participatory,﻿so﻿citizens﻿can﻿see,﻿at﻿each﻿
step,﻿why﻿and﻿how﻿they﻿decide﻿to﻿sacrifice﻿their﻿sovereignty﻿and﻿out-
source﻿ it﻿ to﻿ the﻿ code.﻿We﻿ tested﻿ just﻿ such﻿ an﻿ environment﻿ on﻿ the﻿
example﻿of﻿ future﻿ services﻿ in﻿an﻿ imaginary﻿ smart﻿ village﻿communi-
ty﻿ of﻿ Lithopy,﻿ to﻿ enable﻿ participants﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ and﻿ prototype﻿




The﻿ Lithopy﻿ sandbox﻿ stands﻿ somewhere﻿ between﻿ a﻿ “fairytale﻿
with﻿ code”﻿ and﻿ a﻿ fully﻿ functional﻿ prototype﻿ of﻿ a﻿ community﻿ using﻿




citizens﻿ as﻿ participants﻿ in﻿ the﻿workshop﻿ use﻿ it﻿ as﻿ a﻿ playground﻿ to﻿
experience﻿and﻿define﻿the﻿degree﻿of﻿automation﻿and﻿regulation,﻿and﻿
comfortable﻿ levels﻿ of﻿ personal﻿ autonomy﻿ and﻿ algorithmic﻿ gover-




This﻿ design﻿ and﻿ policy﻿ playground﻿ or﻿ sandbox﻿ for﻿ exploring﻿
near-future﻿ scenarios﻿ of﻿ algorithmic﻿ governance﻿ and﻿ automation﻿
reflects﻿ upon﻿ the﻿ convergence﻿ of﻿ blockchain﻿ and﻿ satellite/drone﻿
technologies.﻿It﻿helps﻿the﻿participants﻿to﻿probe﻿the﻿power﻿of﻿the﻿tech-













These﻿ workshops﻿ support﻿ participation﻿ in﻿ automation﻿ by﻿ en-
gaging﻿ human﻿ participants﻿ directly﻿ in﻿ the﻿ creation﻿ of﻿ techno-
logies﻿ that﻿are﻿also﻿used﻿strategically﻿ to﻿control﻿ their﻿everyday﻿
practices﻿ through﻿ the﻿ dominant﻿ sociotechnical﻿ order﻿ but﻿ with﻿
tactical﻿ intention﻿ this﻿ sense.﻿ These﻿ participatory﻿ workshops﻿




1  Digitaldozen, http://digitaldozen.io/projects/lithopy/.








of﻿ the﻿ technology.﻿ In﻿ the﻿ case﻿of﻿ Lithopy﻿ sandbox,﻿we﻿used﻿Hyper-
ledger﻿Fabric﻿blockchain﻿“testnet”﻿on﻿a﻿server,﻿on﻿which﻿it﻿is﻿possible﻿
to﻿ test﻿ the﻿ prototypes﻿ of﻿ smart﻿ contracts﻿ using﻿ open﻿ satellite﻿ data﻿
(from﻿﻿Sentinel﻿2A﻿and﻿2B)﻿for﻿various﻿services﻿and﻿automation.﻿The﻿
near-﻿future﻿scenarios﻿and﻿contracts﻿shown﻿as﻿a﻿design-fiction﻿﻿movie﻿
that﻿ participants﻿ view﻿ to﻿ decide﻿ on﻿ the﻿ interventions﻿ and﻿ changes﻿
they﻿want﻿to﻿make﻿in﻿the﻿workshops.﻿
Lithopy: from installation to sandbox
The﻿original﻿purpose﻿of﻿ the﻿design-fiction﻿movie﻿and﻿ the﻿code﻿was﻿




















them﻿ over﻿ templates.﻿ The﻿ participants﻿would﻿ also﻿ experiment﻿with﻿
various﻿ways﻿ of﻿ applying﻿ regulation﻿ of﻿ code﻿ (or﻿ over﻿ the﻿ code)﻿ via﻿
guided﻿templates.












trigger﻿ various﻿ contracts﻿ through﻿ their﻿ dashboard.﻿ The﻿ ideas﻿were﻿
















ticipatory﻿ and﻿ experimental﻿ approaches﻿ to﻿ algorithmic﻿ governance﻿
issues.﻿
Most﻿ visitors﻿ of﻿ the﻿ installations﻿ experienced﻿ only﻿ the﻿ design-﻿
fiction﻿movie,﻿dashboard﻿and﻿the﻿set﻿of﻿props.﻿Many﻿of﻿them﻿were﻿un-
aware﻿that﻿the﻿prototypes﻿are﻿actual﻿functional﻿proof﻿of﻿concept,﻿such﻿
as﻿ the﻿asset﻿ transaction﻿ that﻿ allows﻿a﻿ change﻿of﻿ ownership﻿based﻿
on﻿ 10﻿ x﻿ 10m﻿of﻿ red﻿ cloth,﻿ creating﻿ a﻿ pixel﻿ of﻿ data﻿ for﻿ the﻿ satellites.﻿











er﻿ to﻿ the﻿ form﻿of﻿ a﻿design﻿and﻿policy﻿ sandbox﻿ than﻿a﻿ set﻿ of﻿proto-
types﻿ and﻿ simulations.﻿Only﻿ in﻿ the﻿workshops﻿ did﻿ the﻿ participants﻿
realize﻿ that﻿ these﻿ prototypes﻿ are﻿ functional﻿ and﻿possible,﻿ and﻿ that﻿
motivated﻿them﻿to﻿take﻿the﻿challenge﻿more﻿seriously.﻿These﻿theoret-
ical﻿promises﻿and﻿threats﻿of﻿the﻿disruptive﻿technology﻿became﻿less﻿





a﻿ basic﻿ understanding﻿ of﻿ the﻿ code﻿ and﻿ infrastructure﻿ which﻿ were﻿
“human-readable”﻿ thanks﻿ to﻿ JavaScript﻿ code﻿ and﻿ allow﻿ them﻿ to﻿ ex-
periment﻿with﻿democratizing﻿such﻿“future-making”﻿in﻿a﻿sandbox.







off-and-on-chain﻿ (ledger)﻿ interactions﻿ became﻿ less﻿ important﻿ than﻿
experiencing﻿ the﻿ issues﻿ in﻿ an﻿ attempt﻿ to﻿ combine﻿ regulation﻿ and﻿




























type﻿of﻿ experimental﻿governance﻿ sandbox﻿ for﻿ experiencing﻿alterna-
tive﻿blockchain﻿and﻿automation﻿futures.﻿In﻿the﻿sandbox,﻿participants﻿
could﻿define﻿their﻿stakeholder﻿role﻿or﻿use﻿one﻿of﻿the﻿templates.﻿They﻿
experienced﻿ and﻿ addressed﻿both﻿ the﻿ code﻿ and﻿ regulation﻿ and﻿dis-
cussed﻿them﻿with﻿other﻿participants﻿through﻿their﻿roles.﻿The﻿immer-
sive﻿ experience﻿ of﻿ collectively﻿ discussing﻿how﻿ the﻿ code﻿ should﻿ be﻿
regulated﻿ and﻿ realizing﻿ the﻿ limits﻿ of﻿ citizens﻿ agency﻿ led﻿ to﻿ various﻿





organizations﻿ to﻿ intervene﻿ in﻿ the﻿ blockchain-﻿ and﻿ satellite-driven﻿

























While﻿ most﻿ regulatory﻿ sandboxes﻿ insist﻿ on﻿ innovation,﻿ the﻿
Lithopy﻿ sandbox﻿ is﻿more﻿of﻿ a﻿ “trading﻿ zone,”﻿ a﻿productive﻿environ-
ment﻿ for﻿ supporting﻿coordination﻿and﻿exchange﻿of﻿knowledge﻿and﻿






















to﻿ show﻿ how﻿ successful﻿ exchanges﻿ between﻿ various﻿ stakeholders﻿
(scientists,﻿ but﻿ also﻿ policymakers﻿ and﻿ businesses)﻿ depend﻿ on﻿ pre-
serving﻿their﻿identity﻿and﻿diversity﻿rather﻿than﻿finding﻿a﻿single﻿unified﻿
theory,﻿ practice,﻿ value﻿or﻿ institution﻿ that﻿makes﻿ the﻿decisions.﻿ It﻿ is﻿
not﻿the﻿code﻿nor﻿the﻿values﻿and﻿regulation﻿that﻿define﻿the﻿common﻿
﻿83
blockchain﻿ future;﻿ rather,﻿ it’s﻿ the﻿ability﻿ to﻿ “trade”﻿with﻿groups﻿and﻿
stakeholders﻿whom﻿we﻿do﻿not﻿understand﻿and﻿agree﻿with:﻿
But﻿ here﻿we﻿ can﻿ learn﻿ from﻿ the﻿ anthropologists﻿who﻿ regularly﻿
study﻿unlike﻿cultures﻿that﻿do﻿interact,﻿most﻿notably﻿by﻿trade.﻿Two﻿




coordination﻿ despite﻿ vast﻿ global﻿ differences.﻿ In﻿ an﻿ even﻿more﻿

































as﻿digital﻿ archeologists﻿or﻿a﻿ ledger﻿ forensic﻿expert﻿needed﻿ for﻿ this﻿
imaginary﻿community.﻿
The experiments with value exchange and “coins”











The﻿ Lithopy﻿ process﻿ that﻿ initially﻿ involved﻿ directors,﻿ actors,﻿
graphic﻿ designers﻿ and﻿ blockchain﻿ developers﻿ and﻿ only﻿ later﻿ also﻿
participants﻿ and﻿ the﻿ more﻿ general﻿ public﻿ in﻿ the﻿ workshop,﻿ even﻿
exhibition﻿visitors,﻿formed﻿the﻿“trading﻿zone”﻿for﻿interaction﻿between﻿
various﻿stakeholders﻿over﻿concepts﻿and﻿tools,﻿in﻿our﻿case﻿blockchain,﻿
lithium﻿and﻿satellites.﻿ The﻿ interactions﻿between﻿diverse﻿ individuals﻿
with﻿different﻿agendas﻿led﻿to﻿the﻿idea﻿of﻿blockchain﻿beyond﻿crypto-
currency﻿applications﻿and﻿experiments﻿with﻿new﻿economic﻿models.﻿





The﻿project﻿started﻿with﻿a﻿ trip﻿ to﻿ the﻿mining﻿city﻿of﻿Cinovec﻿ in﻿
North﻿ Bohemia,﻿ where﻿ we﻿ noticed﻿ the﻿ creative﻿ ways﻿ the﻿ villagers﻿
























































engagements﻿ in﻿ material﻿ prototyping﻿ and﻿ political﻿ deliberation﻿ be-
tween﻿different﻿stakeholders.
Summary
Design﻿ and﻿ policy﻿ sandboxing﻿ offers﻿ a﻿methodology﻿ for﻿ testing﻿ ex-
perimental﻿ governance﻿of﻿ blockchain﻿ futures﻿ and﻿ explores﻿ the﻿pos-
sibility﻿of﻿tactical﻿and﻿situated﻿automation.﻿The﻿testing﻿environment﻿





step﻿how﻿much﻿agency﻿ they﻿are﻿willing﻿ to﻿ sacrifice﻿ for﻿ automation﻿
promising﻿ frictionless﻿ and﻿ more﻿ efficient﻿ futures.﻿ By﻿ “domesticat-
ing”﻿ and﻿ taming﻿ the﻿power﻿ of﻿ the﻿ algorithms﻿and﻿ code,﻿ they﻿ avoid﻿
the﻿extreme﻿scenarios﻿of﻿future﻿governance﻿reduced﻿to﻿the﻿Leviathan﻿
or﻿Wicker﻿Man.﻿Instead﻿of﻿an﻿efficient﻿state﻿that﻿makes﻿citizen﻿agen-
cy﻿obsolete﻿ (﻿Leviathan)﻿or﻿even﻿sacrifices﻿ it﻿ to﻿optimize﻿ the﻿system﻿
(Wicker﻿Man),﻿the﻿sandbox﻿offers﻿a﻿trading﻿zone﻿for﻿making﻿tactical﻿
decisions﻿ on﻿ the﻿ common﻿ future.﻿Most﻿ importantly,﻿ it﻿ changes﻿ the﻿
narrative﻿ of﻿ disruptive﻿ technology﻿ into﻿ actual﻿ experiences﻿with﻿pro-













someone﻿decides﻿ to﻿ implement﻿such﻿convergences﻿ for﻿ real.﻿ In﻿ that﻿
case,﻿ the﻿alternative﻿Lithopy﻿ forks﻿as﻿ situated﻿and﻿participatory﻿au-
tomation﻿ scenarios﻿ become﻿ experimental﻿ governance﻿ results﻿ and﻿
provide﻿valuable﻿ lessons﻿and﻿comparisons﻿rather﻿than﻿the﻿absolute﻿
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of﻿ us.﻿ Those﻿ were﻿ the﻿ early﻿ promises﻿ of﻿ the﻿ Californian﻿ Ideology﻿
﻿(Barbrook﻿and﻿Cameron﻿1996),﻿where﻿we﻿believed﻿that﻿a﻿more﻿equal﻿
distribution﻿ of﻿ resources﻿ on﻿ a﻿ global﻿ level﻿ could﻿ be﻿made﻿possible﻿
through﻿the﻿new﻿digital﻿technology.﻿We﻿were﻿tech-optimists.﻿Nicholas﻿
Negroponte,﻿as﻿one﻿of﻿ the﻿ thought﻿ leaders﻿of﻿ the﻿early﻿ages﻿of﻿ the﻿
internet,﻿put﻿it﻿this﻿way:﻿Digitization﻿“has﻿four﻿powerful﻿qualities﻿that﻿





















































shows﻿ that﻿ inequality﻿ in﻿digital﻿ access﻿ leads﻿ to﻿ inequality﻿ in﻿partic-





On﻿ a﻿ global﻿ scale,﻿ the﻿ dominance﻿ of﻿ these﻿ parameters﻿ varies﻿
across﻿ various﻿ countries,﻿ between﻿ cities﻿ and﻿ rural﻿ areas,﻿ between﻿
socio-economic﻿ clusters﻿ and﻿ cultural﻿ setting,﻿ concentrating﻿ power﻿
and﻿ profit﻿ amongst﻿ just﻿ a﻿ few﻿ countries﻿ and﻿ companies.﻿ A﻿ recent﻿
UN-report﻿emphasized﻿the﻿disparity﻿of﻿the﻿digital﻿economy.﻿Antonio﻿



















societal﻿promises﻿was﻿ the﻿chance﻿ for﻿ social﻿mobility?﻿ In﻿ the﻿ 1980s,﻿
















these﻿ “sticky﻿ floors”﻿ and﻿ “sticky﻿ ceilings.”﻿ A﻿ recent﻿ study﻿ on﻿ Ger-















speed)﻿ internet﻿ access﻿ (OECD)﻿ is﻿ growing﻿ year﻿ by﻿ year,﻿ allowing﻿
more﻿and﻿more﻿people﻿to﻿get﻿online﻿everywhere,﻿we﻿see﻿a﻿different﻿





















































In﻿ this﻿ context,﻿ digital﻿ sovereignty2﻿ refers﻿ to﻿whether﻿ ﻿ citizens﻿
are﻿“empowered﻿and﻿autonomous﻿to﻿act﻿in﻿various﻿roles﻿in﻿the﻿digital﻿
world”﻿ (Joost,﻿Micklitz,﻿Reisch﻿et﻿al.﻿ 2017,﻿3)﻿ –﻿be﻿ it﻿ as﻿participants﻿
on﻿ markets,﻿ in﻿ social﻿ networks﻿ or﻿ in﻿ policy-making﻿ processes,﻿ as﻿
prosumers﻿within﻿ networks,﻿ or﻿ as﻿ citizens﻿ in﻿ a﻿ digitally﻿ embedded﻿
society.﻿These﻿roles﻿contain﻿the﻿rights﻿and﻿obligations﻿of﻿citizens﻿to﻿
participate﻿and,﻿ therefore,﻿ to﻿act﻿ in﻿an﻿ independent,﻿ proficient﻿ and﻿
responsible﻿manner﻿in﻿the﻿digital﻿realm.﻿It﻿refers﻿to﻿the﻿“concrete﻿de-










Building﻿ on﻿ this﻿ concept,﻿ the﻿ broad﻿ scope﻿ of﻿ it﻿ becomes﻿ ob-
vious.﻿ If﻿ citizens﻿ are﻿ not﻿ enabled﻿ to﻿ act﻿ independently﻿ and﻿ in﻿ a﻿ re-
sponsible﻿manner﻿in﻿these﻿various﻿roles﻿of﻿the﻿digital﻿society,﻿basic﻿
civic﻿ rights﻿are﻿at﻿ risk﻿of﻿violation.﻿Therefore,﻿ in﻿a﻿group﻿of﻿experts,﻿
we﻿ defined﻿ guiding﻿ principles﻿ for﻿ practicing﻿ digital﻿ sovereignty:﻿
freedom of choice, self-determination, self-control and security.3﻿The﻿
first﻿principle,﻿ freedom﻿of﻿choice,﻿means﻿ that﻿ individuals﻿should﻿be﻿
at﻿ liberty﻿ to﻿decide﻿on﻿ their﻿own﻿whether﻿ to﻿do﻿or﻿not﻿ to﻿do﻿some-
thing,﻿e.g.,﻿ to﻿become﻿an﻿active﻿manager﻿of﻿ their﻿personal﻿data﻿on-
line﻿ and﻿ decide﻿ independently﻿ about﻿whether﻿ to﻿ disclose,﻿ transfer,﻿
delete,﻿ trade﻿or﻿donate﻿ their﻿data﻿ (data﻿ sovereignty)﻿ (Palmetshofer,﻿
Semsrott﻿and﻿Alberts﻿2016).﻿The﻿second﻿principle,﻿self-determination,﻿
is﻿ linked﻿ to﻿ the﻿German﻿ right﻿ for﻿ “informational﻿ self-determination”﻿
(“informationelle Selbstbestimmung”)﻿ and﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ individual’s﻿ abil-
ity﻿to﻿retain﻿control﻿over﻿important﻿decisions.﻿This﻿could﻿lead﻿to﻿the﻿
2  I first presented this concept in a report for the Federal Ministry of Justice and 
Consumer Protection in Germany in 2017 (Joost, Micklitz, Reisch et al. 2017).
3  See: Sachverständigenrat für Verbraucherfragen 2017. In this article, the principles 
were developed with focus on online consumers; here, I am transferring the 

















they﻿have﻿ to﻿be﻿ initiated﻿by﻿ the﻿ state,﻿ by﻿ corporations﻿ and﻿ service﻿
providers﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿by﻿the﻿users﻿themselves.﻿ In﻿this﻿context,﻿priva-
cy-by-design﻿ and﻿ privacy-by-default﻿ standards﻿ play﻿ an﻿ important﻿
role﻿for﻿its﻿practical﻿implementation.﻿
Fig. 2  
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As﻿ shown﻿ in﻿ figure﻿ 2,﻿ the﻿ potential﻿ of﻿ practicing﻿ digital﻿
sovereign﻿ty﻿ as﻿ such﻿ is﻿ framed﻿by﻿ three﻿basic﻿ constituents,﻿ namely﻿















ancing﻿ these﻿ three﻿ constituent﻿ parts.﻿ Their﻿ interdependencies﻿ are﻿

















4  See the European Digital Competence Framework (European Commission 2019); 
see also Buckingham 2015.




is﻿not﻿true.﻿The﻿technology﻿that﻿ is﻿put﻿ in﻿place﻿by﻿corporations﻿ like﻿
Facebook﻿do﻿not﻿allow﻿sufficient﻿data﻿transfer﻿or﻿demonstrate﻿trans-
parent﻿management,﻿as﻿ the﻿data﻿activist﻿Max﻿Schrems﻿has﻿shown﻿
several﻿ times﻿ in﻿ the﻿ last﻿years,﻿most﻿ recently﻿denouncing﻿ 101﻿Euro-
pean﻿companies﻿for﻿illegal﻿transfer﻿of﻿(personal)﻿data﻿to﻿the﻿US.6﻿
With﻿ this﻿example,﻿we﻿see﻿how﻿the﻿concept﻿ is﻿ reflected﻿ in﻿cur-
rent﻿ digital﻿ policy﻿ making.﻿ It﻿ shows﻿ us﻿ that﻿ the﻿ conceptual﻿ frame-
work﻿of﻿digital﻿sovereignty﻿always﻿needs﻿to﻿consider﻿the﻿trajectories﻿
between﻿ individual﻿ skills,﻿ regulatory﻿ power﻿ and﻿ the﻿ actual﻿ technol-
ogy﻿put﻿ in﻿place.﻿Many﻿digital﻿ policies﻿ are﻿ struggling﻿due﻿ to﻿ these﻿





detection﻿ processes﻿ like﻿ filtering﻿ the﻿ uploaded﻿ content﻿ (“Uploadfil-
ter”)﻿ (IVD﻿2019).﻿ This﻿was﻿widely﻿ criticized﻿ as﻿ building﻿ up﻿ an﻿ infra-
structure﻿of﻿censorship﻿and﻿violating﻿the﻿freedom﻿of﻿expression﻿(Kurz﻿
2017).﻿At﻿the﻿same﻿time,﻿the﻿efficiency﻿and﻿effectiveness﻿of﻿this﻿reg-
ulation﻿ is﻿not﻿ (yet)﻿obvious﻿as﻿ first﻿evaluations﻿show﻿(Bitkom﻿2019).﻿
Digital literacy﻿capacities﻿to﻿cope﻿with﻿fake﻿news﻿and﻿illegal﻿content﻿
online﻿ need﻿ to﻿ be﻿ build﻿ up﻿ accordingly,﻿ as﻿well﻿ as﻿ automated﻿ pro-
cedures﻿ like﻿ image﻿ and﻿ text﻿ analysis﻿ to﻿ detect﻿ hate﻿ speech﻿ online﻿
(technology).﻿Furthermore,﻿ the﻿social﻿ implications﻿of﻿ this﻿ legislation﻿
have﻿ to﻿ be﻿ taken﻿ into﻿ account,﻿ too,﻿ in﻿ order﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ the﻿ so-
cial﻿dynamics﻿of﻿discrimination﻿based﻿on﻿hate﻿ speech,﻿ cyber﻿bully-








reasons﻿why﻿ the﻿social﻿ fabric﻿ is﻿ fraying﻿ in﻿many﻿parts﻿of﻿ the﻿world.﻿









on﻿different﻿policy﻿ levels.﻿ If﻿we﻿analyze﻿ the﻿underlying﻿paradigm﻿ in﻿
digital﻿agenda﻿setting﻿in﻿many﻿cases,﻿we﻿still﻿see﻿tech-optimism﻿and﻿









2011).﻿With﻿ regards﻿ to﻿ the﻿second﻿ level,﻿ strengthening﻿digital﻿ litera-
cy﻿at﻿scale﻿ is﻿of﻿crucial﻿ importance.﻿Providing﻿access﻿ to﻿education﻿
and﻿resources﻿cannot﻿only﻿be﻿granted﻿for﻿privileged﻿groups﻿of﻿peo-
ple.﻿Leveraging﻿open﻿source﻿hardware﻿and﻿software﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿open﻿
educational﻿ resources﻿ are﻿ helpful﻿ to﻿ provide﻿ affordable﻿ access﻿ to﻿





























designed﻿artificial﻿ intelligence﻿ (AI)﻿ (Madiega﻿2020)﻿are﻿ therefore﻿ in﻿
focus,﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿the﻿current﻿EU﻿data﻿strategy﻿to﻿provide﻿better﻿access﻿
to﻿high﻿quality﻿data﻿sets﻿for﻿businesses﻿and﻿public.﻿If﻿we﻿would﻿bring﻿a﻿
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been﻿ occupied﻿ by﻿ different﻿ actors.﻿ The﻿ first﻿ references﻿ to﻿ the﻿ con-
cept﻿of﻿sovereignty﻿were﻿still﻿buoyed﻿by﻿euphoria﻿about﻿possible﻿new﻿
forms﻿of﻿autonomous﻿self-government﻿in﻿a﻿lawless﻿space.﻿John﻿Perry﻿
Barlow’s﻿Declaration of the Independence of Cyberspace﻿from﻿1996﻿is﻿
probably﻿the﻿most﻿striking﻿example﻿of﻿the﻿initially﻿positive﻿association﻿
with﻿the﻿internet’s﻿distance﻿from﻿the﻿traditional﻿constitutional﻿state.﻿
The present text is an extended version of a text initially printed in the journal 
Sozialistische Politik und Wirtschaft (SPW 220/2017).
Philipp﻿Staab
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of﻿ state﻿ surveillance﻿ in﻿ the﻿digital﻿ sphere﻿made﻿ the﻿ internet﻿ of﻿ the﻿
2000s﻿appear﻿to﻿be﻿a﻿place﻿of﻿national﻿and﻿especially﻿US﻿American﻿









only﻿ a﻿ systematic﻿ analysis﻿ of﻿ the﻿ connection﻿ between﻿ the﻿ radical﻿
commercialization﻿and﻿oligopolistic﻿domination﻿of﻿the﻿internet﻿(Staab﻿
2019)﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿ its﻿political﻿control﻿ (Deibert﻿et﻿al.﻿ 2008;﻿2010)﻿can﻿


































burst,﻿ it﻿ became﻿ increasingly﻿ evident﻿ that﻿many﻿ of﻿ the﻿ companies﻿
hyped﻿ in﻿ the﻿ 1990s﻿didn’t﻿actually﻿have﻿any﻿viable﻿business﻿model.﻿
Eventually,﻿ the﻿collapse﻿worked﻿as﻿a﻿ form﻿of﻿market﻿cleansing﻿ that﻿















and,﻿ as﻿ cloud﻿ computing﻿ gains﻿ in﻿ importance,﻿ increasingly﻿ control﻿
the﻿ crucial﻿ infrastructure﻿ elements﻿of﻿ the﻿ internet﻿ (Staab﻿2019).﻿As﻿
Philipp﻿Staab
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digital﻿capitalism’s﻿ leading﻿companies﻿ (Dolata﻿2015),﻿ they﻿ form﻿ the﻿











where﻿but﻿ in﻿ the﻿productivity﻿statistics”﻿ (Solow﻿1987)﻿–﻿has﻿still﻿not﻿
been﻿replaced﻿by﻿the﻿new﻿growth﻿constellation﻿ longed﻿for﻿by﻿advo-
cates﻿of﻿digitalization﻿(Brynjolfsson﻿and﻿McAfee﻿2014).




Amazon),﻿ e-commerce﻿ (Amazon),﻿ new﻿ distribution﻿ channels﻿ (plat-
forms,﻿app﻿stores)﻿–﻿the﻿so﻿far﻿all-dominant﻿sources﻿of﻿profit﻿for﻿the﻿
leading﻿companies﻿–﻿are﻿entirely﻿driven﻿by﻿the﻿expectation﻿of﻿bring-




ucts﻿ that﻿ they﻿would﻿otherwise﻿not﻿have﻿noticed,﻿ let﻿alone﻿bought.﻿
In﻿addition,﻿the﻿data﻿collected﻿during﻿advertising,﻿the﻿act﻿of﻿buying﻿





thermore,﻿ digital﻿ technologies﻿ enable﻿ an﻿ enormous﻿acceleration﻿ of﻿
consumption﻿processes:﻿ In﻿ the﻿ subway,﻿ on﻿ the﻿ toilet,﻿ during﻿ lunch﻿
breaks﻿–﻿with﻿a﻿smartphone﻿the﻿world﻿of﻿goods﻿is﻿always﻿just﻿a﻿few﻿





production﻿ sector﻿ that﻿ have﻿ been﻿ at﻿ the﻿ core﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ capitalism﻿
till﻿this﻿day.﻿It﻿is﻿characterized﻿instead﻿by﻿the﻿radical﻿combination﻿of﻿
technological﻿ innovations﻿ with﻿ strategies﻿ for﻿ rationalizing﻿ the﻿ con-
sumption﻿apparatus﻿of﻿contemporary﻿societies﻿(Staab﻿2016).
Privatized Keynesianism 2.0
In﻿ this﻿ respect,﻿ digital﻿ capitalism﻿ stands﻿ in﻿ a﻿ tradition﻿ of﻿ a﻿ post-﻿
Keynesian﻿ demand﻿ policy,﻿ which﻿ Colin﻿ Crouch﻿ has﻿ described﻿ as﻿









dry﻿up﻿ the﻿profits﻿of﻿bricks-and-mortar﻿ retailers).﻿Nevertheless,﻿ the﻿















leading﻿ companies﻿ themselves﻿ hoard﻿ and﻿ thus﻿withdraw﻿ from﻿ the﻿
economic﻿cycle﻿are﻿striking.﻿In﻿spite﻿of﻿financial﻿pressure﻿caused﻿by﻿
1  Due to restricted space, the large and important field of public demand, which is 






















potential﻿ consumers﻿even﻿closer﻿ to﻿ the﻿digital﻿department﻿ store.﻿ If﻿
the﻿smartphone﻿ is﻿ too﻿ far﻿away﻿or﻿ if﻿both﻿hands﻿are﻿occupied﻿else-
where,﻿you﻿can﻿still﻿shout﻿your﻿wishes﻿at﻿a﻿networked﻿microphone.﻿
As﻿usual,﻿ user﻿data﻿on﻿ lifestyle﻿and,﻿ above﻿all,﻿ consumption﻿prefer-
ences﻿ are﻿ collected﻿ and﻿ serve﻿ as﻿ a﻿ valuable﻿ resource﻿ for﻿ targeted﻿
advertising,﻿which﻿in﻿turn﻿is﻿fed﻿back﻿directly﻿to﻿potential﻿customers﻿
via﻿the﻿devices.﻿
On﻿ the﻿ other﻿ hand,﻿ the﻿movement﻿ into﻿ industrial﻿ core﻿ sectors﻿



































Sovereignty in digital societies
The﻿outlined﻿ transformations﻿of﻿markets﻿ and﻿ industries,﻿ but﻿ also﻿of﻿
cities﻿ and﻿ the﻿public﻿ sector,﻿ alter﻿mechanisms﻿of﻿ social﻿ integration﻿
and﻿represent﻿attacks﻿on﻿sovereignty﻿in﻿digital﻿societies﻿in﻿three﻿ways.
Consumer sovereignty
Firstly,﻿ the﻿ opportunities﻿ for﻿ citizens’﻿ self-determination﻿ as﻿ market﻿
players﻿are﻿already﻿systematically﻿undermined﻿at﻿present:﻿The﻿market﻿
power﻿of﻿the﻿leading﻿commercial﻿internet﻿companies﻿perverts﻿market﻿
processes,﻿ because﻿ gatekeeper﻿ platforms﻿ control﻿ who﻿ is﻿ given﻿ ac-
cess﻿ to﻿digital﻿markets,﻿dictate﻿conditions﻿and,﻿ in﻿ terms﻿of﻿visibility,﻿
can﻿systematically﻿give﻿preference﻿ to﻿ their﻿own﻿offers.﻿At﻿ the﻿same﻿
time,﻿ the﻿ transparent﻿ consumer﻿ is﻿ at﻿ the﻿mercy﻿ of﻿ fully﻿ automated,﻿
market-distorting﻿processes﻿such﻿as﻿personalized﻿pricing﻿algorithms.﻿
It﻿is﻿only﻿at﻿the﻿cost﻿of﻿integration﻿into﻿the﻿consumer﻿networks﻿of﻿the﻿




to﻿ use﻿ any﻿mobile﻿ internet﻿ services.﻿With﻿ the﻿ purchase﻿ of﻿ a﻿ smart-





















Thirdly,﻿ economic﻿ sovereignty,﻿ which﻿ forms﻿ an﻿ important﻿ basis﻿ of﻿
self-governing﻿ communities,﻿ is﻿ in﻿many﻿ respects﻿ subject﻿ to﻿ consid-




















When﻿ asking﻿ about﻿ a﻿ European﻿ answer﻿ to﻿ this﻿ three-pronged﻿
sovereign﻿ty﻿crisis,﻿one﻿can﻿observe﻿the﻿coupling﻿of﻿various﻿aspects﻿
which﻿could﻿help﻿ tame﻿digital﻿ capitalism.﻿For﻿example,﻿ approaches﻿
to﻿ an﻿ unagitated﻿ and﻿ hitherto﻿ uncoordinated,﻿ but﻿ potentially﻿ very﻿
effective﻿digital regulatory policy﻿ can﻿be﻿ observed﻿ at﻿ various﻿ levels﻿
in﻿Europe﻿ today.﻿ “From﻿below,”﻿numerous﻿European﻿cities﻿have﻿sig-
nificantly﻿restricted﻿the﻿scope﻿of﻿action﻿of﻿companies﻿whose﻿goal﻿is﻿
the﻿ commercialization﻿of﻿ urban﻿ space.﻿ The﻿most﻿popular﻿ examples﻿
are﻿ the﻿ multi-billion-dollar﻿ start-ups﻿ Uber﻿ and﻿ Airbnb,﻿ which﻿ have﻿
systematically﻿been﻿restricted,﻿initially﻿by﻿local﻿and﻿subsequently﻿by﻿































The﻿ central﻿ point﻿ of﻿ reference﻿ for﻿ a﻿ digital﻿ capitalism﻿with﻿ Eu-












ly﻿ can﻿ be﻿ restricted﻿ in﻿ the﻿ interest﻿ of﻿ sovereign﻿ communities.﻿ This﻿
would﻿ favor﻿European﻿companies.﻿Even﻿ today,﻿ the﻿best﻿sales﻿pitch﻿
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was﻿ a﻿ challenge.﻿But﻿ the﻿ struggle﻿ to﻿ get﻿ the﻿ computer﻿ to﻿ run﻿was﻿
Claudio﻿Guarnieri
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The﻿difficulty﻿ to﻿ access﻿ this﻿ technology﻿ and﻿ its﻿ steep﻿ learning﻿
curve,﻿ coupled﻿ with﻿ the﻿ scarce﻿ documentation﻿ online,﻿ inevitably﻿
brought﻿people﻿together﻿to﻿learn﻿from﻿each﻿other.﻿The﻿rebellious﻿act﻿
of﻿ non-conforming﻿ to﻿ the﻿ computing﻿ hegemony﻿ of﻿Microsoft﻿Win-
dows﻿became﻿a﻿binding﻿ force﻿which﻿gave﻿ strength﻿ to﻿ the﻿growing﻿
free﻿ software﻿ movement.﻿ My﻿ teenage﻿ self﻿ was﻿ definitely﻿ not﻿ con-
scious﻿of﻿this,﻿as﻿I﻿perhaps﻿saw﻿the﻿free﻿software﻿community﻿more﻿as﻿
a﻿place﻿of﻿aggregation﻿and﻿acceptance,﻿but﻿I﻿too﻿was﻿practicing﻿some﻿





from﻿ the﻿ chatrooms﻿became﻿my﻿ friends.﻿ Together﻿we﻿would﻿ crash﻿


































for﻿ “search﻿on﻿ the﻿ internet,”﻿Facebook﻿has,﻿even﻿more﻿ambitiously,﻿
aimed﻿to﻿become﻿synonym﻿with﻿“internet”﻿ itself.﻿Through﻿an﻿ initia-
tive﻿ aptly﻿ named﻿ “internet.org,”﻿ Facebook﻿ provides﻿ free-of-charge﻿



















years﻿ (Amnesty﻿ International﻿ 2020),﻿ Google﻿ successfully﻿ built﻿ its﻿































afford.﻿ In﻿ return,﻿ of﻿ course,﻿ Big﻿ Tech﻿ companies﻿ expect﻿ to﻿ harvest﻿
data﻿on﻿your﻿users,﻿too.﻿You﻿become﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿scheme,﻿and﻿if﻿you﻿
wish,﻿you﻿can﻿get﻿ in﻿on﻿it﻿and﻿embed﻿their﻿advertising﻿platforms﻿in﻿
your﻿ apps﻿ and﻿websites﻿ so﻿ you﻿ too﻿ can﻿monetize.﻿ In﻿ other﻿words,﻿
open﻿source﻿became﻿a﻿means﻿to﻿further﻿Big﻿Tech’s﻿reach﻿into﻿users’﻿
data.﻿Ka-ching!
2  Cf. Google Open Source, https://opensource.google.
3  Google Summer of Code, https://summerofcode.withgoogle.com.















Because﻿ data﻿ extractivist﻿ platforms﻿ became﻿ so﻿ inescapable,﻿
technological﻿sovereignty﻿requires﻿sacrifice:﻿You﻿need﻿to﻿strike﻿a﻿bal-
ance﻿between﻿personal﻿freedoms﻿and﻿opportunities.﻿Casting﻿yourself﻿











of﻿ billions﻿ of﻿ people,﻿ and﻿ every﻿ new﻿ generation﻿ packs﻿ ever﻿ more﻿
functionality﻿ in﻿ these﻿palm-sized﻿circuitries.﻿You﻿can﻿call,﻿message,﻿
navigate,﻿ work,﻿ play,﻿ record﻿media﻿ and﻿ do﻿ anything﻿ the﻿ countless﻿
number﻿of﻿available﻿apps﻿allow﻿you﻿to﻿do.﻿Smartphones﻿keep﻿pushing﻿
the﻿envelope﻿of﻿ technological﻿complexity.﻿Their﻿ internals﻿are﻿hardly﻿
comprehensible﻿ to﻿ regular﻿ consumers,﻿ and﻿ nevertheless﻿ we﻿ em-
braced﻿them﻿as﻿electronic﻿extensions﻿of﻿our﻿biological﻿selves.




called﻿ RADIO﻿ ATLAS﻿ (Guarnieri﻿ 2020b),﻿ I﻿ attempted﻿ to﻿ visualize,﻿






Turns﻿ out,﻿ radio﻿ frequencies﻿ are﻿ an﻿ extremely﻿ crowded﻿ space.﻿Our﻿























In﻿ an﻿unprecedented﻿ collaboration,﻿Apple﻿ and﻿Google﻿ teamed﻿















attempted﻿to﻿subvert﻿ the﻿supposed﻿ locality﻿of﻿ these﻿ transmissions,﻿
and﻿ betray﻿ their﻿ expected﻿ ephemerality﻿ by﻿ willfully﻿ live-streaming﻿
them﻿online.
Similarly﻿to﻿RADIO﻿ATLAS,﻿BLE﻿ATLAS﻿quickly﻿highlighted﻿the﻿
flood﻿ of﻿ data﻿ transmissions﻿ by﻿ nearby﻿mobile﻿ devices,﻿which﻿ even﻿
overwhelmed﻿my﻿sensor﻿and﻿forced﻿me﻿to﻿add﻿filters﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿visu-
alize﻿them﻿intelligibly.






the﻿ Exposure﻿Notification﻿ framework﻿ safeguards﻿ users’﻿ data﻿much﻿
better﻿ than﻿ how﻿many﻿ governments﻿ had﻿ planned﻿ to,﻿ it﻿ challenged﻿
digital﻿sovereignty﻿as﻿several﻿European﻿officials﻿pushed﻿back﻿(Clarke﻿




2020)﻿ on﻿ Silicon﻿ Valley’s﻿ supremacy﻿ in﻿ determining﻿ how﻿ countries﻿
should﻿respond﻿to﻿COVID-19.﻿The﻿fast-paced﻿rollout﻿of﻿Exposure﻿No-












prompted﻿ by﻿ the﻿ disinformation﻿ and﻿ Cambridge﻿ Analytica﻿ (Wong﻿
2019)﻿scandals﻿of﻿the﻿2016﻿election﻿and﻿by﻿antitrust﻿debates,﻿Face-
book﻿and﻿Google﻿executives﻿were﻿grilled﻿during﻿US﻿Senate﻿and﻿Con-













approach﻿ to﻿ digitization﻿ and﻿ rediscover﻿ the﻿ need﻿ for﻿ a﻿ deep﻿ tech﻿
literacy.﻿ At﻿ the﻿ crossroads﻿ between﻿ agency﻿ for﻿ all﻿ and﻿ privacy﻿ for﻿
none,﻿ the﻿ fight﻿ for﻿ digital﻿ sovereignty﻿ rages﻿ on.﻿How﻿ this﻿ fight﻿will﻿
play﻿out﻿lies﻿in﻿the﻿hands﻿of﻿the﻿highly﻿digitized﻿new﻿generations﻿who﻿
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A Key Actor in Shaping Data  
Infrastructure Space
Fieke﻿Jansen
The datafication of society has become a significant feature of con-
temporary social life; emerging from the global uptake of personal 
computing, internet and mobile communications and cloud services 
society is now moving into the next phase which is characterized by 
data-driven decision-making, artificial intelligence (AI), sensors and 
edge computing. While society is still grappling to understand the 
social, cultural and political implications connected to these systems, 
the political imaginaries and economic drivers that are privileging data 
and technology often go unquestioned. Building on a growing body of 
research that is dedicated to understanding how technology intersects 
with governance, this chapter moves away from the notion of the state 
as being subjected to the dynamics of the data economy and position 
it as a key actor that actively tries to shape the contemporary relation-
ship between technology and society. As such, this chapter draws on 
a close reading of the European Commission white paper on artificial 
intelligence (AI) to argue that for the state data and data infrastruc-
tures are seen as essential to sustainable economic growth and soci-
etal well-being which drives them to actively mobilizes its regulatory, 
resource and bureaucratic apparatus to stimulate the development of 






























As﻿Henman﻿(2010)﻿points﻿out,﻿ the﻿ turn﻿ to﻿data﻿ for﻿statecraft﻿ is﻿
both﻿ a﻿means﻿ through﻿which﻿ state﻿policies﻿ are﻿ implemented﻿as﻿ in﻿
itself﻿shaping﻿the﻿political﻿ imaginary.﻿He﻿builds﻿on﻿Peter﻿Miller﻿and﻿
Nikolas﻿Rose﻿ (1990)﻿ characterization﻿of﻿ governmentality,﻿which﻿ “in-
volves﻿ both﻿ the﻿ political﻿ rationalities﻿ and﻿ technologies﻿ of﻿ govern-
ment”﻿ (Henman﻿ 2010,﻿ 26),﻿ the﻿ first﻿ encompass﻿ the﻿ justification﻿ for﻿
gover﻿nance﻿and﻿the﻿latter﻿the﻿means﻿through﻿which﻿a﻿state﻿governs.﻿
﻿Henman﻿(2010)﻿argues﻿that﻿technologies﻿of﻿governance,﻿in﻿this﻿chap-
ter﻿data﻿ that﻿makes﻿people﻿and﻿events﻿ legible﻿ to﻿ the﻿state,﻿are﻿not﻿
merely﻿a﻿means﻿ for﻿ translating﻿political﻿ ideologies﻿of﻿ the﻿state﻿ into﻿
action,﻿but﻿ that﻿ these﻿tools,﻿ in﻿ turn,﻿shape﻿the﻿political﻿ rationalities.﻿



























enue﻿and﻿market﻿control”﻿ (Zuboff﻿2015,﻿ 75).﻿The﻿nature﻿of﻿data,﻿ its﻿
replicability﻿and﻿transferability﻿at﻿almost﻿no﻿costs,﻿makes﻿it﻿subjected﻿

























overlapping,﻿ or﻿ nested﻿ forms﻿ of﻿ sovereignty,﻿ where﻿ domestic﻿ and﻿
transnational﻿ jurisdictions﻿ collide,﻿ ...﻿ a﻿ portmanteau﻿ describing﻿ the﻿
often﻿undisclosed﻿activities﻿of,﻿in﻿addition﻿to,﻿and﻿sometimes﻿even﻿in﻿
partnership﻿ with﻿ statecraft”﻿ (Easterling﻿ 2016,﻿ 15).﻿ These﻿ infrastruc-






















the﻿ importance﻿ of﻿ favorable﻿ domestic﻿ regulatory﻿ environment﻿ and﻿




for﻿ internet﻿ intermediaries,﻿ coupled﻿ with﻿ low﻿ privacy﻿ protections,﻿
created﻿ a﻿ legal﻿ ecosystem﻿ that﻿ proved﻿ fertile﻿ ground﻿ for﻿ the﻿ new﻿
enterprises”﻿(Chander﻿2014,﻿642).﻿These﻿favorable﻿domestic﻿policies﻿
were﻿ coupled﻿with﻿ the﻿global﻿ idea﻿of﻿ technological﻿ exceptionalism,﻿











However,﻿as﻿Gates﻿ (2011)﻿and﻿Mazzucato﻿ (2011)﻿note,﻿ the﻿state﻿
is﻿more﻿than﻿a﻿regulatory﻿body﻿and﻿has﻿been﻿instrumental﻿ in﻿shap-
ing﻿the﻿data﻿economy﻿beyond﻿regulation.﻿Mazzucato’s﻿(2011)﻿notion﻿


































I’m﻿particularly﻿ interested﻿ in﻿exploring﻿how﻿states﻿engage﻿with﻿ the﻿
emergence﻿of﻿new﻿technologies﻿like﻿AI﻿and﻿wield﻿their﻿power﻿to﻿gain﻿
control﻿over﻿data﻿infrastructures﻿that﻿operate﻿between﻿domestic﻿and﻿











The white paper: an approach to construct  










ing﻿AI﻿ in﻿ the﻿ first﻿ 100﻿days﻿of﻿her﻿office﻿ resulted﻿ in﻿ intense﻿ internal﻿















President﻿ von﻿ der﻿ Leyen﻿ presented﻿ the﻿ Europe﻿Data﻿ Strategy﻿
and﻿the﻿white﻿paper﻿on﻿AI﻿on﻿the﻿15th﻿of﻿February﻿2020﻿in﻿an﻿opposite﻿
the﻿editorial﻿page﻿(op-ed)﻿on﻿“Shaping﻿Europe’s﻿Digital﻿Future”﻿(von﻿




























omy,﻿ the﻿Commission﻿notes﻿ that﻿ 80%﻿of﻿ data﻿ analysis﻿ happens﻿ in﻿






data﻿will﻿ come﻿ from﻿ industry,﻿ business﻿ and﻿ the﻿public﻿ sector”﻿ (Eu-
ropean﻿Commission﻿2020).﻿Directing﻿state﻿research﻿and﻿innovation﻿
investments﻿ towards﻿ European﻿ industries﻿ that﻿ both﻿ hold﻿ a﻿ strong﻿










playing﻿ field,﻿ decreasing﻿ the﻿dependency﻿ on﻿non-EU﻿actors﻿ in﻿ the﻿
future﻿data﻿economy﻿and﻿turn﻿the﻿EU﻿into﻿a﻿“global﻿hub﻿for﻿data.”﻿









a﻿demand-side﻿ for﻿European﻿made﻿AI.﻿Shifting﻿ the﻿ focus﻿ from﻿con-
sumer﻿data﻿towards﻿industries﻿data﻿from﻿sectors﻿such﻿as﻿transport,﻿




























companies﻿ to﻿ carve﻿ out﻿ a﻿ niche﻿ in﻿ the﻿global﻿AI﻿market.﻿ For﻿ other﻿
harms﻿that﻿could﻿lead﻿to﻿bias,﻿discrimination﻿and﻿inequality,﻿the﻿white﻿
paper﻿proposes﻿a﻿light-touch﻿regulatory﻿regime﻿that﻿aims﻿to﻿govern﻿
only﻿ those﻿ sectors﻿ that﻿are﻿ labelled﻿as﻿ “high﻿ risk,”﻿ like﻿health﻿care.﻿
Meanwhile,﻿ it﻿would﻿ allow﻿ ﻿ sectors﻿ determined﻿ to﻿ be﻿ “low﻿ risk”﻿ to﻿
innovate﻿without﻿any﻿new﻿regulatory﻿frameworks,﻿instead﻿proposing﻿
a﻿form﻿of﻿self-regulation﻿through﻿voluntary﻿labelling﻿of﻿AI﻿models.﻿As﻿






























I﻿ argue﻿ that﻿ the﻿ Commission﻿ proposes﻿ to﻿wield﻿ Europe’s﻿ financial﻿




of﻿ AI﻿ on﻿ society.﻿ The﻿ Commission﻿ hopes﻿ to﻿ further﻿ the﻿ European﻿
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The﻿State﻿and﻿Data﻿Infrastructure﻿Space
For N.: I found a reason to keep living/ 
Oh, and the reason, dear, is you
Let’s start with the end of the world, why don’t we?  
Get it over with and move on to more interesting things. 
—﻿N.K.﻿Jemisin,﻿The Fifth Season,﻿2015.
I’ve seen the future and left it behind. 
—﻿Black﻿Sabbath,﻿“Supernaut,”﻿1972.
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middle﻿age.﻿ It’s﻿always﻿tempting,﻿he﻿argued,﻿ for﻿ the﻿would-be﻿prog-
nosticator﻿to﻿mistake﻿the﻿narrowing﻿of﻿their﻿own﻿personal﻿horizon﻿for﻿
that﻿of﻿the﻿world’s:﻿“Projection!﻿Rookie﻿blunder.”﻿































social﻿ reorderings﻿ are﻿ already﻿ baked﻿ into﻿ our﻿way﻿ of﻿ doing﻿ things.﻿
And﻿when﻿I﻿say﻿“social﻿reorderings,”﻿really﻿what﻿I﻿mean﻿is﻿something﻿
more﻿ like﻿ a﻿punctuation﻿on﻿our﻿ era.﻿Both﻿ the﻿ journalist﻿ and﻿ the﻿AI﻿





What﻿do﻿we﻿call﻿ this﻿ curious﻿ regime﻿of﻿ the﻿unbearably﻿drawn-













hangs﻿ above﻿ us,﻿ the﻿ thread﻿ suspending﻿ it﻿ has﻿ already﻿ frayed﻿ and﻿
snapped;﻿now﻿we’re﻿just﻿waiting,﻿Wile﻿E.﻿Coyote-like,﻿for﻿gravity﻿to﻿do﻿
what﻿gravity﻿does.﻿
Are﻿both﻿of﻿ these﻿scenarios﻿equally﻿ likely,﻿ though?﻿ It’s﻿hard﻿ to﻿
read﻿ usually﻿ jaundiced﻿ or﻿ constitutionally﻿ wary﻿ researchers﻿ dis-
cussing﻿ their﻿ impressions﻿ of﻿ GPT3﻿ without﻿ getting﻿ a﻿ sense﻿ that﻿
something﻿uncanny﻿may﻿well﻿have﻿stirred﻿in﻿the﻿indistinct﻿murk﻿that﻿
separates﻿ mere﻿ “machine﻿ learning”﻿ from﻿ genuine﻿ “artificial﻿ intelli-
gence.”﻿Trained﻿on﻿an﻿unprecedentedly﻿large﻿corpus﻿of﻿human﻿com-















to﻿name﻿only﻿a﻿very﻿ few.﻿But﻿ for﻿all﻿ that,﻿ even﻿now﻿ there﻿ remain﻿a﻿







tingent,﻿ extreme﻿heating﻿ is﻿ overdetermined;﻿ indeed,﻿ as﻿Sengupta’s﻿
article﻿makes﻿inescapably﻿plain,﻿ for﻿so﻿many﻿of﻿us﻿ it’s﻿already﻿here.﻿
Even﻿ if﻿all﻿ the﻿endlessly﻿ ramified﻿operations﻿of﻿ the﻿global﻿economy﻿
could﻿ somehow﻿ immediately,﻿ instantly﻿ and﻿ painlessly﻿ be﻿ rendered﻿
carbon-neutral,﻿ some﻿ degree﻿ of﻿ planetary﻿ heating﻿ would﻿ still﻿ be﻿
bound﻿to﻿happen.﻿There﻿remains﻿some﻿valid﻿question﻿as﻿to﻿just﻿how﻿
much﻿ heating,﻿where,﻿ and﻿with﻿ just﻿what﻿ impact﻿ on﻿ the﻿ delicately﻿
Adam﻿Greenfield
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And﻿ this﻿ at﻿ 415﻿ ppm﻿ carbon﻿ dioxide﻿ in﻿ the﻿ atmosphere﻿ and﻿ a﻿
single﻿ degree﻿ Celsius﻿ of﻿ warming,﻿ when﻿ both﻿ numbers﻿ are﻿ rising﻿






those﻿are﻿certainties.﻿The﻿specific﻿assertion﻿ I’m﻿making﻿ is﻿ that﻿ the﻿







§ this place is not a place of honor, no highly esteemed 











“lifeboat﻿ ethics,”﻿ in﻿ which﻿ acts﻿ of﻿ murderous﻿ selfishness﻿ are﻿ justi-







Pegidas﻿ and﻿Golden﻿Dawns,﻿ to﻿ all﻿ those﻿who’d﻿ rather﻿ see﻿ climate﻿
﻿refugees﻿drowned﻿in﻿the﻿Mediterranean﻿than﻿offered﻿a﻿new﻿lease﻿on﻿
life﻿in﻿Europe.﻿
To﻿ a﻿ first﻿ approximation,﻿ anyway,﻿ there﻿ are﻿ no﻿ degrees﻿ of﻿ dif-
ference﻿ whatsoever﻿ between﻿ Hardin’s﻿ depiction﻿ of﻿ things﻿ and﻿
that﻿ offered﻿ in﻿ Jean﻿ Raspail’s﻿ notorious﻿ novel﻿ of﻿ the﻿ year﻿ before,﻿
The Camp of the Saints﻿ (Raspail﻿ 1994),2﻿ in﻿ which﻿ the﻿ “numberless﻿
disinherited﻿people﻿of﻿the﻿South,”﻿in﻿taking﻿flight﻿from﻿ecological﻿ca-
tastrophe,﻿swamp﻿and﻿overwhelm﻿the﻿ last﻿redoubts﻿of﻿a﻿struggling﻿









in﻿ their﻿ use﻿ of﻿ resources.3﻿ But﻿ if﻿ there﻿ really﻿were﻿ such﻿ a﻿ thing﻿ as﻿
cancellation,﻿Hardin﻿would﻿make﻿a﻿particularly﻿strong﻿candidate﻿for﻿




2  Again, be cautioned that this is an explicitly white-supremacist work from an 
explicitly white-supremacist publisher, just as you’d expect of a text singled out for 
praise by the likes of Steve Bannon and Stephen Miller.
3  As we humans have been doing, observably and consistently, throughout our 
history, and methodically enough that an analysis of the conventions involved could 






merest﻿ paraphrase﻿ –﻿ that﻿ the﻿only﻿way﻿out﻿ of﻿ the﻿ crises﻿besetting﻿
us﻿is﻿through.﻿Nurtured﻿on﻿the﻿strong﻿linearity﻿of﻿historical﻿material-
ism,﻿the﻿current﻿known﻿as﻿left﻿accelerationism﻿argues﻿that﻿properly﻿
enlightened﻿humanity﻿ ought﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ the﻿hot﻿ dense﻿mass﻿ of﻿
late﻿capitalism﻿as﻿a﻿gravitational﻿slingshot﻿capable﻿of﻿hurtling﻿ it﻿ to-
ward﻿a﻿liberatory﻿horizon,﻿even﻿as﻿the﻿clock﻿draws﻿closer﻿to﻿planetary﻿
midnight.﻿We﻿can﻿ leave﻿ the﻿zero-sum﻿scarcity﻿games﻿behind﻿ if﻿we﻿
“unleash﻿[the]﻿ latent﻿productive﻿ forces”﻿generated﻿within﻿capitalism﻿




In﻿ practical﻿ terms,﻿ this﻿ evidently﻿means﻿ a﻿ commitment﻿ to﻿ the﻿
fastest﻿ and﻿ most﻿ aggressive﻿ possible﻿ elaboration﻿ of﻿ the﻿ informa-
tion-technical﻿capabilities﻿ that﻿ first﻿become﻿possible﻿ in﻿ late﻿capital-







































Leninist﻿operative﻿of﻿Doris﻿Lessing’s﻿The Good Terrorist (1985),﻿coolly﻿















zation﻿ is﻿generally﻿a﻿ fairly﻿effective﻿way﻿of﻿producing﻿ inertia.﻿More-
over,﻿ it’s﻿not﻿as﻿if﻿organizers﻿are﻿unaware﻿of﻿the﻿perils﻿lurking﻿in﻿an﻿









powerful,﻿widely-applicable,﻿ low-cost,﻿ low-barrier-to-entry﻿ tools﻿ for﻿




What﻿makes﻿my﻿beef﻿with﻿ accelerationism﻿of﻿ this﻿ stripe﻿more﻿
than﻿ just﻿an(other)﻿ internecine﻿slap-fight﻿on﻿ the﻿ left﻿has﻿ to﻿do﻿with﻿
the﻿degree﻿ to﻿which﻿ it﻿props﻿up﻿an﻿already﻿quite﻿dominant﻿ tenden-
cy﻿in﻿the﻿culture.﻿When﻿accelerationists﻿implicitly﻿propose﻿stepping﻿







population﻿segments﻿are﻿more﻿ important﻿ than﻿any﻿ subjectivity﻿ the﻿
individuals﻿ involved﻿may﻿ happen﻿ to﻿ possess.﻿ It﻿will﻿ likely﻿ not﻿ have﻿
escaped﻿you,﻿of﻿course,﻿that﻿this﻿is﻿the﻿selfsame﻿model﻿on﻿which﻿the﻿
reigning﻿sociotechnical﻿order﻿is﻿founded,﻿the﻿single﻿set﻿of﻿values﻿and﻿
framings﻿underlying﻿both﻿ the﻿ “surveillance﻿ capitalism”﻿of﻿ the﻿West﻿







eroded﻿ from﻿ beneath﻿ even﻿ as﻿ they﻿ wrote.﻿ (Even﻿ at﻿ its﻿ peak,﻿ late-﻿
capitalist﻿modernity﻿was﻿never﻿simply﻿an﻿open﻿platform﻿one﻿might﻿
simply﻿write﻿an﻿API﻿for﻿and﻿run﻿nifty﻿socialist﻿applications﻿on﻿top﻿of.)﻿
That﻿erosion,﻿which﻿ is﻿only﻿ likely﻿ to﻿worsen﻿ in﻿ the﻿months﻿and﻿










macomedical﻿ technics.﻿ The﻿ lineaments﻿ of﻿ our﻿ selfhood﻿ now﻿ come﻿
to﻿ us﻿ from﻿ the﻿ far﻿ end﻿of﻿ a﻿ perilously﻿ extended﻿ supply﻿ chain,﻿ their﻿
journey﻿to﻿our﻿doorstep﻿subject﻿to﻿a﻿ litany﻿of﻿vagaries﻿both﻿entirely﻿
predictable﻿ (heavy﻿weather,﻿ spiking﻿ fuel﻿ costs)﻿and﻿all-but-random﻿
(territorial﻿disputes﻿and﻿regulatory﻿frictions,﻿piracy,﻿difficulties﻿secur-



























Giving﻿ them﻿ the﻿ benefit﻿ of﻿ the﻿ doubt,﻿ let’s﻿ assume﻿ left﻿ accel-
erationists﻿of﻿ the﻿Srnicek-Williams﻿tendency﻿have﻿been﻿sobered﻿by﻿
the﻿unfolding﻿of﻿events﻿since﻿the﻿publication﻿of﻿their﻿#manifesto,﻿and﻿


























the﻿ impact﻿of﻿human﻿activity﻿on﻿ the﻿ecosphere﻿had﻿ finally﻿become﻿
too﻿difficult﻿to﻿deny,﻿dismiss﻿or﻿ignore.﻿Familiar﻿to﻿us﻿as﻿the﻿stuff﻿of﻿
governmental﻿ white﻿ papers,﻿ brightly-branded﻿ corporate﻿ social﻿ re-
sponsibility﻿ initiatives,﻿ “green”﻿ product﻿ design,﻿municipal﻿ recycling﻿























By﻿ this﻿ time,﻿ however,﻿ an﻿ entire﻿ sector﻿ had﻿ grown﻿ up﻿ around﻿
sustainability,﻿both﻿a﻿generator﻿of﻿potent﻿alibis﻿for﻿business-as-usual﻿
and﻿an﻿employment﻿scheme﻿not﻿without﻿a﻿certain﻿economic﻿﻿salience﻿
in﻿ its﻿own﻿right.﻿Rather﻿ than﻿retiring﻿this﻿semantic﻿niche,﻿ then,﻿and﻿
standing﻿down﻿all﻿ the﻿churn﻿of﻿discursive﻿and﻿economic﻿activity﻿ it﻿





These﻿ days,﻿ the﻿ conventional﻿ institutional﻿ response﻿ to﻿ desta-





originally﻿meant﻿ to﻿describe,﻿ this﻿ is﻿a﻿perfectly﻿useful﻿concept.﻿But﻿
as﻿ far﻿ back﻿as﻿ 2013,﻿ the﻿geographers﻿Danny﻿MacKinnon﻿and﻿Kate﻿
Driscoll﻿ Derickson﻿ were﻿ already﻿ arguing﻿ that﻿ as﻿ a﻿ prescription﻿ for﻿





as﻿ a﻿ tacit﻿ admission﻿ that﻿ sustainability﻿ failed,﻿ and﻿ therefore,﻿ by﻿ ex-





perhaps﻿we﻿ can﻿ at﻿ least﻿ engineer﻿ our﻿ systems,﻿ social﻿ as﻿much﻿ as﻿
technical,﻿ so﻿ that﻿ they﻿ recover﻿ from﻿each﻿successive﻿setback﻿ in﻿as﻿
timely﻿and﻿complete﻿a﻿manner﻿as﻿can﻿possibly﻿be﻿achieved.﻿I﻿imagine﻿
that﻿the﻿advent﻿of﻿this﻿new﻿rhetoric﻿came﻿as﻿some﻿relief﻿to﻿the﻿entire﻿






















personally﻿ and﻿ communally.﻿ Beyond﻿ a﻿ few﻿bullet-pointed﻿desidera-





4  In context, the metaphoric expression I might otherwise turn to in order to describe 
such a point of maximum development is precisely inapposite. Whenever it is that a 
“high-water mark” eventually comes upon us, it will be one that leaves the towers of 
our coastal cities waistdeep in the unrelenting waves.
At﻿the﻿End﻿of﻿the﻿World,﻿Plant﻿a﻿Tree﻿
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capacity﻿ to﻿ engage﻿ in﻿ genuinely﻿ deliberative﻿ democratic﻿ dialogue﻿
to﻿ develop﻿ contestable﻿ alternative﻿ agendas﻿ and﻿work﻿ in﻿ways﻿ that﻿

























This﻿ is﻿ Primitive Technology,﻿ the﻿ life/work﻿ of﻿ someone﻿ named﻿
John﻿Plant.5﻿Given﻿the﻿locale﻿he’s﻿chosen﻿for﻿his﻿experiments,﻿I﻿con-
fess﻿to﻿having﻿significant﻿concerns﻿about﻿the﻿erasure﻿of﻿the﻿ultimate﻿
sources﻿ of﻿ Plant’s﻿ knowledge.﻿ But﻿ there’s﻿ refreshingly﻿ little﻿ in﻿ the﻿
way﻿of﻿machismo﻿to﻿his﻿videos,﻿and﻿absolutely﻿none﻿of﻿the﻿paranoia,﻿




5  Perhaps inevitably, the video series has been turned into a book (Plant 2019).
Adam﻿Greenfield
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For﻿ all﻿ that﻿ Plant﻿ offers﻿ a﻿ perfect﻿ vignette﻿ of﻿ rugged﻿ settler-﻿




most﻿ basic﻿ tools:﻿ axe,﻿ awl,﻿ cordage.﻿ From﻿ this﻿ inventory﻿ of﻿ simple﻿
machines,﻿each﻿new﻿thing﻿he﻿contrives﻿allows﻿him﻿to﻿essay﻿some﻿still﻿
more﻿elaborate﻿project,﻿in﻿an﻿upward﻿cascade﻿of﻿enabling﻿technology﻿














The﻿ second﻿ thing﻿ I﻿ love﻿ about﻿ Primitive Technology﻿ is﻿ a﻿ little﻿








culture.﻿ (Plant’s﻿ vent-gridded﻿ furnace,﻿ in﻿ particular,﻿ might﻿ be﻿ the﻿
handicraft﻿of﻿some﻿Flintstonian﻿Jony﻿Ive.)﻿The﻿lesson﻿I﻿learn﻿from﻿this﻿
is﻿that﻿even﻿when﻿starting﻿from﻿bedrock﻿zero,﻿those﻿of﻿us﻿raised﻿in﻿a﻿
6  Again, thinking of this as in any way particularly contemporary might very much 
be an artifact of my prejudice; the Romans, notably, developed standardized rolling 
stock to support military logistics, and more broadly imposed what we’d now think 
of as interoperability standards on their imperial mobility infrastructure (see also 











care﻿and﻿nurture,﻿or﻿perhaps﻿more﻿simply﻿ for﻿ shelter﻿ from﻿an﻿envi-











selves﻿ to﻿ scan﻿ the﻿ local﻿ environment﻿ through﻿ eyes﻿ attuned﻿ to﻿ the﻿
useful﻿properties,﻿capacities﻿and﻿affordances﻿of﻿the﻿things﻿around﻿us.﻿















that﻿ even﻿ profound﻿ disruptions﻿ would﻿ deprive﻿ us﻿ of﻿ the﻿ material﻿
bounty﻿ all﻿ around﻿ for﻿ long﻿ enough﻿ for﻿ the﻿ fabrication﻿ techniques﻿
Adam﻿Greenfield
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demonstrated﻿ in﻿Primitive Technology﻿ to﻿ become﻿practically﻿ useful﻿
in﻿day-to-day﻿ life.﻿So﻿the﻿most﻿ interesting﻿questions﻿Plant’s﻿oeuvre﻿
poses﻿for﻿me﻿are﻿analogical.﻿How﻿much﻿of﻿what﻿he﻿achieves﻿in﻿the﻿
register﻿ of﻿materiality﻿ has﻿ parallels﻿ for﻿ the﻿ register﻿ of﻿ conviviality?﻿
Where﻿would﻿you﻿start﻿if﻿the﻿shelter﻿you﻿wanted﻿to﻿craft,﻿under﻿the﻿
least﻿propitious﻿circumstances,﻿was﻿psychic﻿rather﻿than﻿physical,﻿and﻿




way)﻿can﻿be﻿ found﻿ in﻿precisely﻿ the﻿set﻿of﻿qualities﻿accelerationism﻿
looks﻿down﻿its﻿nose﻿at.﻿Almost﻿by﻿definition,﻿we﻿will﻿not﻿experience﻿
the﻿undoing﻿as﻿a﻿single﻿global﻿event,﻿but﻿rather﻿as﻿one﻿in﻿an﻿endless﻿
propagation﻿ of﻿ intermeshed﻿ local﻿ crises﻿ stretching﻿ far﻿ beyond﻿ our﻿
perceptual﻿ horizon﻿ in﻿ space﻿ and﻿ time﻿ alike.﻿And﻿whichever﻿ aspect﻿







a﻿ community﻿ finds﻿ itself﻿ under﻿ heavy﻿ manners,﻿ because﻿ the﻿ con-
sequences﻿of﻿bad﻿decisions﻿and﻿the﻿costs﻿of﻿allowing﻿even﻿a﻿small﻿
minority﻿of﻿members﻿to﻿becoming﻿alienated﻿from﻿the﻿group﻿are﻿that﻿
much﻿starker.﻿ In﻿ this﻿context,﻿ resourcefulness﻿might﻿mean﻿nothing﻿
so﻿much﻿as﻿refining﻿our﻿capacities﻿to﻿listen,﻿to﻿empathize﻿and﻿to﻿hold﻿
space.﻿
Put﻿ somewhat﻿ differently,﻿ the﻿ “localism,﻿ direct﻿ action﻿ and﻿ re-
lentless﻿horizontalism”﻿ that﻿Alex﻿Williams﻿and﻿Nick﻿Srnicek﻿ find﻿so﻿
unutterably﻿ corny﻿ strike﻿ me﻿ as﻿ having﻿ the﻿ signal﻿ virtue﻿ of﻿ Plant’s﻿
tools.﻿As﻿organizing﻿principles,﻿they’re﻿robust﻿and﻿hardy,﻿capable﻿of﻿
being﻿deployed﻿at﻿just﻿about﻿any﻿time﻿in﻿just﻿about﻿any﻿place﻿by﻿just﻿
about﻿ anyone,﻿ elaborated﻿using﻿only﻿ the﻿ things﻿ they﻿have﻿ at﻿ hand﻿
and﻿ the﻿ resources﻿ even﻿ a﻿modestly﻿ generous﻿ environment﻿ affords﻿
them.﻿They﻿ require﻿some﻿skill,﻿ certainly,﻿but﻿no﻿sensors﻿other﻿ than﻿









If﻿anything,﻿ I’d﻿argue﻿ that﻿ these﻿ techniques﻿are﻿more﻿sophisticated﻿
than﻿ those﻿ imagined﻿ by﻿ the﻿ accelerationists,﻿ by﻿ virtue﻿ of﻿ develop-
ing﻿greater﻿and﻿more﻿broadly﻿useful﻿competencies﻿in﻿us,﻿and﻿being﻿



















experience,﻿ or﻿ some﻿ reflection﻿ in﻿ the﻿popular﻿ culture)﻿ that﻿ at﻿ least﻿
one﻿ or﻿ two﻿ people﻿ in﻿ every﻿ neighborhood-scale﻿ group﻿ have﻿ some﻿
sense﻿ of﻿ how﻿ to﻿ run﻿ a﻿ productive﻿meeting.﻿And﻿ for﻿ all﻿ the﻿ relative﻿
obscurity﻿of﻿newer﻿innovations﻿in﻿democratic﻿praxis﻿like﻿sociocracy,7﻿
a﻿consensus-﻿based﻿ form﻿of﻿governance﻿ in﻿which﻿groups﻿of﻿people﻿
agree﻿to﻿commit﻿ themselves﻿ to﻿courses﻿of﻿action﻿on﻿the﻿basis﻿ that﻿
they﻿are﻿ “good﻿enough﻿ for﻿now﻿and﻿safe﻿enough﻿ to﻿ try,”﻿ these﻿are﻿
nevertheless﻿in﻿the﻿air,﻿there﻿to﻿be﻿experimented﻿with﻿and﻿adopted﻿if﻿
found﻿useful.﻿




Perhaps﻿more﻿ to﻿ the﻿point,﻿we﻿carry﻿with﻿us﻿ the﻿accumulated﻿
psychoemotional﻿ wisdom﻿ of﻿ the﻿ entire﻿ post-Freudian﻿ epoch,﻿ dis-
tributed﻿ throughout﻿ the﻿ culture﻿ as﻿ inspirational﻿ Pinterest﻿ quotes,﻿
lifecoach﻿ bromides﻿ and﻿ Peloton-instructor﻿ platitudes.﻿ We﻿ know﻿
what﻿the﻿Stoics﻿demand,﻿what﻿the﻿Twelve﻿Steps﻿involve,﻿that﻿there’s﻿
always﻿an﻿opportunity﻿ to﻿Fail﻿Better﻿and﻿that﻿The﻿Body﻿Keeps﻿The﻿







and﻿unsatisfactory,﻿ I﻿prefer﻿ to﻿think﻿of﻿ them﻿as﻿distilled.﻿Part﻿of﻿ the﻿
project﻿ of﻿ becoming-resourceful,﻿ then,﻿ might﻿ involve﻿ committing﻿
such﻿ distillations﻿ to﻿memory﻿ in﻿ a﻿way﻿ such﻿ that﻿ recourse﻿ to﻿ them﻿
























And﻿ better﻿ still:﻿ a﻿ community﻿ where,﻿ to﻿ the﻿ greatest﻿ degree﻿
achievable,﻿ folks﻿ cross-train,﻿ so﻿ useful﻿ skills﻿ are﻿ distributed﻿ across﻿
the﻿ entire﻿ network,﻿ and﻿ no﻿ one﻿ person﻿ has﻿ to﻿ bear﻿ the﻿ weight﻿ of﻿
being﻿the﻿only﻿trained﻿medic﻿or﻿mechanic﻿or﻿beekeeper.﻿One﻿of﻿the﻿
signature﻿insults﻿of﻿the﻿neoliberal﻿hegemony,﻿of﻿course,﻿was﻿the﻿way﻿
it﻿ individualized﻿everything,﻿and﻿ in﻿atomizing﻿us﻿deprived﻿us﻿of﻿ the﻿
support﻿of﻿a﻿functioning﻿sociality.﻿But﻿there﻿is﻿a﻿direct﻿relationship,﻿or﻿
still﻿ better﻿a﻿ feedback﻿ loop,﻿between﻿ resourceful﻿ communities﻿and﻿
the﻿individuals﻿that﻿comprise﻿them.﻿One﻿could﻿imagine﻿these﻿capaci-
ties﻿being﻿developed﻿consciously﻿and﻿in﻿synchrony﻿with﻿one﻿another,﻿
the﻿ achievement﻿ of﻿ such﻿ lifesystems﻿ forging﻿ a﻿ unexpected﻿ link﻿ be-
tween﻿“organizing”﻿ in﻿ the﻿Saul﻿Alinsky8﻿sense﻿and﻿that﻿common﻿ in﻿
the﻿military﻿(where﻿the﻿term﻿refers﻿to﻿scrounging,﻿pilferage﻿and﻿other﻿
techniques﻿of﻿opportunistic﻿and﻿at﻿best﻿semi-licit﻿acquisition).﻿
§ at the bottom of the spiral lies the silence 
All﻿of﻿this﻿is﻿moot,﻿of﻿course,﻿if﻿one﻿happens﻿to﻿succumb﻿to﻿any﻿of﻿the﻿
numberless﻿ways﻿in﻿which﻿death﻿finds﻿people﻿in﻿the﻿midst﻿of﻿societal﻿




apy﻿ drugs﻿ and﻿ replacement﻿ parts﻿ for﻿ the﻿ linear﻿ accelerator﻿ in﻿ the﻿













8  For the most concentrated expression of the ethos guiding the professional work of 
community organizing in the United States during the New Left era, see Alinsky 1971.
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The﻿most﻿ harrowing﻿ depiction﻿ of﻿ the﻿ end﻿ of﻿ the﻿world﻿ I﻿ know﻿
is﻿ not﻿ any﻿ of﻿ the﻿ more﻿ obvious﻿ candidates﻿ –﻿ Threads,﻿ say,﻿ or﻿







The﻿ unique﻿ horror﻿ of﻿ The Turin Horse﻿ is﻿ that﻿ the﻿ sundering﻿ of﻿
connection﻿at﻿the﻿undoing﻿of﻿this﻿world﻿appears﻿directly﻿related﻿to﻿a﻿
willed﻿failure﻿of﻿communication.﻿Tarr’s﻿protagonists,﻿a﻿peasant﻿father﻿













Here﻿ depressive﻿ projection﻿ may﻿ actually﻿ be﻿ rearing﻿ its﻿ head,﻿
because﻿at﻿ the﻿moment﻿ it﻿ feels﻿ like﻿we﻿are﻿well﻿on﻿our﻿way﻿to﻿that﻿






most﻿ emotionally﻿ invested,﻿ the﻿United﻿States﻿ and﻿ the﻿United﻿King-








the﻿official﻿ response﻿ to﻿ the﻿pandemic﻿on﻿both﻿sides﻿of﻿ the﻿Atlantic﻿
has﻿ exacerbated﻿ the﻿ fault﻿ lines﻿ that﻿ developed﻿ and﻿ were﻿ allowed﻿
to﻿fester﻿all﻿ through﻿the﻿long﻿years﻿of﻿neoliberal﻿complacency,﻿with﻿
lethal﻿ consequences.﻿After﻿ an﻿ initial﻿ and,﻿ I﻿want﻿ to﻿ say,﻿ instinctual﻿
flush﻿of﻿high﻿seriousness﻿and﻿mutual﻿ care,﻿ the﻿popular﻿ reaction﻿ to﻿
the﻿ circumstances﻿ we﻿ find﻿ ourselves﻿ in﻿ has﻿ been﻿ broadly﻿marked﻿
by﻿an﻿amplification﻿of﻿all﻿ the﻿ugly﻿qualities﻿and﻿characteristics﻿ that﻿





left﻿ an﻿ epidemiologically﻿ significant﻿minority﻿ proudly,﻿ performative-
ly﻿unwilling﻿to﻿take﻿even﻿the﻿most﻿basic﻿steps﻿to﻿protect﻿vulnerable﻿
others﻿–﻿leaving﻿a﻿few﻿feet﻿between﻿bodies﻿on﻿the﻿sidewalk,﻿say,﻿or﻿





open﻿conversations﻿about﻿ this,﻿even﻿ones﻿carefully﻿couched﻿ in﻿ the﻿
language﻿of﻿ accommodation﻿and﻿understanding.﻿ Indeed,﻿ it﻿ has﻿oc-
casionally﻿been﻿quite﻿literally﻿fatal﻿to﻿attempt﻿doing﻿so.﻿If﻿this﻿seems﻿











what﻿we﻿ can﻿ already﻿ see﻿ is﻿ that﻿ our﻿ failure﻿ to﻿ develop﻿ an﻿ ethic﻿ of﻿
sustained﻿care﻿for﻿one﻿another﻿capable﻿of﻿bridging﻿the﻿real﻿(and,﻿ it﻿











§ where black is the color, where none is the number 
The﻿position﻿known﻿as﻿anarchoprimitivism﻿has﻿always﻿seemed﻿like﻿the﻿






diversity﻿of﻿ the﻿products﻿we’ve﻿come﻿ to﻿expect﻿ from﻿our﻿advanced﻿
industrial﻿base﻿will﻿disappear﻿from﻿the﻿world.﻿The﻿epochal﻿tide﻿of﻿ar-
rangements﻿we’re﻿pleased﻿to﻿regard﻿as﻿“civilization”﻿will﻿recede﻿from﻿
human﻿ lives,﻿ for﻿ the﻿ first﻿ time﻿since﻿ the﻿development﻿of﻿agriculture﻿
twelve﻿ thousand﻿ years﻿ ago,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ material-energetic﻿ settlement﻿
on﻿which﻿our﻿ lifeworlds﻿are﻿ founded﻿along﻿with﻿ it.﻿Our﻿new﻿circum-




definitely﻿ require﻿ the﻿ capacity﻿ to﻿ remain﻿ emotionally﻿ present﻿ and﻿
available﻿ to﻿ the﻿ others﻿ around﻿ us,﻿ under﻿ conditions﻿ of﻿ shared,﻿ sus-
tained﻿and﻿almost﻿unbearable﻿sorrow.﻿




ing,﻿making﻿and﻿being.﻿About﻿all﻿ I﻿ can﻿do﻿ to﻿ try﻿and﻿convince﻿you﻿
otherwise,﻿at﻿this﻿late﻿stage﻿in﻿the﻿proceedings,﻿is﻿cite﻿the﻿well-known﻿
finding﻿that﻿depressives﻿actually﻿perceive﻿the﻿world﻿more﻿accurately,﻿
9  While, to be sure, its scholarship is open to question, the founding statement of 















the﻿ tagline﻿ recently﻿ adopted﻿ by﻿ the﻿ Canadian﻿ technical-outerwear﻿













My﻿ friend﻿Alison,﻿who﻿ I﻿ cited﻿above,﻿ came﻿ through﻿Terminal﻿5﻿
at﻿Heathrow﻿a﻿few﻿days﻿ago.﻿She﻿texted﻿me﻿a﻿picture﻿she’d﻿snapped﻿







of﻿ the﻿COVID﻿ lockdown.﻿We’d﻿had﻿other﻿ things﻿on﻿our﻿mind,﻿more﻿




























to﻿obtain.﻿And﻿ if﻿ there’s﻿anything﻿at﻿all﻿we﻿know﻿about﻿ the﻿kind﻿of﻿
complex﻿and﻿tightly-coupled﻿systems﻿on﻿which﻿the﻿continuity﻿of﻿our﻿
civilization﻿ is﻿predicated,﻿ that﻿ in﻿some﻿meaningful﻿sense﻿constitute﻿
that﻿civilization,﻿it’s﻿that﻿it﻿is﻿far,﻿far﻿easier﻿to﻿maintain﻿them﻿than﻿it﻿is﻿
to﻿restore﻿them﻿once﻿undone.﻿The﻿airport﻿may﻿reopen,﻿in﻿other﻿words,﻿
but﻿ to﻿what﻿end﻿ if﻿ the﻿airlines﻿have﻿collapsed﻿ financially,﻿ the﻿pilots﻿
have﻿been﻿ fired,﻿ the﻿aircraft﻿mothballed﻿and﻿the﻿pushback﻿ tractors﻿
surrendered﻿to﻿the﻿encroaching﻿rust?﻿Call﻿all﻿the﻿king’s﻿horses﻿and﻿
all﻿the﻿king’s﻿men,﻿see﻿if﻿you﻿can﻿stitch﻿the﻿world﻿back﻿together﻿again.﻿
I﻿ do﻿ not﻿ mean﻿ to﻿ suggest﻿ that﻿ Hardinian﻿ selfishness﻿ and﻿ left-
accelerationist﻿ ambition﻿ furnish﻿ us﻿ between﻿ them﻿ with﻿ a﻿ compre-












for﻿ left﻿ accelerationism’s﻿ “Promethean﻿politics﻿ of﻿maximal﻿mastery﻿
over﻿society﻿and﻿its﻿environment”﻿(Williams﻿and﻿Srnicek﻿2014,﻿360),﻿





have﻿ permanent﻿ recourse,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ imperative﻿ to﻿ make﻿ with﻿ them﻿
such﻿shelter﻿as﻿we﻿can,﻿for﻿as﻿many﻿as﻿we﻿can,﻿for﻿as﻿long﻿as﻿we﻿can.﻿
There﻿is﻿an﻿alternative,﻿of﻿course.﻿Some﻿will﻿no﻿doubt﻿retreat﻿into﻿








































an﻿“externality”﻿not﻿worth﻿accounting﻿ for.﻿But﻿ this﻿ is﻿not﻿a﻿strategy﻿
available﻿ to﻿ any﻿ tradition﻿wishing﻿ to﻿ live﻿ up﻿ to﻿ its﻿ nominal﻿ commit-
ments﻿to﻿liberation﻿and﻿equity.﻿
In﻿our﻿ time﻿ the﻿chaos﻿we﻿have﻿ to﻿contend﻿with﻿and﻿somehow﻿
manage﻿ has﻿ become﻿ general,﻿ a﻿ tide﻿ of﻿ entropy﻿ loosed﻿ upon﻿ the﻿
world.﻿But﻿chaos﻿falls﻿earlier﻿and﻿more﻿heavily﻿on﻿some.﻿And﻿central﻿
to﻿Tarfon’s﻿charge,﻿for﻿those﻿of﻿us﻿who﻿enjoy﻿relative﻿privilege,﻿is﻿that﻿
we﻿use﻿ it﻿ to﻿balance﻿ the﻿ load.﻿For﻿ that﻿ is﻿ the﻿meaning﻿of﻿privilege:﻿
a﻿ shelter,﻿ however﻿ partial﻿ and﻿ temporary,﻿ from﻿ some﻿ of﻿ the﻿ forms﻿





10  Try to think of another single-sentence ethical maxim that does that, from any 
wisdom tradition. It’s a neat trick. (You may be familiar with the Benedictine monk 
David Steindl-Rast’s gloss of Tarfon, which circulates widely, if generally without 
attribution, as one of those Instagrammable inspo-quotes. Entirely apropos to our 
considerations here, it begins by commanding that we “not be daunted by the 
enormity of the world’s grief.”)
11  For some reason I always think, in this regard, of the splendid headquarters of the 
VOC, the famed Dutch East India Company, in the docklands of Amsterdam, every 
last tick of its grandeur having been purchased at the cost of misery in the charred 


















ago.﻿ (Indeed,﻿ strictly﻿ speaking,﻿ the﻿ intervention﻿ even﻿ transcends﻿
the﻿boundaries﻿ that﻿distinguish﻿organic﻿ life﻿ from﻿its﻿environment:﻿ if﻿
you’re﻿intent﻿on﻿decarbonizing﻿the﻿atmosphere,﻿there﻿are﻿few﻿better﻿
or﻿more﻿practical﻿ things﻿you﻿could﻿do﻿ than﻿planting﻿as﻿many﻿ trees﻿
as﻿possible.)﻿One﻿could﻿certainly﻿understand﻿this﻿planting﻿as﻿an﻿act﻿














12  An engaging popular account of the sociality and communicative richness of trees 
can be found in a book Madden and I often joke should have been named Arboreal 













all﻿ things,﻿ but﻿ it﻿ definitely﻿ involves﻿ a﻿ certain﻿ relief,﻿ or﻿ even﻿ release.﻿
Thus,﻿perhaps,﻿the﻿strangely﻿affirmative﻿character﻿of﻿this﻿savoir vivre﻿
of﻿life﻿at﻿the﻿end﻿of﻿all﻿human﻿things,﻿a﻿life﻿pursued﻿in﻿the﻿negation﻿












Conversations﻿with﻿ Shumi﻿ Bose,﻿ Nurri﻿ Kim,﻿ David﻿Madden,﻿ Alison﻿





on﻿ the﻿ cover﻿ type﻿ treatment;﻿ and﻿ Lloyd﻿ Sowerbutts﻿ of﻿ Libreria,﻿ for﻿
asking﻿me﻿to﻿write﻿this﻿text﻿in﻿the﻿first﻿place.13








Shud,﻿ Thou,﻿Wolves﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Throne﻿ Room,﻿Wrekmeister﻿ Harmonies,﻿
Year﻿ of﻿ No﻿ Light,﻿ and﻿ Charles﻿ Bradley’s﻿ cover﻿ of﻿ Black﻿ Sabbath’s﻿
“Changes.”﻿When﻿in﻿Helsinki,﻿Adam﻿Greenfield﻿enjoys﻿Kulttuurisauna,﻿
Hakaniemenranta﻿17.﻿Support﻿your﻿local﻿independent﻿bookshop.
13  Editorial note: This text first appeared as a booklet or “pamphlet” (the term is here 
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mobile﻿phones),﻿ services﻿ (e.g.﻿ social﻿media,﻿ e-commerce),﻿ and﻿






























communication﻿ rather﻿ than﻿ distributed﻿ and﻿ horizontal﻿ structures.﻿
We﻿ founded﻿Common﻿Knowledge﻿because﻿we﻿saw﻿an﻿opportunity﻿





We’ve﻿worked﻿with﻿organizations﻿ that﻿ represent﻿a﻿ range﻿of﻿dif-
ferent﻿scales,﻿methodologies﻿and﻿political﻿concerns.﻿These﻿ include﻿
precarious﻿ workers﻿ (United﻿ Voices﻿ of﻿ the﻿World),﻿ renters﻿ (London﻿





























If﻿ our﻿goal﻿ is﻿ to﻿ enable﻿ radical﻿ change,﻿we﻿need﻿ to﻿begin﻿by﻿ques-
tioning﻿the﻿entire﻿structure﻿of﻿our﻿work.﻿We﻿see﻿worker﻿cooperatives﻿
as﻿ one﻿way﻿ of﻿ prefiguring﻿ an﻿ alternative﻿ future,﻿ in﻿which﻿ solidarity,﻿
interdependence﻿and﻿self-determination﻿is﻿at﻿the﻿center.
We﻿ use﻿ two﻿ practical﻿ frameworks﻿ to﻿ help﻿ us﻿ collaborate﻿ in﻿ a﻿
non-hierarchical﻿ way.﻿ The﻿ first﻿ of﻿ these﻿ is﻿ sociocracy.﻿ The﻿ goal﻿ of﻿
sociocracy﻿is﻿to﻿optimize﻿organization﻿efficiency,﻿while﻿ensuring﻿that﻿
everyone’s﻿voice﻿is﻿heard.﻿One﻿crucial﻿aspect﻿of﻿this﻿is﻿that﻿decisions﻿





enough﻿ to﻿ try.”﻿ This﻿method﻿ recognizes﻿ that﻿most﻿decisions﻿aren’t﻿
permanent,﻿and﻿optimizes﻿for﻿efficiency﻿and﻿iteration﻿over﻿consensus.
This﻿ form﻿of﻿decision-making﻿ is﻿ about﻿ trusting﻿ the﻿people﻿ you﻿
work﻿with﻿to﻿make﻿decisions﻿that﻿impact﻿the﻿collective﻿as﻿a﻿whole.﻿It﻿





















Scrum.﻿They﻿provide﻿a﻿ regular﻿cadence﻿ for﻿ the﻿ team﻿to﻿ follow,﻿and﻿
allow﻿ for﻿ continuous﻿ reflection,﻿ iteration﻿ and﻿ renewal.﻿ They﻿ both﻿
provide﻿ a﻿ solid﻿ basis﻿ for﻿ building﻿ highly﻿ collaborative﻿ and﻿ non-﻿
hierarchical﻿environments.﻿
Another﻿ key﻿ part﻿ of﻿ our﻿ work﻿ is﻿ looking﻿ for﻿ ways﻿ where﻿ we﻿
can﻿contribute﻿ to﻿ the﻿wider﻿ecosystem,﻿ from﻿political﻿organizing﻿ to﻿
























Renters﻿Union﻿ (LRU),﻿ a﻿members-led﻿ organization﻿ that﻿ campaigns﻿
to﻿ensure﻿all﻿Londoners﻿have﻿a﻿decent,﻿secure﻿and﻿affordable﻿place﻿












1.﻿ ﻿Collect﻿ information﻿on﻿people’s﻿ rental﻿situation,﻿ in﻿order﻿ to﻿
provide﻿ them﻿ with﻿ the﻿ most﻿ relevant﻿ support﻿ and﻿ advice.﻿
This﻿information﻿was﻿also﻿used﻿by﻿LRU﻿to﻿understand﻿where﻿






We﻿ began﻿ the﻿ project﻿ by﻿ running﻿ a﻿ workshop﻿ with﻿ a﻿ number﻿ of﻿






Surveying﻿ London﻿ Renters﻿ Union’s﻿ current﻿ technical﻿ stack,﻿
we﻿ made﻿ a﻿ number﻿ of﻿ technical﻿ choices﻿ to﻿ maximize﻿ their﻿ digital﻿
sovereign﻿ty.﻿ In﻿this﻿case,﻿sovereignty﻿was﻿expressed﻿as﻿their﻿ability﻿
to﻿modify﻿their﻿website﻿and﻿adapt﻿ it﻿ to﻿the﻿changing﻿needs﻿of﻿ their﻿





source﻿ content﻿ management﻿ system﻿WordPress﻿ to﻿ run﻿ their﻿ web-
site.﻿They﻿were﻿also﻿using﻿a﻿WordPress﻿plugin﻿called﻿Gravity﻿Forms,﻿




website﻿on﻿ their﻿own﻿servers,﻿ in﻿a﻿way﻿ that﻿was﻿usable﻿across﻿ the﻿
organization.﻿We﻿also﻿configured﻿ it﻿ to﻿allow﻿for﻿a﻿high﻿ level﻿of﻿user﻿
customization.﻿Given﻿the﻿sensitivity﻿of﻿the﻿project,﻿and﻿the﻿possible﻿
opposition﻿ to﻿ it﻿ by﻿ landlords﻿ and﻿ others,﻿ we﻿ also﻿ created﻿ a﻿ threat﻿
model﻿ and﻿ reinforced﻿ the﻿ security﻿and﻿ robustness﻿of﻿ their﻿ existing﻿
WordPress﻿setup.
Working﻿in﻿sprints,﻿we﻿first﻿launched﻿a﻿lightweight﻿version﻿of﻿the﻿
campaign﻿ site﻿ and﻿ observed﻿ how﻿people﻿ used﻿ it﻿ before﻿ designing﻿
and﻿building﻿ a﻿ second﻿ iteration﻿with﻿more﻿ features.﻿ The﻿ first﻿ page﻿

















the﻿most﻿ important﻿ information﻿they﻿needed﻿to﻿know,﻿and﻿a﻿ link﻿to﻿










copy﻿and﻿even﻿change﻿ the﻿ flow﻿of﻿ the﻿ form,﻿moving﻿elements﻿of﻿ it﻿
from﻿ one﻿ page﻿ to﻿ another.﻿ Crucially,﻿ by﻿ using﻿Gravity﻿ Forms,﻿ they﻿
didn’t﻿need﻿to﻿wait﻿for﻿a﻿software﻿engineer﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿make﻿adjust-
ments﻿–﻿they﻿could﻿simply﻿make﻿the﻿changes﻿themselves.﻿
Once﻿ information﻿had﻿been﻿entered﻿ into﻿Gravity﻿Forms,﻿ it﻿was﻿
written﻿to﻿two﻿other﻿digital﻿products﻿that﻿LRU﻿were﻿already﻿using﻿to﻿
organize﻿ and﻿mobilize﻿ their﻿members:﻿ Airtable﻿ and﻿Mailchimp.﻿ Air-
table﻿was﻿used﻿as﻿a﻿database,﻿which﻿the﻿union﻿could﻿configure,﻿ana-
lyze﻿and﻿share﻿with﻿its﻿various﻿local﻿branches.﻿Mailchimp﻿was﻿used﻿






However,﻿ this﻿ setup﻿ remained﻿ dependent﻿ on﻿ Airtable,﻿ Zapier﻿ and﻿
Mailchimp.﻿All﻿of﻿these﻿are﻿proprietary﻿tools﻿that﻿become﻿more﻿costly﻿
the﻿more﻿they﻿are﻿used.﻿Arguably,﻿the﻿union’s﻿dependence﻿on﻿these﻿
















On﻿ one﻿ level,﻿ using﻿Airtable﻿ as﻿ part﻿ of﻿ this﻿ technical﻿ stack﻿ re-
duces﻿the﻿union’s﻿sovereignty﻿and﻿subordinates﻿them﻿to﻿the﻿whims﻿of﻿
a﻿Silicon﻿Valley﻿company.﻿On﻿another,﻿using﻿a﻿tool﻿like﻿this﻿has﻿given﻿







United Voices of the World
Let’s﻿consider﻿digital﻿sovereignty﻿ from﻿another﻿angle,﻿by﻿examining﻿
the﻿work﻿we’ve﻿done﻿in﻿collaboration﻿with﻿the﻿grassroots﻿trade﻿﻿union﻿
United﻿ Voices﻿ of﻿ the﻿World﻿ (UVW).﻿ This﻿ case﻿ study﻿ demonstrates﻿
more﻿of﻿the﻿complexities﻿of﻿digital﻿sovereignty.﻿Better﻿digital﻿systems,﻿
particularly﻿ones﻿that﻿can﻿be﻿customized﻿and﻿configured﻿towards﻿very﻿





UVW﻿ helps﻿ migrant﻿ and﻿ precarious﻿ workers﻿ to﻿ organize.﻿ The﻿
bulk﻿of﻿their﻿membership﻿are﻿cleaning﻿and﻿security﻿staff,﻿with﻿newer﻿
branches﻿that﻿have﻿been﻿set﻿up﻿in﻿the﻿last﻿year﻿to﻿support﻿a﻿broad-
er﻿ range﻿ of﻿ sectors,﻿ including﻿ legal﻿ workers,﻿ designers﻿ and﻿ cultur-
al﻿workers,﻿architects,﻿strippers﻿and﻿sex﻿workers.﻿ In﻿comparison﻿ to﻿
mainstream﻿trade﻿unions,﻿UVW﻿is﻿highly﻿active﻿and﻿effective.﻿Where-








between﻿ union﻿ staff,﻿ organizers﻿ and﻿members﻿ was﻿ via﻿WhatsApp,﻿
the﻿messaging﻿ platform﻿ owned﻿ by﻿ Facebook.﻿ Internal﻿ communica-
tion﻿amongst﻿UVW﻿staff﻿also﻿defaulted﻿to﻿this﻿platform.﻿The﻿use﻿of﻿
WhatsApp﻿in﻿this﻿manner﻿is﻿extremely﻿common﻿in﻿UK-based﻿activist﻿




Using﻿WhatsApp﻿ as﻿ their﻿main﻿ communications﻿ infrastructure﻿
also﻿ means﻿ the﻿ union﻿ is﻿ beholden﻿ to﻿ Facebook.﻿ No﻿ one﻿ pays﻿ for﻿
WhatsApp,﻿no﻿one﻿can﻿ influence﻿ its﻿direction﻿of﻿ travel,﻿and﻿no﻿one﻿































the﻿casework﻿ team,﻿who﻿support﻿members﻿ to﻿deal﻿with﻿ their﻿prob-
lems﻿at﻿work.﻿The﻿union﻿only﻿offers﻿legal﻿support﻿to﻿active﻿members﻿
who﻿have﻿joined﻿more﻿than﻿a﻿month﻿prior﻿to﻿needing﻿support.﻿This﻿








and﻿ time.﻿However,﻿ before﻿ improving﻿ their﻿ casework﻿ system,﻿UVW﻿
needed﻿ to﻿have﻿ a﻿definitive﻿membership﻿ list﻿ that﻿ they﻿ could﻿ easily﻿
manage.﻿ For﻿ this,﻿ we﻿ introduced﻿ them﻿ to﻿ an﻿ organizing﻿ platform﻿
called﻿Zetkin.﻿
Zetkin﻿was﻿originally﻿built﻿by﻿the﻿Malmö﻿branch﻿of﻿the﻿﻿Swedish﻿
Left﻿Party﻿ (Vänsterpartiet)﻿ to﻿meet﻿ their﻿own﻿organizing﻿needs,﻿but﻿
has﻿since﻿been﻿expanded﻿and﻿generalized﻿so﻿it﻿can﻿be﻿used﻿by﻿any﻿
progressive﻿political﻿organization.﻿ It﻿provides﻿a﻿suite﻿of﻿ tools﻿ for﻿or-
ganizing﻿ large﻿membership﻿groups﻿digitally,﻿ from﻿carving﻿up﻿mem-
bership﻿ lists﻿ into﻿ local﻿ groups,﻿ to﻿ phone-banking﻿ members﻿ and﻿




tion﻿ to﻿ the﻿casework﻿system.﻿We﻿started﻿ this﻿process﻿by﻿ interview-
ing﻿a﻿range﻿of﻿caseworkers,﻿organizers﻿and﻿staff.﻿We﻿used﻿what﻿we﻿
learned﻿ during﻿ these﻿ interviews﻿ to﻿map﻿ out﻿ the﻿ casework﻿ process﻿




















them﻿reclaim﻿ the﻿ time﻿and﻿headspace﻿ to﻿ look﻿ for﻿broader﻿patterns﻿
and﻿opportunities﻿for﻿collective﻿action.﻿
We﻿decided﻿that﻿the﻿most﻿efficient﻿way﻿to﻿meet﻿UVW’s﻿casework﻿
needs﻿was﻿ by﻿ repurposing﻿ an﻿ existing﻿ ticket﻿management﻿ system.﻿
After﻿some﻿research﻿we﻿found﻿Zammad,﻿which﻿seemed﻿to﻿fulfil﻿many﻿
UVW’s﻿ requirements.﻿ Crucially,﻿ Zammad﻿ is﻿ also﻿ open﻿ source.﻿ This﻿







between﻿ UVW﻿ staff﻿ and﻿ members,﻿ including﻿ communication﻿ con-
ducted﻿by﻿email,﻿message﻿or﻿WhatsApp.﻿Every﻿case,﻿including﻿com-







































This﻿demonstrates﻿ that﻿digital﻿sovereignty﻿ takes﻿work.﻿ It﻿ takes﻿sub-
stantial﻿time﻿and﻿effort﻿to﻿onboard﻿and﻿train﻿people;﻿it’s﻿not﻿simply﻿a﻿
matter﻿of﻿creating﻿software﻿and﻿expecting﻿it﻿to﻿be﻿used.﻿
While﻿ Zammad﻿ is﻿ an﻿ open-source﻿ tool﻿ that﻿UVW﻿will﻿ be﻿ able﻿

















Microsoft﻿ and﻿ Facebook.﻿We﻿ could﻿ still﻿ plausibly﻿ build﻿ new﻿digital﻿
infrastructure﻿ that﻿ is﻿ not﻿ reliant﻿ on﻿ either.﻿ But﻿ is﻿ this﻿ a﻿worthwhile﻿
use﻿of﻿our﻿time,﻿compared﻿to﻿other﻿matters?﻿At﻿some﻿point,﻿UVW﻿will﻿
remain﻿ entangled﻿with﻿ systems﻿ that﻿ restrict﻿ their﻿ degree﻿ of﻿ digital﻿
sovereignty.
Conclusions (or, more questions)
What﻿ do﻿ these﻿ case﻿ studies﻿ tell﻿ us﻿ about﻿ the﻿ practice﻿ of﻿ digital﻿
sovereign﻿ty?﻿It﻿is﻿certainly﻿a﻿complicated﻿picture.






although﻿ they﻿ certainly﻿ wouldn’t﻿ be﻿ opposed﻿ to﻿ the﻿ idea﻿ in﻿ princi-
ple.﻿In﻿both﻿cases,﻿we﻿could﻿have﻿insisted﻿on﻿enabling﻿their﻿complete﻿
control﻿over﻿their﻿digital﻿ infrastructure.﻿We﻿could﻿have﻿advised﻿that﻿




However,﻿ would﻿ this﻿ have﻿ enabled﻿ the﻿ effectiveness﻿ of﻿ either﻿
group﻿ in﻿ achieving﻿ their﻿ political﻿ aims?﻿ And﻿where﻿ do﻿we﻿ stop﻿ in-





sovereignty﻿ of﻿ each﻿ organization﻿ entirely.﻿ Assuming﻿ money﻿ were﻿
no﻿object,﻿we﻿could﻿have﻿bought﻿each﻿organization﻿the﻿best﻿propri-
etary﻿software﻿available.﻿However,﻿even﻿the﻿most﻿useful﻿commercial﻿









goal﻿ should﻿be.﻿Digital﻿ sovereignty﻿ consumes﻿ time﻿and﻿energy﻿be-
cause,﻿in﻿order﻿for﻿it﻿to﻿be﻿effective,﻿sovereignty﻿must﻿be﻿materialized﻿
in﻿software.﻿This﻿software﻿does﻿not﻿yet﻿exist,﻿primarily﻿because﻿it﻿is﻿






different﻿ ways﻿ that﻿ we﻿ might﻿ be﻿ able﻿ to﻿ build﻿ greater﻿ collective﻿
sovereign﻿ty.﻿ Should﻿ we﻿ spend﻿ our﻿ time﻿ building﻿ custom﻿ software﻿
that﻿is﻿completely﻿secure﻿and﻿decentralized?﻿Or﻿should﻿we﻿spend﻿our﻿






collaborating﻿with﻿others,﻿ through﻿social﻿ formations﻿ like﻿grassroots﻿
unions,﻿community﻿organizations﻿and﻿cooperatives.﻿
Digital﻿technology﻿has﻿the﻿potential﻿to﻿be﻿used﻿to﻿increase﻿the﻿
collective﻿ sovereignty﻿ of﻿ these﻿ groups,﻿ but﻿ only﻿ if﻿ we﻿ understand﻿
it﻿ as﻿ one﻿ piece﻿ of﻿ the﻿ puzzle.﻿ The﻿COVID-19﻿ pandemic﻿ has﻿meant﻿
that﻿many﻿activist﻿groups﻿have﻿become﻿even﻿more﻿reliant﻿on﻿digital﻿




organizing﻿moves﻿more﻿online,﻿ it’s﻿ crucial﻿ that﻿we﻿understand﻿and﻿
treat﻿organizing﻿digital﻿spaces﻿in﻿the﻿same﻿way﻿as﻿in﻿physical﻿ones.
Digital﻿ technology﻿must﻿ be﻿ seen﻿ as﻿ an﻿ enabler﻿ and﻿multiplier﻿








Floridi, Luciano. 2020. “The Fight for 
Digital Sovereignty: What It Is, and 
Why It Matters, Especially for the EU.” 







How Corporate Digital Imaginaries 
are endangering our Political 
Practices
Paola﻿Pierri
Corporate digital sovereignty as a “coup des gens”
Debates﻿on﻿digital﻿sovereignty﻿go﻿straight﻿to﻿the﻿question﻿of﻿what﻿de-
mocracy﻿means﻿in﻿the﻿digital﻿age,﻿as﻿they﻿are﻿traditionally﻿concerned﻿
with﻿ the﻿ fundamental﻿ relationship﻿ between﻿ the﻿ state﻿ itself﻿ and﻿ the﻿
different﻿subjects﻿that﻿live﻿in﻿that﻿state.﻿
This﻿chapter﻿aims﻿to﻿explore﻿the﻿question﻿of﻿digital﻿sovereignty﻿










1  We have seen examples of these struggles over the exercize of sovereignty many 
times. To mention only the most recent ones from this summer 2020, we could 
remember the failure of the British Government to develop a centralized Corona App 
without using the API from Google and Apple; or the still open legal battle over the 
use of TikTok in the US.
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This﻿ is﻿ because﻿ it﻿ is﻿ at﻿ the﻿ individual﻿ level﻿ (through﻿ the﻿ dissemina-































Sovereign imaginaries: building the legitimacy  
for digital sovereignty
Yaron﻿Ezrahi﻿ in﻿his﻿book﻿ Imagined Democracy﻿ talks﻿about﻿the﻿ imag-
inary﻿ character﻿ of﻿ democracies﻿ by﻿ claiming﻿ that﻿ the﻿ main﻿ idea﻿ of﻿





















The﻿ study﻿ of﻿ social﻿ imaginaries﻿ is﻿ a﻿ growing﻿ academic﻿ field﻿
﻿(Adams﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ 2015)﻿ that﻿ enquires﻿ into﻿ how﻿ different﻿ symbols﻿ and﻿
meanings﻿can﻿historically﻿shape﻿ the﻿political﻿ instituting﻿of﻿different﻿
modes﻿of﻿ society.﻿As﻿ societies﻿perform﻿ the﻿ task﻿of﻿ trying﻿ to﻿under-
stand﻿and﻿picture﻿themselves﻿to﻿themselves,﻿they﻿produce﻿what﻿have﻿
2  According to the authors I will be referring to – and this is also the stance that I take 
on the topic –, imagination is not to be understood as the producing of visual images 
of something that might be unreal, as in “imaginary.” The imagination to which these 




been﻿defined﻿ as﻿ social﻿ imaginaries,﻿which﻿ are﻿ self-representations﻿










socio-technical﻿ imaginaries,﻿ we﻿ need﻿ therefore﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ that﻿
these﻿are﻿not﻿simply﻿vague﻿images﻿that﻿influence﻿our﻿perception﻿and﻿
what﻿we﻿think.﻿They﻿are﻿in﻿fact﻿very﻿concrete﻿social﻿processes﻿that﻿








































situated﻿ between﻿ verbal﻿ argument﻿ and﻿material﻿ practice﻿ ...”﻿ (Kelty﻿
2005,﻿186).﻿At﻿the﻿same﻿time,﻿we﻿should﻿also﻿rethink﻿the﻿notion﻿of﻿the﻿



















Ávila﻿Pinto﻿ 2018;﻿Chun﻿ 2011),﻿ the﻿ concept﻿ of﻿ sovereignty﻿ has﻿ been﻿






torical﻿ones:﻿ the﻿principle﻿of﻿control,﻿ freedom﻿(both﻿ “freedom﻿ from”﻿





user﻿ (citizen)﻿are﻿ in﻿ fact﻿widespread.﻿Tech﻿corporations﻿have﻿made﻿
their﻿role﻿ in﻿giving﻿freedom﻿to﻿people﻿ in﻿to﻿a﻿banner﻿proposition﻿to﻿
accomplish﻿ what﻿ they﻿ want﻿ through﻿ a﻿ seamless﻿ user-experience﻿
(through﻿their﻿platforms,﻿online﻿services,﻿user-centered﻿design)﻿and﻿
















the﻿ idea﻿ that﻿ the﻿ “all-powerful”﻿user,﻿producer,﻿decider﻿ that﻿shapes﻿
the﻿technology﻿(through﻿its﻿codes)﻿around﻿her﻿and﻿for﻿her﻿own﻿ben-
efit﻿is﻿each﻿and﻿every﻿one﻿of﻿us﻿(Chun﻿2011).﻿Tech﻿corporations﻿build﻿
for﻿ themselves﻿ this﻿ role﻿ of﻿ the﻿ promoter﻿ of﻿ individual﻿ sovereignty,﻿
while﻿building﻿their﻿own﻿legitimacy.﻿In﻿the﻿next﻿section﻿in﻿more﻿detail,﻿
3  On the topic of human rights, Rikke Frank Jørgensen (2019) provided an interesting 
analysis, based on Google and Facebook official documents and staff interviews, 
which identified the three main narratives these corporations use to avoid taking 
responsibility: 1) Google and Facebook protect their users against Governments 
overreach: 2) The companies are depicted as collaborating and assisting law 






“The Emperor has no clothes”: what is the digital doing  
to our democracies 
Once﻿we﻿start﻿framing﻿digital﻿sovereignty﻿through﻿the﻿lens﻿of﻿socio-﻿






ty﻿ to﻿be﻿seen﻿as﻿directly﻿ legitimated﻿by﻿ the﻿popular﻿sovereignty,﻿ to﻿
justify﻿the﻿fact﻿that﻿the﻿state﻿is﻿left﻿outside﻿of﻿the﻿equation,﻿as﻿there﻿
is﻿no﻿need﻿ for﻿ the﻿state﻿ to﻿ interfere.﻿As﻿we﻿have﻿also﻿seen,﻿next﻿ to﻿
the﻿enormous﻿economic﻿power﻿built﻿through﻿a﻿de facto﻿monopolist﻿
economy﻿ –﻿ next﻿ to﻿ the﻿ ownership﻿ of﻿ all﻿ strategic﻿ digital﻿ infrastruc-















4  This term was originally used by Richard Barbrook and Andy Cameron (1996, 45) 
and defined as a “loose alliance of writers, hackers, capitalists and artists from the 
West Coast of the USA have succeeded in defining a heterogeneous orthodoxy for 
















Some﻿of﻿us﻿will﻿ remember﻿ the﻿ time,﻿at﻿ the﻿onset﻿of﻿ the﻿diffusion﻿of﻿
the﻿ internet,﻿ when﻿ many﻿ activists﻿ and﻿ scholars﻿ from﻿ social﻿ move-
ments’﻿studies﻿welcomed﻿the﻿web﻿as﻿a﻿space﻿for﻿liberation,﻿as﻿it﻿was﻿
free,﻿ transcended﻿national﻿borders﻿and﻿allowed﻿ for﻿ a﻿new﻿mode﻿of﻿
“many-to-many”﻿communication.﻿At﻿that﻿time,﻿people﻿talked﻿about﻿a﻿
sort﻿of﻿ ideological congruence﻿of﻿ the﻿ internet﻿as﻿a﻿bottom-up﻿medi-
um,﻿perceived﻿ to﻿ facilitate﻿ the﻿dissemination﻿and﻿growth﻿of﻿ certain﻿
groups﻿ and﻿ ideas,﻿ which﻿ were﻿ more﻿ liberal﻿ and﻿ progressive.﻿ This﻿
euphoria﻿and﻿optimism﻿reached﻿its﻿peak﻿with﻿the﻿so﻿called﻿“Twitter﻿
revolutions,”5﻿considered﻿by﻿many﻿ to﻿be﻿ the﻿ultimate﻿ incarnation﻿of﻿
that﻿power﻿and﻿ freedom﻿ that﻿ the﻿ internet﻿ could﻿deploy.﻿Since﻿ then,﻿
and﻿as﻿ the﻿use﻿of﻿ social﻿media﻿platforms﻿ increased,﻿ it﻿became﻿visi-





5  As Chun interestingly noted, “a name that erase the specificity of local political 
issues in favour of an internet application [...]” (Chun 2011, 93).
6  This thesis distinguishes between: ‘cyber optimist, who highlight how due to the 
new information and communication technologies,’ previously disengaged groups 
are being drawn into politics and enabled to take part; ‘cyber pessimist,’ who 
assumes that, in the best-case scenario, the internet has not changed existing 
patterns of political participation, and in the worst-case scenario it may actually 
have widen participatory gaps between advantaged and disadvantaged populations.
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not.﻿People﻿with﻿ lower﻿ income﻿and﻿education﻿ levels﻿are﻿ in﻿ fact﻿ less﻿
likely﻿ to﻿produce﻿new﻿political﻿content﻿ (such﻿as﻿social﻿media﻿posts,﻿
memes,﻿ comments,﻿ etc.),﻿ but﻿ more﻿ often﻿ will﻿ be﻿ limited﻿ to﻿ share﻿
pre-produced﻿and﻿pre-﻿formatted﻿content,﻿which﻿tends﻿to﻿be﻿charac-
terized﻿by﻿more﻿radical﻿opinions﻿or﻿controversial﻿facts.﻿
Rethinking﻿ activism﻿ in﻿ the﻿ era﻿ of﻿ corporate﻿ digital﻿ sovereignty﻿
means﻿therefore﻿to﻿adopt﻿a﻿critical﻿approach﻿to﻿the﻿myth﻿of﻿the﻿inter-
net’s﻿ ideological﻿congruence﻿ (exploring﻿whether﻿ the﻿ internet﻿might﻿
rather﻿be﻿ideologically﻿non-congruent﻿with﻿progressive﻿movements).﻿





with﻿ measurement﻿ that﻿ drives﻿ certain﻿ practices﻿ of﻿ computational﻿











cations,﻿ trying﻿ to﻿ come﻿ to﻿ terms﻿with﻿ “the﻿ apparent﻿ inconsistency﻿








dangering﻿ democracy﻿ itself,﻿ generating﻿ new﻿ forms﻿ of﻿ inequalities,﻿
surveillance,﻿ disinformation﻿ and﻿polarization﻿ (Anderson﻿ and﻿Rainie﻿
2020;﻿Zuboff﻿2019;﻿Bucher﻿2018;﻿Byung-Chul﻿2017).























face,﻿not﻿ ‘facial﻿ recognition’.﻿ ...﻿These﻿ things﻿are﻿brand-new﻿ ...﻿They﻿






























ital﻿ sovereignty.﻿Social﻿movements﻿have﻿ in﻿ fact﻿ traditionally﻿played﻿
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The Shift / The Turn 





towards﻿Siberia﻿and﻿on﻿ the﻿ long﻿ term﻿ it﻿might﻿shift﻿ to﻿ the﻿south﻿of﻿
Juan﻿Pablo﻿Garcia﻿Sossa
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planet﻿Earth.﻿Poles﻿are﻿ flipping﻿ like﻿a﻿relay,﻿some﻿say﻿ it﻿ is﻿a﻿ time﻿of﻿
crisis.﻿Something﻿is﻿emerging.﻿
Inside﻿“emergencies”﻿you﻿find﻿“emerge,”﻿and﻿tropical﻿territories﻿
are﻿well﻿ experienced﻿at﻿ this.﻿Between﻿ the﻿ imaginary﻿ lines﻿of﻿Capri-








ics﻿ must﻿ be﻿ understood﻿ as﻿ metaphysical,﻿ and﻿ even﻿ psychological﻿
dispositions.﻿A﻿way﻿of﻿existing﻿ that﻿ is﻿anchored﻿ in﻿ the﻿meandering﻿
and﻿swiveling﻿of﻿mundane﻿notions﻿of﻿existence.﻿With﻿ the﻿dearth﻿of﻿













DATA as Oil – Ways of Verticality and Exploitation 
Imaginary﻿lines﻿were﻿drawn﻿on﻿planet﻿Earth.﻿Meridians﻿and﻿Parallels﻿
(Latitudes﻿and﻿Longitudes)﻿were﻿composed﻿in﻿a﻿way﻿to﻿intersect﻿each﻿
other﻿ forming﻿ a﻿ grid,﻿ with﻿ a﻿main﻿ intention﻿ to﻿ help﻿ humans﻿ under-
stand﻿and﻿navigate﻿the﻿planet.﻿This﻿mesh﻿of﻿lines﻿not﻿only﻿explored﻿















used﻿ to﻿produce﻿ lithium-ion﻿batteries﻿ that﻿power﻿our﻿phones,﻿com-
puters,﻿digital﻿devices﻿and﻿for﻿some﻿people,﻿even﻿cars﻿as﻿well.﻿
Diverse﻿territories﻿are﻿exploited﻿ for﻿ the﻿extraction﻿of﻿ re﻿sources,﻿
often﻿ leaving﻿ irreversible﻿ changes.﻿ In﻿ many﻿ cases,﻿ the﻿ benefits﻿ or﻿
profit﻿from﻿these﻿exploitations﻿aren’t﻿connected﻿or﻿linked﻿to﻿the﻿com-
munities﻿and﻿territories﻿at﻿their﻿geographical﻿positions.﻿The﻿coal﻿ex-
tracted﻿from﻿the﻿Cerrejón,﻿one﻿of﻿ the﻿ largest﻿open-pit﻿mines﻿of﻿ the﻿
planet﻿located﻿in﻿northern﻿Colombia,﻿is﻿owned﻿by﻿foreign﻿companies﻿
based﻿ in﻿Australia,﻿ Switzerland﻿and﻿ the﻿UK﻿and﻿contributes﻿ to﻿ the﻿
electric﻿ energy﻿ produced﻿ for﻿ northern﻿ Germany﻿ by﻿ the﻿ enterprise﻿
Vattenfall﻿(Vattenfall﻿2019).
Fig. 1  This is an AuthaGraph map of the planet highlighting the tropical belt. This 
rectangular world map is made by equally dividing a spherical surface into 96 
triangles, transferring it to a tetrahedron while maintaining areas proportions and 
unfolding it to be a rectangle. It is considered as one of the most precise maps 













































exploitation.﻿ The﻿ same﻿ empires﻿ first﻿ occupied,﻿ then﻿ exploited,﻿
the﻿natural﻿reserves﻿of﻿their﻿possessions,﻿and﻿the﻿networks﻿they﻿















The﻿ Tropics﻿ nowadays﻿ represent﻿ places﻿ to﻿ exploit﻿ not﻿ only﻿ re-






tronic﻿ appliances﻿and﻿ lithium-based﻿batteries,﻿ the﻿ transition﻿of﻿ the﻿
planet﻿to﻿green﻿energies﻿might﻿keep﻿inflicting﻿irreversible﻿wounds﻿on﻿
the﻿Tropics.























approaching﻿ them﻿with﻿ an﻿ intention﻿ to﻿ control﻿ them,﻿we﻿ could﻿ ap-
proach﻿them﻿on﻿a﻿same﻿level,﻿trying﻿to﻿provoke﻿a﻿symbiosis.﻿﻿
My﻿interest﻿in﻿(and﻿the﻿occurrence﻿of)﻿such﻿tactical,﻿resilient﻿or﻿

















can﻿be﻿ found﻿ in﻿contexts﻿ such﻿as﻿ the﻿Brazilian﻿ Jeitinho﻿ (Wikipedia﻿
2021a)﻿ and﻿ Gambiarra﻿ (Fred﻿ 2011),﻿ the﻿ Latin﻿ American﻿ Rebusque﻿
and﻿Hechiza﻿and﻿the﻿Indian﻿Jugaad﻿(Wikipedia﻿2021b),﻿among﻿many﻿
























collection﻿of﻿ face﻿ filters﻿generated﻿using﻿ the﻿ texture﻿of﻿ satellite﻿ im-
agery﻿of﻿endangered﻿territories.﻿The﻿images﻿depict﻿the﻿geo-position﻿
of﻿an﻿ecosystem﻿under﻿social﻿and﻿environmental﻿threat.

















Fig. 3 – 4  GeoFilters multichannel installation: screen on the left showing satellite 
imagery of endangered territory in the tropics, screen on the right generating 
a face filter with the texture of the environment. Photos: Alexa Beckmann.
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Taking﻿both﻿ legal﻿and﻿ illegal﻿ forms,﻿dangers﻿ to﻿ the﻿environment﻿are﻿
sometimes﻿ recognized﻿ by﻿ the﻿ Colombian﻿ government﻿ and﻿ public﻿
opinion,﻿but﻿more﻿often﻿not.﻿Because﻿of﻿a﻿centralized﻿system﻿and﻿a﻿
wide﻿range﻿of﻿difficult-to-access﻿areas,﻿many﻿territories﻿in﻿Colombia﻿
are﻿ isolated﻿and﻿obscured﻿ from﻿ the﻿national﻿and﻿ international﻿view.﻿
With﻿the﻿promise﻿of﻿development﻿and﻿progress,﻿both﻿legal﻿and﻿illegal﻿




























There’s﻿ a﻿ need﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ territories﻿ beyond﻿ private﻿ prop-
erty.﻿Rather,﻿we﻿must﻿see﻿them﻿more﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿fertile﻿grounds﻿for﻿
life﻿itself:﻿both﻿for﻿human﻿communities﻿and﻿natural﻿and﻿artificial﻿en-
vironments,﻿ on﻿ a﻿ planetary﻿ scale.﻿ The﻿ exploitation﻿ of﻿ resources﻿ in﻿
territories﻿has﻿costs﻿for﻿environmental﻿sustainability﻿and﻿the﻿lives﻿of﻿
Fig. 6  GeoFilters: Face filters generated with textures of satellite imagery of 
environmentally endangered territories. 
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braces﻿ the﻿ interdependence﻿ of﻿ all﻿ living﻿ and﻿ non-living﻿ beings﻿ in﻿
the﻿ planet.﻿ GeoFilters﻿ aims﻿ to﻿manifest﻿ these﻿ principles﻿ through﻿ a﻿
Planetary Embodiment.﻿ When﻿ standing﻿ in﻿ front﻿ of﻿ the﻿ installation﻿
and﻿seeing﻿one’s﻿own﻿face﻿covered﻿with﻿scarified﻿textures,﻿some﻿ask﻿





territories﻿ in﻿ the﻿ planet,﻿ as﻿ digital﻿ and﻿physical﻿meshes﻿ and﻿ layers﻿
overlap.﻿ There﻿ is﻿ a﻿ possibility﻿ to﻿ explore﻿ ways﻿ of﻿ re-appropriating﻿
one’s﻿own﻿data﻿–﻿to﻿reclaim﻿digital﻿and﻿physical﻿spaces.﻿GeoFilters﻿
explores﻿ways﻿ in﻿which﻿ the﻿ vast﻿mesh﻿ of﻿ sensors﻿ and﻿ data﻿ of﻿ the﻿
“planetary﻿sensorium”﻿can﻿be﻿in﻿dialogue﻿with﻿the﻿local﻿specificities﻿
of﻿each﻿territory.﻿















rooms,﻿ i.e.,﻿ controlling﻿moms﻿can﻿barge﻿ in﻿without﻿knocking.﻿What﻿













Situated Responses Breaking Binaries 
When﻿we﻿ think﻿of﻿ sovereignty﻿ in﻿ the﻿Tropics,﻿we﻿must﻿ think﻿of﻿ the﻿
tools,﻿ responses﻿ and﻿ maneuvers﻿ for﻿ world﻿ making.﻿ With﻿ an﻿ often-﻿
absent﻿ state,﻿ and﻿a﻿nebulous﻿ idea﻿of﻿ citizenship,﻿ demanding﻿ rights﻿
through﻿top-down﻿policy﻿making﻿might﻿sometimes﻿feel﻿too﻿fictional﻿
in﻿the﻿Tropics.﻿How﻿can﻿one﻿demand﻿something﻿from﻿a﻿state﻿that﻿has﻿
never﻿been﻿ there﻿before?﻿This﻿might﻿be﻿ a﻿ reminder﻿ that﻿ the﻿mech-
anisms﻿performed﻿in﻿the﻿Global﻿North﻿don’t﻿apply﻿the﻿same﻿way﻿in﻿
the﻿Tropics.﻿And﻿as﻿the﻿ idea﻿of﻿privacy﻿might﻿be﻿different﻿ in﻿ this﻿re-
gion,﻿the﻿responses﻿to﻿this﻿idea﻿are﻿very﻿diverse﻿as﻿well.﻿Art﻿curator﻿
and﻿consultant﻿on﻿ecological﻿transition﻿and﻿social﻿inclusion,﻿Nataša﻿









vironment﻿ and﻿ are﻿ in﻿ a﻿ constant﻿ interplanetary﻿ dialogue.﻿ As﻿ some-
one﻿that﻿grew﻿up﻿in﻿the﻿Tropics,﻿ I﻿often﻿learned﻿to﻿develop﻿my﻿own﻿















attempt﻿with﻿GeoFilters﻿ is﻿ to﻿ reframe﻿ those﻿ systems﻿ rooted﻿ in﻿ the﻿
question:﻿What﻿could﻿we﻿do﻿if﻿we﻿purposely﻿wished﻿to﻿share﻿our﻿geo-
location?﻿How﻿ could﻿we﻿ turn﻿ that﻿ situation﻿ into﻿ a﻿ response﻿ to﻿ the﻿
complexities﻿of﻿our﻿local﻿realities﻿and﻿reverse﻿the﻿dominant﻿logic﻿by﻿
making﻿ it﻿a﻿strategy﻿ for﻿visibility?﻿ In﻿ this﻿case,﻿understand﻿how﻿en-
gagement﻿algorithms﻿in﻿social﻿media﻿work﻿(Phillips﻿2020)﻿and﻿take﻿
advantage﻿of﻿ the﻿way﻿content﻿ is﻿prioritized﻿ in﻿ feeds﻿when﻿they﻿use﻿
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not﻿ far﻿ from﻿an﻿ idyllic﻿Pacific﻿ bay.﻿ It﻿ boasted﻿ a﻿ fake﻿ castle﻿ ruin,﻿ an﻿
artificial﻿pond﻿with﻿a﻿bridge﻿and﻿waterfall,﻿a﻿ten﻿foot﻿Celtic﻿cross,﻿an﻿
altar﻿made﻿from﻿fallen﻿Roman﻿columns﻿and﻿a﻿forged﻿iron﻿gate﻿bearing﻿






The﻿ ultra-wealthy﻿ elite﻿ of﻿ Silicon﻿ Valley﻿ celebrated﻿ along﻿ with﻿
superstars﻿of﻿show﻿business,﻿such﻿as﻿Emma﻿Watson﻿and﻿Sting,﻿who﻿
sang﻿a﻿ few﻿of﻿ the﻿newlyweds’﻿ favorite﻿songs.﻿Prominent﻿politicians﻿
were﻿ also﻿ in﻿ attendance,﻿ including﻿ the﻿ governor﻿ of﻿ California﻿ and﻿
then﻿ Democratic﻿ senator﻿ Kamala﻿ Harris.﻿ The﻿ designer﻿ who﻿ had﻿
worked﻿on﻿the﻿Lord of the Rings﻿film﻿trilogy﻿designed﻿celebratory﻿cos-
tumes﻿for﻿all﻿364﻿guests,﻿including﻿the﻿less﻿prominent﻿among﻿them.﻿
This essay is an excerpt from Thomas Ramge’s book: Postdigital – Using AI to Fight 















































to﻿be﻿geeks”﻿ (Wooldridge﻿2013).﻿Wooldridge﻿coined﻿a﻿ term﻿ for﻿ the﻿












versally﻿ loved,﻿ the﻿ tech﻿sector﻿morphed﻿ into﻿“Big﻿Tech”﻿–﻿and﻿thus﻿





best-selling﻿books,﻿including﻿Jaron﻿Lanier’s﻿Ten Arguments for Delet-
ing Your Social Media Accounts Right Now﻿(2014),﻿﻿Shoshana﻿Zuboff’s﻿


















the﻿ greatest﻿ possible﻿ reward.﻿ No﻿ offer﻿ to﻿ play﻿ soccer﻿ outside﻿with﻿
them﻿instead﻿or﻿to﻿visit﻿the﻿natural﻿history﻿museum﻿together﻿can﻿pull﻿
them﻿away﻿ from﻿ the﻿ digital﻿maelstrom.﻿Not﻿ that﻿we﻿ adults﻿ are﻿ any﻿















the﻿ terrorist-like﻿demand﻿ for﻿our﻿attention﻿via﻿our﻿digital﻿devices﻿ is﻿
their﻿responsibility.
Digitalization aggravates inequality




money﻿have﻿ turned﻿ into﻿ultra-wealthy﻿ trolls,﻿ even﻿when﻿ they’re﻿not﻿
wearing﻿Lord﻿of﻿the﻿Rings﻿costumes.
In﻿the﻿mid﻿1990s,﻿the﻿internet﻿had﻿promised﻿a﻿new﻿economy﻿with﻿




as﻿Thomas﻿Friedman﻿ (2005)﻿put﻿ it.﻿ Everyone﻿could﻿play﻿on﻿a﻿ level﻿
playing﻿field﻿without﻿an﻿unfair﻿cleavage﻿between﻿north﻿and﻿south.






used﻿ by﻿ techlash﻿ spokespeople﻿ to﻿ describe﻿ these﻿ socio-﻿economic﻿
changes﻿ is﻿ the﻿ “return﻿ of﻿ the﻿ servant﻿ class.”﻿ The﻿ job﻿market﻿ is﻿ di-
viding﻿ into﻿ lovely﻿ jobs﻿and﻿ lousy﻿ jobs.﻿The﻿winners﻿are﻿seeing﻿ their﻿
paychecks﻿ regularly﻿ increase,﻿while﻿ the﻿ losers﻿are﻿hauling﻿Amazon﻿
packages﻿to﻿the﻿beautifully﻿restored﻿homes﻿where﻿the﻿winners﻿live.





﻿Popper)﻿ in﻿which﻿ “human﻿ rationality”﻿would﻿work﻿ for﻿ the﻿ common﻿
good.﻿Just﻿ten﻿years﻿after﻿demonstrators﻿in﻿Tunisia,﻿Egypt﻿and﻿Yemen﻿
had﻿rid﻿themselves﻿of﻿their﻿autocratic﻿leaders﻿with﻿the﻿assistance﻿of﻿
Twitter,﻿ Facebook﻿ and﻿YouTube,﻿ the﻿ successors﻿ of﻿ those﻿ autocratic﻿
leaders﻿and﻿dictators﻿throughout﻿the﻿world﻿are﻿using﻿digital﻿technolo-
gy﻿ for﻿ surveillance,﻿ oppression﻿ and﻿ manipulation.﻿ China﻿ under﻿ Xi﻿




load.﻿ The﻿ filter﻿bubbles﻿and﻿algorithms﻿ that﻿give﻿ radical﻿messages﻿
a﻿worldwide﻿stage,﻿combined﻿with﻿political﻿manipulation﻿by﻿foreign﻿














































Viewed﻿ from﻿ above,﻿ digitalization﻿ may﻿ have﻿ its﻿ own﻿ rebound﻿









There’s﻿an﻿old﻿ rule﻿of﻿ thumb﻿among﻿people﻿who﻿study﻿ trends:﻿












In﻿ 1998,﻿ just﻿ as﻿ the﻿ commercial﻿ internet﻿ was﻿ experiencing﻿ its﻿ first﻿






already﻿ taking﻿computers﻿ for﻿granted﻿so﻿ thoroughly﻿ that﻿we﻿would﻿
only﻿notice﻿if﻿they﻿weren’t﻿there,﻿and﻿we﻿would﻿have﻿to﻿relearn﻿how﻿
to﻿sensibly﻿ incorporate﻿them﻿into﻿our﻿everyday﻿ lives.﻿Not﻿ long﻿after﻿
and﻿in﻿a﻿similar﻿vein,﻿the﻿Italian﻿philosopher﻿Giorgio﻿Agamben﻿(2005)﻿
elevated﻿ “postdigital﻿ thinking”﻿ to﻿ a﻿ new﻿ paradigm﻿ for﻿ understand-
ing﻿the﻿positive﻿and﻿negative﻿consequences﻿of﻿ life﻿with﻿computers.﻿









postdigital﻿ discussion.﻿ A﻿ new﻿discussion﻿ of﻿ the﻿ postdigital﻿ also﻿ re-
quires﻿a﻿new﻿perspective﻿on﻿the﻿digital.﻿We﻿have﻿to﻿move﻿beyond﻿the﻿
quasi-﻿religion﻿of﻿digitalism,﻿the﻿transfiguration﻿of﻿digital﻿technology﻿
into﻿a﻿ solution﻿ for﻿ every﻿ situation,﻿ and﻿place﻿digitalization﻿ in﻿a﻿ rad-
ically﻿new﻿paradigm﻿of﻿costs﻿and﻿benefits.﻿We﻿have﻿to﻿learn﻿to﻿use﻿













































they﻿will﻿ rigorously﻿ test﻿ each﻿ step﻿ in﻿ the﻿ digitalization﻿ pro-
cess﻿against﻿the﻿most﻿important﻿criterion﻿of﻿value﻿creation:﻿
What﻿would﻿this﻿change﻿really﻿add﻿to﻿the﻿bottom﻿line?﻿Sham﻿
innovations﻿ that﻿ in﻿ truth﻿only﻿complicate﻿ things﻿–﻿essential﻿
things﻿ like﻿ production,﻿ internal﻿ processes﻿ and﻿ communica-
tions﻿ –﻿will﻿ be﻿ eliminated.﻿ Intelligent﻿ regulation﻿will﻿ ensure﻿












their﻿own.﻿Never﻿ fear,﻿ there﻿will﻿ continue﻿ to﻿be﻿unmoderat-
ed﻿ discussion﻿ forums.﻿ PewDiePie﻿will﻿ still﻿ have﻿ unfettered﻿












emotion﻿ like﻿ Twitter,﻿ or﻿ media﻿ designed﻿ for﻿ aesthetic﻿ self-﻿
promotion﻿ like﻿ Instagram.﻿Perhaps﻿ software﻿ and﻿platforms﻿
such﻿as﻿ “Liquid﻿Democracy”﻿may﻿come﻿ into﻿use﻿ to﻿enable﻿
new﻿forms﻿of﻿direct,﻿grass-roots﻿decision﻿making,﻿especially﻿
at﻿ the﻿ local﻿ level.﻿ In﻿ the﻿meantime,﻿government﻿and﻿public﻿
administration﻿will﻿ have﻿ learned﻿ to﻿ improve﻿ through﻿digital﻿
technology.
•﻿ ﻿Technology﻿is﻿never﻿good﻿or﻿bad.﻿It﻿depends﻿on﻿what﻿we﻿use﻿
it﻿ for.﻿ This﻿ statement,﻿ constantly﻿ repeated﻿ by﻿ tech-﻿fixated﻿
idealists,﻿ is﻿ on﻿ the﻿ one﻿ hand﻿ naive.﻿ Technology﻿ is﻿ usually﻿
developed﻿ for﻿ a﻿ specific﻿ purpose﻿ in﻿ a﻿ socio-technical﻿ con-
text.﻿It’s﻿more﻿suitable﻿for﻿this﻿purpose﻿than﻿for﻿others,﻿and﻿
therefore﻿ it’s﻿not﻿neutral.﻿On﻿ the﻿other﻿hand,﻿ it’s﻿ of﻿ course﻿
still﻿true:﻿You﻿can﻿use﻿machine﻿learning﻿to﻿promote﻿the﻿sale﻿
of﻿a﻿new﻿digital﻿device﻿with﻿a﻿dreadful﻿environmental﻿impact.﻿
Amazon﻿bred﻿ its﻿ recommendation﻿algorithms﻿with﻿ just﻿ this﻿
kind﻿of﻿value-maximizing﻿function.﻿By﻿using﻿similar﻿systems﻿







the﻿world:﻿with﻿ decentralized﻿ energy﻿ networks,﻿ energy-efficient﻿ au-











of﻿ a﻿postdigital﻿ future﻿a﻿ reality?﻿Gesche﻿ Joost,﻿ a﻿ scholar﻿of﻿design,﻿
Germany’s﻿ former﻿ Internet﻿ Ambassador﻿ and﻿ a﻿ member﻿ of﻿ SAP’s﻿




may﻿ be,﻿ the﻿ perpetual﻿ demands﻿ for﻿ absolute﻿ data﻿ protection﻿ and﻿







education﻿and﻿ finally﻿ turn﻿ the﻿concept﻿of﻿a﻿common﻿digital﻿market﻿
for﻿like-minded﻿countries﻿into﻿economic﻿reality.﻿More﻿specifically,﻿this﻿
means:










derstanding﻿ social﻿ media﻿ and﻿ the﻿ platform﻿ economy.﻿ The﻿
concepts﻿and﻿materials﻿used﻿for﻿teaching﻿these﻿topics﻿have﻿
been﻿tested﻿and﻿proven﻿to﻿be﻿successful,﻿but﻿unfortunately﻿






and﻿ regulation﻿of﻿digital﻿markets.﻿An﻿ important﻿ element﻿of﻿
this﻿ is﻿a﻿consistent﻿data﻿policy.﻿As﻿described﻿in﻿the﻿second﻿
section,﻿ if﻿ superstar﻿ firms﻿construct﻿data﻿monopolies,﻿ then﻿
the﻿ data﻿ needs﻿ to﻿ be﻿made﻿ open.﻿ But﻿ that’s﻿ only﻿ the﻿ first﻿
important﻿ step.﻿Open﻿ technical﻿ standards,﻿ if﻿ necessary﻿ en-
forced﻿by﻿ law,﻿have﻿ the﻿same﻿aim.﻿Creating﻿massive﻿policy﻿
incentives﻿ for﻿ voluntary﻿ sharing﻿ of﻿ data,﻿ data﻿ cooperation﻿
and﻿cross-sector﻿data﻿pools﻿need﻿to﻿be﻿on﻿ the﻿agendas﻿of﻿
national﻿ legislatures﻿and﻿ regulators.﻿And,﻿of﻿course,﻿digital-
ization’s﻿ biggest﻿ winners﻿ need﻿ to﻿ pay﻿ their﻿ corresponding﻿
share﻿of﻿taxes,﻿whether﻿in﻿the﻿form﻿of﻿a﻿digital﻿tax﻿using﻿the﻿
French﻿model﻿or﻿in﻿the﻿form﻿of﻿a﻿minimum﻿global﻿tax﻿based﻿
on﻿ international﻿ agreements,﻿ as﻿ the﻿ German﻿ Foreign﻿ Min-
istry﻿has﻿proposed.
All﻿of﻿ that﻿ is﻿not﻿ just﻿desirable,﻿but﻿the﻿prerequisite﻿ for﻿bringing﻿the﻿






Would﻿we﻿ really﻿want﻿ to﻿ let﻿such﻿a﻿powerful﻿digital﻿companion﻿ like﻿
myAI﻿so﻿deep﻿ into﻿our﻿ lives?﻿Even﻿ if﻿we﻿knew﻿that﻿myAI﻿would﻿pro-
mote﻿our﻿interests﻿alone,﻿according﻿to﻿the﻿best﻿available﻿data﻿and﻿its﻿
internal﻿programming,﻿and﻿not﻿the﻿interests﻿of﻿anyone﻿else?
The﻿conflict﻿ between﻿progress﻿ and﻿ regress﻿will﻿ remain﻿a﻿dom-





in﻿ particular,﻿ but﻿ have﻿ not﻿ yet﻿ found﻿ a﻿ sensible﻿ overarching﻿ frame-
work﻿ for﻿ analyzing﻿ them.﻿ In﻿ exploring﻿ the﻿ technical﻿ possibilities﻿ of﻿
machine-assisted﻿decision﻿making﻿and﻿the﻿automation﻿of﻿decisions,﻿
we﻿systematically﻿underestimate﻿our﻿desire﻿for﻿autonomy﻿of﻿choice.﻿
In﻿ a﻿ specific﻿ situation,﻿AI﻿ assistants﻿ have﻿ the﻿ ability﻿ to﻿ lull﻿ us﻿with﻿
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A Multilingual Installation 
as a boundary Object  
































urban﻿ planning.﻿ Central﻿ to﻿ these﻿ considerations﻿ is﻿ the﻿ hypothesis﻿
that﻿social﻿participation﻿significantly﻿conditions﻿and﻿determines﻿dig-
ital﻿ participation.﻿ This﻿ text﻿ is﻿ a﻿ plea﻿ for﻿ the﻿ development﻿ of﻿ hybrid﻿






modes﻿ of﻿ engagement﻿ that﻿ combine﻿physical﻿ and﻿digital﻿ or﻿ online﻿








draw﻿on﻿ethnographic﻿data﻿ to﻿understand﻿ the﻿ forms﻿of﻿ interaction﻿
between﻿users﻿and﻿the﻿artifact﻿and﻿investigate﻿the﻿larger﻿context﻿of﻿
the﻿setup﻿and﻿the﻿activities﻿that﻿were﻿conducted.﻿We﻿will﻿then﻿reflect﻿
on﻿our﻿work﻿ in﻿ the﻿context﻿of﻿ the﻿potentials﻿and﻿confines﻿of﻿digital﻿
and﻿public﻿participation.
*  INTERPART (Intercultural Spaces of Participation) is a three-year research project
(2018–2021), funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) in the funding line “Migration and Social Change”. Project Partners: TU
Dortmund University (Spatial Planning), Berlin University of the Arts (Design
Research), Berlin Senate Department for Urban Development and Housing, City of




a﻿ design﻿ perspective,﻿ to﻿ a﻿ wider﻿ discourse﻿ on﻿ concepts﻿ of﻿ digital﻿
sovereign﻿ty﻿ that﻿ focus﻿ especially﻿ on﻿ countering﻿ inequalities.﻿ By﻿ re-
flecting﻿ on﻿ the﻿ practices﻿ inscribed﻿ in﻿ and﻿ observed﻿ around﻿ the﻿ in-




















“Talk﻿ to﻿ Me”﻿ is﻿ an﻿ interactive,﻿ multilingual﻿ installation﻿ that﻿ was﻿ de-














In﻿order﻿ to﻿establish﻿a﻿presence﻿ in﻿ the﻿social﻿ living﻿ labs﻿ in﻿ the﻿
two﻿cities﻿in﻿the﻿first﻿half﻿of﻿the﻿research﻿project﻿period,﻿two﻿public﻿
interventions﻿ were﻿ organized﻿ in﻿ each﻿ city.﻿ The﻿ research﻿ approach﻿



















scientific﻿knowledge﻿and﻿experiential﻿ knowledge.﻿Social﻿ living﻿ labs﻿
stress﻿the﻿importance﻿of﻿considering﻿the﻿local﻿context﻿by﻿developing﻿











1  In German discourses and funding structures on transdisciplinary, participatory 
and transformative research, the term Reallabor (real life laboratory) is usually 
used. While the concept of the “living lab” first emerged theoretically from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 2006 (Hillgren 2013) and has since then 
been spreading rapidly and worldwide (The European Network of Living Labs 
ENOLL), the concept of real life laboratory originates from sustainability research 
(Schneidewind and Singer-Brodowski 2014; Gerhard and Marquardt 2017). Despite 
different traditions, the terms are also often used synonymously. Depending on the 
discourse or objective, differences in methodology or implementation are possible, 
but the concepts show great overlap: They are understood, especially in Europe, as 





and﻿ referenced﻿ a﻿ familiar﻿ form﻿of﻿ dialogical﻿ interaction.﻿ Examining﻿
names﻿ from﻿ different﻿ cultural﻿ backgrounds﻿ on﻿ doorbell﻿ panels﻿ of﻿
big﻿ apartment﻿buildings﻿ is﻿ one﻿way﻿of﻿ learning﻿about﻿ the﻿diversity﻿
in﻿one﻿street﻿or﻿block.﻿We﻿also﻿saw﻿ the﻿possibility﻿of﻿ the﻿ intercom﻿







and﻿ to﻿ break﻿ with﻿ some﻿ expectations﻿ that﻿ are﻿ attached﻿ to﻿ formal-
ized﻿ participatory﻿ events﻿ in﻿ urban﻿ planning.﻿ This﻿ design﻿ approach﻿
was﻿ chosen﻿with﻿ the﻿ intent﻿ of﻿ creating﻿ situations﻿ that﻿ are﻿ open﻿ to﻿
new﻿pathways﻿of﻿interaction﻿which﻿may﻿eventually﻿break﻿out﻿of﻿the﻿
self-referential﻿ framework﻿ of﻿ established﻿ participatory﻿ formats.﻿ For﻿
this﻿ purpose,﻿ the﻿ intercom﻿ was﻿ attached﻿ to﻿ a﻿ human-sized﻿ gate﻿
construction﻿ big﻿ enough﻿ for﻿ a﻿ person﻿ to﻿walk﻿ through﻿ and﻿placed﻿
prominently﻿as﻿an﻿“entrance”﻿at﻿the﻿intervention﻿sites﻿(Figs.﻿1–2).﻿At﻿
this﻿entrance,﻿participants﻿were﻿asked﻿ to﻿select﻿ their﻿preferred﻿ lan-
guage﻿for﻿the﻿dialogue﻿to﻿follow﻿by﻿pressing﻿a﻿bell﻿sign﻿and﻿thereby﻿
initiating﻿ the﻿ interaction.﻿Conceptually,﻿ the﻿artifact﻿ unified﻿different﻿
experimental﻿ and﻿playful﻿ approaches﻿ to﻿ address﻿ challenges﻿ of﻿ lan-
guage﻿ barriers﻿ in﻿ urban﻿ participation﻿ processes.﻿ Attached﻿ to﻿ the﻿
doorbell﻿interface﻿was﻿a﻿Raspberry﻿Pi﻿mini-computer﻿with﻿a﻿mobile﻿
LTE﻿ router﻿ connected﻿ to﻿ Google’s﻿ AI-based﻿ translation﻿ software﻿























Conversations with the square








The﻿ intercom﻿(computer)﻿ then﻿starts﻿ to﻿speak﻿as﻿a﻿personifica-




Computer:﻿ “Hello﻿ (name),﻿ nice﻿ to﻿ see﻿ you.﻿ Tell﻿ me﻿ in﻿ two﻿ or﻿
three﻿sentences﻿what﻿you﻿used﻿to﻿like﻿to﻿do﻿outside?”



























Fig. 3  Correcting the printouts. Design Research Lab.
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What are we talking about?
When﻿conducting﻿participatory﻿processes﻿in﻿urban﻿planning,﻿citizens﻿
are﻿usually﻿approached﻿with﻿a﻿specific﻿subject﻿or﻿question,﻿to﻿which﻿










tablished﻿ awareness﻿ and﻿ acknowledgement﻿ for﻿ the﻿ importance﻿ of﻿
their﻿experiential﻿knowledge﻿in﻿urban﻿planning﻿processes.
Another﻿ aspect﻿ was﻿ the﻿ assumption﻿ that﻿ asking﻿ visitors﻿ a﻿ di-
rect﻿planning﻿question﻿–﻿like﻿“What﻿changes﻿would﻿you﻿like﻿for﻿this﻿
square?”﻿–﻿would﻿ lead﻿to﻿a﻿very﻿ limited﻿range﻿of﻿practical﻿answers.﻿































we﻿were﻿ particularly﻿ aware﻿ of﻿ questions﻿ of﻿ power﻿ relations﻿ in﻿ par-
ticipatory﻿research﻿and﻿how﻿these﻿questions﻿are﻿transformed﻿during﻿
transdisciplinary﻿research﻿work.
Emotional involvement through a multilingual conversation 
The﻿installation,﻿as﻿an﻿experimental﻿and﻿also﻿poetical﻿object﻿for﻿pub-
lic﻿intervention,﻿attracted﻿curious﻿glances﻿and﻿motivated﻿passers-by﻿
to﻿ inquire﻿with﻿ interest﻿what﻿was﻿going﻿on﻿ in﻿the﻿squares.﻿Different﻿
visitors﻿emphasized﻿the﻿fact﻿that﻿their﻿own﻿language﻿could﻿be﻿found﻿
on﻿the﻿interface﻿as﻿very﻿positive.﻿Listening﻿to﻿the﻿digital﻿voice﻿in﻿their﻿
mother﻿ tongue﻿ (often﻿ not﻿ the﻿ local﻿ language)﻿ in﻿ this﻿ unconvention-





Numerous﻿ visitors﻿ smiled﻿ at﻿ errors﻿ that﻿ occurred﻿ in﻿ communi-






















of﻿ the﻿ lively﻿situation﻿on﻿ the﻿square﻿generally.﻿The﻿ installation﻿with﻿











iteration﻿ of﻿ the﻿ installation,﻿ which﻿ could﻿ be﻿ held﻿ in﻿ two﻿ hands,﻿ al-
lowed﻿for﻿a﻿more﻿intimate﻿engagement﻿with﻿the﻿artifact.﻿Complexity﻿
was﻿reduced﻿by﻿making﻿the﻿technology﻿and﻿the﻿process﻿behind﻿the﻿
















Digital participation and the problem with the digital divide
The﻿ late﻿ 1990s﻿were﻿ the﻿ pioneering﻿ times﻿ of﻿ digitized﻿ participation.﻿
Märker﻿(2017)﻿describes﻿a﻿back﻿then﻿new﻿development﻿project﻿from﻿
1998﻿in﻿Bonn﻿as﻿the﻿first﻿approach﻿to﻿e-participation﻿in﻿Germany.﻿Ur-
ban﻿development﻿plans﻿were﻿published﻿on﻿ the﻿ internet﻿ in﻿a﻿ “digital﻿
gallery,”﻿and﻿an﻿online﻿ forum﻿was﻿ installed﻿ for﻿citizens﻿ to﻿comment﻿













Fig. 4  Photo: Katrin Greiner.
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key﻿driving﻿ forces﻿of﻿ societal﻿change.﻿This﻿mediatization﻿of﻿ society﻿
and﻿ the﻿ ubiquitous﻿ digital﻿ transformation﻿ builds﻿ on﻿ the﻿ quantita-
tive﻿increase﻿of﻿global﻿connectivity,﻿but﻿it﻿has﻿also﻿brought﻿massive﻿
qualitative﻿changes﻿to﻿social﻿and﻿cultural﻿life.﻿The﻿general﻿modes﻿of﻿






from﻿ the﻿ expansion﻿ of﻿ globalized﻿ ICT.﻿ But﻿ considerable﻿ research﻿
shows﻿that﻿ individuals,﻿communities﻿and﻿regions﻿that﻿are﻿culturally,﻿
socially﻿and﻿economically﻿marginalized﻿benefit﻿ less﻿from﻿the﻿digital﻿
transformation﻿ and﻿often﻿hardly﻿ participate﻿ digitally.﻿ This﻿ potential-
ly﻿ leads﻿to﻿greater﻿disadvantages﻿and﻿inequalities﻿(Alam﻿and﻿Imran﻿
2015;﻿Ragnedda﻿2018;﻿Eubanks﻿2018;﻿Sloane﻿2019).
Despite﻿ the﻿ increasing﻿application﻿of﻿digital﻿participation﻿ in﻿ur-




digital﻿participation﻿ is﻿ the﻿digital﻿divide﻿ (Cooper﻿and﻿Weaver﻿2003)﻿
which﻿manifests﻿itself﻿on﻿three﻿levels:
•﻿ ﻿in﻿ access﻿ and﻿ equipment﻿ (internet﻿ connection,﻿ computer,﻿
smartphone),﻿﻿
•﻿ ﻿in﻿knowledge﻿ regarding﻿ the﻿use﻿of﻿and﻿navigation﻿ through﻿
the﻿digital,﻿﻿
•﻿ ﻿in﻿ the﻿material﻿ and﻿ sociocultural﻿ advantages﻿ that﻿ occur﻿ to﻿












Designing﻿ for﻿ digital﻿ participation﻿ and﻿ inclusion﻿ also﻿ means﻿
fostering﻿discussion﻿and﻿negotiation﻿about﻿the﻿ways﻿in﻿which﻿digital﻿
technologies﻿ reconfigure﻿ our﻿ collaborative﻿ and﻿ working﻿ infrastruc-











Holistic approaches to intercultural participation
The﻿digital﻿divide﻿ is﻿closely﻿ linked﻿ to﻿other﻿socio-cultural﻿and﻿socio-﻿




therefore,﻿ consideration﻿must﻿ be﻿ given﻿ to﻿ the﻿ advancement﻿ digital﻿
competencies﻿ and﻿ critical﻿ digital﻿ literacies﻿ through﻿ direct﻿ and﻿ per-







and﻿ performative﻿ aspects﻿ of﻿ analogue﻿ and﻿ digital﻿ participation﻿ be-
come﻿even﻿more﻿important.﻿This﻿became﻿especially﻿apparent﻿when﻿
in﻿2020,﻿facing﻿the﻿pandemic,﻿various﻿areas﻿of﻿life﻿had﻿to﻿be﻿moved﻿
into﻿ the﻿ digital﻿ space﻿within﻿ a﻿ short﻿ period﻿ of﻿ time.﻿A﻿ few﻿months﻿
into﻿ the﻿pandemic,﻿our﻿ research﻿group﻿ talked﻿ to﻿ representatives﻿of﻿






have﻿ changed﻿ over﻿ the﻿ last﻿ decades,﻿ expanding﻿ the﻿ range﻿ and﻿ ef-
fectiveness﻿of﻿project﻿makers﻿and﻿civil﻿society﻿ initiatives,﻿ fueled﻿by﻿
digital﻿technologies﻿that﻿are﻿almost﻿ubiquitous﻿in﻿post-industrial﻿so-




space﻿ was﻿ particularly﻿ difficult.﻿ They﻿ described﻿ language﻿ barriers,﻿
limited﻿access﻿to﻿digital﻿technology﻿and﻿limited﻿digital﻿literacies﻿(es-
pecially﻿in﻿the﻿education﻿sector)﻿as﻿the﻿main﻿challenges﻿that﻿prevent﻿
people﻿ from﻿ taking﻿ part﻿ in﻿ (virtual)﻿ public﻿ life.﻿ One﻿ representative﻿
reported﻿ that﻿most﻿ educational﻿ information﻿ on﻿ infection﻿ risks﻿ and﻿
restrictions﻿imposed﻿by﻿the﻿government﻿was﻿only﻿made﻿available﻿in﻿
German,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ language﻿used﻿was﻿ rather﻿ complex.﻿ This﻿ created﻿
a﻿lot﻿of﻿uncertainty﻿for﻿the﻿would-be﻿immigrants﻿he﻿is﻿working﻿with.﻿
Others﻿observed﻿the﻿limited﻿capacity﻿of﻿parents﻿to﻿support﻿their﻿chil-













often﻿ positively﻿ distinguishes﻿ nonprofit﻿ organizations﻿ from﻿ state﻿ or﻿
other﻿administrative﻿institutions.
The﻿experiences﻿encountered﻿by﻿these﻿organizations﻿during﻿the﻿








Creating﻿ interculturally﻿ sensitivity﻿ spaces﻿ can﻿mean﻿ providing﻿
information﻿in﻿several﻿languages﻿and﻿in﻿language﻿simple﻿enough﻿to﻿
ensure﻿that﻿everyone﻿can﻿reach﻿the﻿same﻿level﻿of﻿understanding.﻿In﻿
the﻿same﻿way,﻿ it﻿means﻿dropping﻿ ideas﻿and﻿projects﻿ if﻿ they﻿do﻿not﻿
address﻿ the﻿ needs﻿ and﻿ interests﻿ of﻿ the﻿ people﻿ for﻿whom﻿ they﻿ are﻿
intended.﻿All﻿ representatives﻿of﻿ the﻿ four﻿organizations﻿the﻿research﻿
group﻿talked﻿to﻿emphasized﻿that﻿the﻿basis﻿of﻿their﻿work﻿is﻿always﻿the﻿












The﻿ social﻿ complexity﻿ in﻿ our﻿ post-migrant﻿ and﻿ post-digital﻿ society﻿
particularly﻿ challenges﻿ the﻿ lack﻿ of﻿ diversity﻿ in﻿ urban﻿ participation.﻿
Countering﻿ inequalities﻿ as﻿ well﻿ as﻿ deterministic﻿ technology-driven﻿
perspectives﻿on﻿ societal﻿ challenges,﻿ especially﻿ in﻿ times﻿of﻿ crisis,﻿ is﻿
one﻿main﻿task﻿within﻿participatory﻿design﻿and﻿research.﻿As﻿a﻿result﻿of﻿
our﻿endeavors,﻿we﻿can﻿say﻿that﻿the﻿interactive﻿artifact﻿presented﻿here﻿




ticipatory﻿situations﻿can﻿be.﻿With﻿ the﻿help﻿of﻿a﻿design﻿ that﻿ is﻿open﻿


















lens﻿of﻿digital﻿sovereignty,﻿ in﻿ fact,﻿questions﻿of﻿critical﻿digital﻿ litera-
cies﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿the﻿skillsets﻿that﻿people﻿need﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿understand,﻿
navigate﻿and﻿shape﻿digital﻿realms﻿become﻿a﻿main﻿aspect﻿of﻿concern.﻿

















digital﻿ participation﻿ –﻿ as﻿ practiced﻿ in﻿ transdisciplinary﻿ social﻿ living﻿
labs.﻿The﻿opening﻿arguments﻿on﻿a﻿wider﻿notion﻿of﻿sovereignty﻿stress﻿
the﻿ importance﻿ of﻿ design﻿ for﻿ digital﻿ participation﻿ and﻿ inclusion.﻿ A﻿
design﻿ approach﻿ that﻿ frames﻿digital﻿ sovereignty﻿ as﻿ a﻿ performative﻿
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this﻿should﻿ lead﻿ to﻿a﻿strengthening﻿of﻿ the﻿positive,﻿emancipatory﻿as-
pects.﻿In﻿academic﻿circles,﻿digital﻿policy﻿has﻿been﻿a﻿topic﻿of﻿discussion﻿
since﻿as﻿early﻿as﻿ the﻿ 1990s.﻿However,﻿ this﻿ separate﻿policy﻿and﻿ legal﻿












or﻿needed﻿to﻿be﻿adjusted﻿ to﻿ the﻿digital﻿environment﻿ (Braman﻿2011),﻿
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on﻿the﻿other.﻿This﻿ interaction﻿affects﻿all﻿ four﻿of﻿ the﻿aforementioned﻿
thematic﻿areas.﻿
At﻿ its﻿ core,﻿ digital﻿ policy﻿ addresses﻿ and﻿ politicizes﻿ the﻿ follow-
ing﻿four﻿broad﻿thematic﻿areas:﻿1)﻿access﻿to﻿the﻿internet,﻿2)﻿access﻿to﻿























I﻿want﻿ to﻿contribute﻿ to﻿ the﻿ research﻿and﻿activism﻿environment﻿




ture:﻿What﻿ feminist﻿perspectives﻿are﻿ the﻿ result﻿of﻿ reshaping﻿digital﻿
1  The term “race” makes it possible “to evade the implicit biologism and fascist 
connotations of the German word” (Dietze 2013, 29). It furthermore refers to the 
tradition of critical appropriation (cf. Lepold and Mateo 2019).
2  The term “Black” is capitalized throughout to illustrate the inscribed resistance 



















concerning﻿ access﻿ to﻿ the﻿ internet﻿ in﻿ general﻿ as﻿well﻿ as﻿ the﻿ digital﻿
public﻿ sphere.﻿Both﻿ of﻿ these﻿practical﻿ examples﻿ illustrate﻿ the﻿ inter-
woven﻿nature﻿of﻿these﻿areas﻿as﻿they﻿relate﻿to﻿feminist﻿digital﻿policy.
Here,﻿ regulation﻿ is﻿ not﻿ limited﻿ to﻿ the﻿ enforcement﻿ of﻿ laws,﻿ i.e.,﻿
bans.﻿ Digital﻿ and﻿ technological﻿ advancements﻿ pose﻿ challenges﻿ to﻿
regulatory﻿ policy﻿ as﻿ “the﻿ control﻿ of﻿ society﻿ through﻿ regulative﻿poli-
tics,﻿i.e.﻿by﻿means﻿of﻿the﻿establishment,﻿monitoring﻿and﻿sanctioning﻿
of﻿general﻿rules,﻿[proves﻿to﻿be]﻿highly﻿presuppositional﻿–﻿especially﻿
when﻿ the﻿ contents﻿of﻿ regulations﻿are﻿politically﻿ controversial,﻿ have﻿



























merged﻿ into﻿one﻿dialogue﻿to﻿a﻿ limited﻿degree,﻿my﻿belief﻿ is﻿ that﻿ it﻿ is﻿
vital﻿ to﻿ avoid﻿ essentializing﻿ settings﻿ related﻿ to﻿ the﻿ feminist﻿ subject﻿
and﻿labelling﻿specific﻿and,﻿in﻿this﻿sense,﻿specifically﻿interlacing﻿cate-
gories﻿of﻿order﻿spawned﻿by﻿biases.﻿Gender,﻿or﻿rather﻿woman,﻿and﻿the﻿
associated﻿ forms﻿of﻿discrimination﻿ therefore﻿are﻿no﻿ longer﻿ the﻿sole﻿









attributes.﻿ Continuously﻿ providing﻿ such﻿ an﻿ intersectional,﻿ feminist﻿
perspective﻿will﻿not﻿always﻿be﻿possible,﻿ for﻿one﻿ thing﻿because﻿of﻿a﻿




of﻿Dorothee﻿Bär﻿ as﻿ Federal﻿Government﻿Commissioner﻿ for﻿Digital-
ization.﻿Much﻿ like﻿other﻿policy﻿areas,﻿ such﻿as﻿environmental﻿policy,﻿
digital﻿policy﻿is﻿characterized﻿by﻿movement-political﻿linkages.﻿A﻿look﻿






Feminist digital policy and cyberfeminist history
In﻿response﻿to﻿the﻿exclusions,﻿but﻿also﻿ever﻿since﻿the﻿inception﻿of﻿dig-











tion﻿ to﻿ the﻿ impact﻿of﻿ technology﻿on﻿gender﻿ relations﻿ in﻿ the﻿area﻿of﻿
work﻿and﻿on﻿gendered﻿ technology﻿as﻿such﻿ (Wajcman﻿ 1991).﻿ In﻿ the﻿
German-speaking﻿world,﻿there﻿have﻿been﻿numerous﻿examinations﻿of﻿
the﻿ relationship﻿ between﻿women﻿and﻿ information﻿ technology.﻿ This﻿
occupational﻿area﻿used﻿to﻿be﻿dominated﻿by﻿female﻿specialists﻿who,﻿





as﻿a﻿bargaining﻿space﻿ for﻿a﻿ feminist﻿confrontation﻿with﻿ technology.﻿
These﻿have﻿been﻿both﻿artistic/activist﻿ in﻿nature﻿(Critical﻿Art﻿Ensem-
ble﻿ 2020;﻿Old﻿Boys﻿Network﻿ 1997;﻿VNS﻿Matrix﻿ 1991;﻿ 1996)﻿ and﻿ sci-
ence-oriented﻿(Braidotti﻿2002;﻿Fernandez﻿2003;﻿Haraway﻿1991;﻿Plant﻿
1997;﻿Stone﻿2016;﻿Wilding﻿1998).﻿One﻿major﻿finding﻿of﻿cyberfeminism﻿
advocates﻿was﻿that﻿the﻿ internet﻿“is﻿not﻿a﻿utopia﻿of﻿nongender;﻿ it﻿ is﻿
already﻿socially﻿inscribed﻿with﻿regard﻿to﻿bodies,﻿sex,﻿age,﻿economics,﻿
social﻿class,﻿and﻿race”﻿(Wilding﻿1998,﻿9).﻿In﻿recent﻿years,﻿in﻿particular,﻿
this﻿ intersectional﻿ feminist﻿ confrontation﻿with﻿ power﻿ relations﻿ and﻿
technology﻿ has﻿ continued﻿ to﻿ be﻿ intensively﻿ pursued.﻿ With﻿ regard﻿
to﻿biased﻿algorithms,﻿ i.e.,﻿automated﻿decision-making﻿processes,﻿ it﻿
becomes﻿apparent﻿ that﻿ relations﻿of﻿ violence﻿and﻿ inequality﻿are﻿ fre-
quently﻿part﻿and﻿parcel﻿of﻿the﻿system,﻿and﻿thus﻿part﻿of﻿the﻿technology﻿
3  For more information on how digital feminist issues and modes of expression are 
categorized in media science, compare Kohout (2019).
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can﻿ greatly﻿ contribute﻿ towards﻿ the﻿ field﻿ of﻿ internet﻿ studies﻿ not﻿ re-
maining﻿shackled﻿by﻿the﻿spectacle﻿of﻿the Other﻿and﻿thus﻿disavowing﻿
the﻿racism﻿that﻿exists﻿(Daniels﻿2013).﻿Within﻿the﻿realms﻿of﻿visual﻿cul-
tures,﻿ Lisa﻿Nakamura﻿ states﻿ that﻿ the﻿ internet﻿ is﻿ indeed﻿a﻿place﻿ for﻿
Black﻿women﻿or﻿Women﻿of﻿Color﻿for﻿their﻿own﻿race-related,﻿ethnic﻿or﻿
gender-specific﻿visual﻿and﻿virtual﻿cultures﻿(Nakamura﻿2008).﻿Shortly﻿




ing﻿ of﻿ race﻿ both﻿ in﻿ digital﻿ and﻿ analogue﻿media﻿ by﻿ broadening﻿ the﻿












potential﻿ for﻿ structural﻿ discrimination﻿ in﻿ areas﻿ where﻿ access﻿ is﻿ an﻿
issue.
Relations﻿ of﻿ violence﻿ and﻿ inequality﻿ appear﻿ to﻿manifest﻿ them-
selves﻿ on﻿ the﻿ internet﻿ as﻿ if﻿ through﻿ a﻿ magnifying﻿ glass.﻿ Feminist﻿
research﻿ has,﻿ as﻿ far﻿ back﻿ as﻿ the﻿ early﻿ 1990s,﻿ described﻿ trolling﻿ as﻿
the﻿ conscious﻿ disruption﻿ of﻿ communication﻿ (Herring﻿ 1997).﻿ Soon﻿
there﻿after,﻿the﻿political﻿and﻿legal﻿discourse﻿centers﻿around﻿the﻿issue﻿
of﻿ regulating﻿ digital﻿ violence﻿ (Citron﻿ 2014;﻿ Hentschel﻿ and﻿ Schmidt﻿
2014;﻿ Lembke﻿ 2018),﻿ which﻿ subsequently﻿ also﻿ always﻿ constitutes﻿




changing﻿ the﻿ relationship﻿ between﻿ the﻿ public﻿ and﻿ private﻿ spheres﻿
that﻿ is﻿ taking﻿place﻿ in﻿ the﻿course﻿of﻿digitalization.﻿Whereby,﻿on﻿ the﻿














sional﻿ categories﻿were﻿ no﻿ longer﻿ supposed﻿ to﻿ play﻿ a﻿ role﻿ (Barlow﻿
1996;﻿Draude﻿n.d.).﻿John﻿Perry﻿Barlow﻿ended﻿his﻿“Declaration﻿of﻿the﻿
Independence﻿of﻿Cyberspace”﻿of﻿ 1996﻿with﻿ the﻿ sentence:﻿ “We﻿will﻿













2016)﻿ rules.﻿ Moreover,﻿ digital﻿ violence﻿ (Brodnig﻿ 2016;﻿ Citron﻿ 2014;﻿
Ganz﻿2019;﻿Hentschel﻿and﻿Schmidt﻿2014;﻿Nakamura﻿2015;﻿Van﻿Der﻿
Wilk﻿and﻿Natter﻿2018)﻿and﻿the﻿exercise﻿of﻿state﻿power﻿via﻿surveillance﻿






in﻿ 2010﻿ and﻿ 2011﻿ are﻿ an﻿ example﻿ of﻿ this.﻿ Using﻿ social﻿ media﻿ and﻿
internet-based﻿ applications,﻿ which﻿ primarily﻿ served﻿ to﻿ communi-
cate,﻿collaborate﻿and﻿to﻿exchange﻿information,﻿people﻿were﻿able﻿to﻿
successfully﻿mobilize﻿and﻿help﻿ topple﻿ regimes﻿ (cf.﻿Antonakis﻿2015).﻿
Another﻿ example﻿ is﻿ the﻿ ongoing﻿ #MeToo﻿ hashtag﻿ campaign.﻿ The﻿
hashtag﻿#MeToo﻿has﻿sparked﻿a﻿worldwide﻿debate﻿on﻿sexualized﻿vi-
olence﻿and﻿everyday﻿sexism﻿from﻿which﻿mostly﻿women﻿suffer.﻿This﻿
debate﻿ is﻿ currently﻿ translating﻿ into﻿ first﻿ concrete﻿ measures:﻿ many﻿
of﻿ the﻿ largely﻿ male﻿ abusers﻿ have﻿ been﻿ dismissed﻿ (Carlsen﻿ et﻿ al.﻿
2018);﻿ a﻿ support﻿ center﻿ for﻿ victims﻿ of﻿ sexual﻿ abuse﻿ in﻿ the﻿ creative﻿
industry﻿ has﻿ been﻿ awarded﻿ funding﻿ by﻿ the﻿ German﻿ Government﻿
Commissioner﻿ for﻿Culture﻿ [German﻿Government﻿Commissioner﻿ for﻿
Culture﻿and﻿Media﻿(BKM)﻿and﻿founding﻿members﻿of﻿the﻿association﻿
Vertrauensstelle gegen sexuelle Belästigung und Gewalt﻿ 2018].﻿ The﻿
potential﻿ that﻿ the﻿ internet﻿can﻿still﻿ unfold﻿despite﻿of﻿all﻿prophecies﻿
of﻿doom﻿becomes﻿apparent﻿here.
Feminist digital policy and digital violence





















cite﻿ such﻿ a﻿ level﻿ of﻿ articulated﻿ violence﻿ at﻿which﻿we﻿ currently﻿ find﻿
ourselves.﻿Digital﻿violence,﻿ in﻿ its﻿various﻿manifestations,﻿has,﻿unlike﻿










The﻿ technological﻿ means﻿ to﻿ disseminate﻿ sexism,﻿ racism,﻿ anti-﻿






threats:﻿ compressed﻿ into﻿ 140﻿ characters,﻿ distributed﻿ through﻿ algo-








aspire﻿ the﻿ critical﻿ analysis﻿ of﻿ the﻿patriarchal﻿ knowledge﻿ structures.﻿
But﻿ also,﻿market﻿ economy﻿ interests﻿ prop﻿ up﻿ patriarchal﻿ heteronor-
mative﻿values.﻿
This﻿ predicament﻿ has﻿ since﻿ been﻿ acknowledged﻿ by﻿ legis-
lators﻿ and﻿ addressed﻿ through﻿ the﻿ Network﻿ Enforcement﻿ Act﻿














in﻿ civil﻿ cases﻿ across﻿multiple﻿ participants.﻿ The﻿ structural﻿ nature﻿ of﻿
digital﻿ violence﻿ would﻿ furthermore﻿ become﻿ apparent.﻿ Represen-
tative﻿ action﻿would﻿ give﻿ rise﻿ to﻿ the﻿ possibility﻿ of﻿ ending﻿ structural﻿
discrimination.
Rights-﻿and﻿community-based﻿approaches﻿must﻿work﻿hand﻿ in﻿





socially﻿oriented﻿society,﻿ this﻿ represents﻿a﻿process﻿ that﻿ is﻿blatantly﻿
dangerous﻿as﻿it﻿actively﻿excludes﻿people﻿from﻿participation.﻿After﻿all,﻿
democracy﻿means﻿participation.














it﻿ is﻿ certainly﻿meaningful﻿ to﻿ examine﻿and/or﻿ expound﻿ this﻿ from﻿ the﻿
perspective﻿ of﻿ the﻿ right﻿ to﻿ privacy,﻿ this﻿ should﻿not﻿ remain﻿ the﻿only﻿




self-determination.﻿ This﻿ specifically﻿ impacts﻿ those﻿with﻿a﻿particular﻿







have﻿since﻿become.﻿On﻿social﻿media﻿ in﻿particular,﻿ there﻿are﻿ indica-
tions﻿ of﻿ the﻿ close﻿ correlation﻿ that﻿ exists﻿ between﻿ surveillance﻿ and﻿
digital﻿ violence﻿ for﻿ some,﻿especially﻿women﻿and﻿ those﻿ in﻿marginal-







were﻿created﻿which,﻿ in﻿ turn,﻿ can﻿ impact﻿our﻿ lives﻿ (Boyd﻿and﻿Craw-
ford﻿2012;﻿Gless﻿2016).﻿Will﻿we﻿get﻿that﻿apartment﻿or﻿loan?﻿How﻿high﻿
will﻿my﻿health﻿ insurance﻿premium﻿be﻿ in﻿ the﻿ future﻿ if﻿ the﻿ insurance﻿
company﻿ learns﻿how﻿often﻿ I﻿purchase﻿ food﻿online﻿that﻿ is﻿classified﻿
as﻿unhealthy?




















the﻿Master’s﻿House”﻿ (Lorde﻿2018).﻿Sticking﻿with﻿ this﻿metaphor,﻿ the﻿
house﻿should﻿therefore﻿be﻿intersectional﻿and﻿feminist.
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Origins and Endpoints of Image 






Face﻿ recognition﻿ and﻿ biometric﻿ research﻿ are﻿ contributing﻿ to﻿ rapid﻿
growth﻿in﻿new﻿biometric﻿surveillance﻿technologies.﻿But﻿many﻿of﻿the﻿
datasets﻿ used﻿ for﻿ these﻿ technologies﻿ rely﻿ on﻿media﻿ collected﻿ from﻿
non-consensual,﻿nonregulated﻿sources.﻿Researchers﻿refer﻿to﻿this﻿me-
dia﻿as﻿being﻿“in﻿the﻿wild.”﻿This﻿analysis﻿examines﻿the﻿widespread﻿and﻿













tificial﻿ intelligence﻿ (AI)﻿ that﻿often﻿operate﻿out﻿of﻿ sight.﻿Without﻿ suf-
ficiently﻿ large﻿datasets﻿ to﻿ train﻿ on,﻿AI﻿ could﻿not﻿ compute﻿ anything.﻿
As﻿Chris﻿Darby,﻿president﻿and﻿CEO﻿of﻿In-Q-Tel﻿(C.I.A.’s﻿strategic﻿in-






new﻿ logic﻿ is﻿not﻿better﻿algorithms;﻿ it﻿ is﻿better﻿data,﻿and﻿more﻿data.﻿
“The﻿more﻿data﻿the﻿better﻿the﻿AI﻿works,﻿more﻿brilliantly﻿than﻿how﻿the﻿






Fig. 1  A still frame from the Brainwash dataset created by researchers at Stanford 
















gies﻿ are﻿ also﻿ disproportionately﻿ more﻿ threatening﻿ because﻿ of﻿ the﻿




have﻿ responded﻿ by﻿ pledging﻿ to﻿ address﻿ this﻿ bias﻿ with﻿ algorithms﻿




gorithms﻿are﻿a﻿collective﻿ technology﻿ that﻿ requires﻿millions﻿of﻿ faces﻿
from﻿ millions﻿ of﻿ people.﻿ Determining﻿ the﻿ similarity﻿ of﻿ one﻿ person﻿
to﻿ another﻿ requires﻿ the﻿ encoded﻿ knowledge﻿ of﻿ multiple﻿ identities.﻿
A﻿ face﻿recognition﻿system’s﻿utility﻿ is﻿ its﻿capacity﻿ to﻿understand﻿the﻿
difference﻿between﻿a﻿ theoretically﻿ limitless﻿variety﻿of﻿biometric﻿ap-
pearances.﻿But﻿this﻿assumes﻿a﻿ limitless﻿pool﻿of﻿training﻿data﻿and﻿a﻿


















(Berg﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ 2004).﻿ The﻿ LFW﻿ dataset﻿ includes﻿ 13,233﻿ images﻿ from﻿
5,749﻿ individuals.﻿According﻿ to﻿an﻿article﻿on﻿BiometricUpdate.com,﻿
a﻿ popular﻿ site﻿ for﻿ biometric﻿ industry﻿ professional,﻿ LFW﻿ eventually﻿
became﻿ “the﻿most﻿widely﻿ used﻿ evaluation﻿ set﻿ in﻿ the﻿ field﻿ of﻿ facial﻿
recognition”﻿(Lee﻿2017).﻿The﻿success﻿of﻿the﻿LFW﻿face﻿dataset﻿helped﻿
catalyze﻿ and﻿normalize﻿ the﻿ trend﻿ for﻿ “media﻿ in﻿ the﻿wild.”﻿Over﻿ the﻿
next﻿ decade,﻿ researchers﻿ replicated﻿ their﻿ success﻿ in﻿ dozens﻿more﻿
datasets.





























of﻿PDFs﻿are﻿ located﻿and﻿ then﻿manually﻿ reviewed﻿ to﻿verify﻿whether﻿
the﻿ researchers﻿would﻿have﻿needed﻿ to﻿download﻿ the﻿data﻿ in﻿order﻿
to﻿conduct﻿their﻿research.﻿Specifically,﻿we﻿look﻿for﻿researchers﻿using﻿
datasets﻿ as﻿ part﻿ of﻿ a﻿ research﻿methodology,﻿ including﻿ as﻿ training,﻿
fine-tuning﻿ or﻿ verification﻿ data.﻿ Research﻿ papers﻿ are﻿ omitted﻿ that﻿
only﻿mention﻿ the﻿ dataset﻿ in﻿ passing﻿ as﻿ related﻿ research,﻿ or﻿which﻿
purely﻿cite﻿methodology﻿in﻿the﻿original﻿paper﻿such﻿as﻿algorithms﻿or﻿
pre-trained﻿models,﻿because﻿this﻿does﻿not﻿prove﻿that﻿the﻿﻿researchers﻿
acquired﻿ the﻿ images.﻿ Because﻿ our﻿ geocoding﻿ method﻿ makes﻿ an﻿
Fig. 2  A visualization of the inferred usage locations for the Duke MTMC datasets. 
The data originated at university campus in North Carolina and eventually 




assumption﻿ that﻿ each﻿ researcher﻿ has﻿ self-reported﻿ the﻿ correct﻿ or-
ganization,﻿and﻿that﻿they﻿were﻿operating﻿at﻿that﻿location﻿during﻿the﻿




















Datasets “in the wild”
Among﻿ the﻿ hundreds﻿ of﻿ other﻿ datasets﻿ created﻿ in﻿ the﻿wild,﻿ over﻿ a﻿
﻿dozen﻿inherit﻿the﻿same﻿nomenclature﻿of﻿the﻿popular﻿LFW﻿dataset.﻿An﻿
illustrative﻿but﻿non-exhaustive﻿ list﻿of﻿datasets﻿using﻿“in﻿ the﻿wild”﻿ in﻿






























Fig. 3  A collage of images from Duke MTMC dataset recorded at Duke University 













discovered﻿ that﻿used﻿ the﻿dataset.﻿ These﻿papers﻿were﻿analyzed﻿ac-









Fig. 4  A collage of images from UCCS dataset where students were photographed 




















sion,﻿Megvii﻿ (Face++),﻿ SenseNets,﻿ SenseTime,﻿ Beihang﻿University,﻿





their﻿website.﻿ The﻿ local﻿ student﻿newspaper﻿ then﻿published﻿several﻿
articles﻿ about﻿ the﻿ issue,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ author﻿ responded﻿ with﻿ a﻿ formal﻿
apology﻿to﻿the﻿student﻿body,﻿admitting﻿that﻿the﻿dataset﻿was﻿a﻿viola-
tion﻿of﻿Duke’s﻿ethics﻿standards.
The UnConstrained College Students dataset
A﻿ similar﻿ story﻿ occurred﻿ at﻿ a﻿ campus﻿ in﻿ Colorado﻿where﻿ university﻿
faculty﻿ used﻿ a﻿ long-range﻿ high-resolution﻿ surveillance﻿ camera﻿ and﻿
photographed﻿ students﻿without﻿ their﻿ knowledge﻿ for﻿ a﻿ face﻿ recogni-











to﻿ start﻿ capturing﻿ images﻿at﻿ specific﻿ time﻿ intervals﻿between﻿class-
es﻿ to﻿ maximize﻿ the﻿ number﻿ of﻿ faces﻿ being﻿ captured”﻿ (Günther﻿ et﻿
al.﻿2017).﻿Their﻿setup﻿made﻿ it﻿ impossible﻿ for﻿students﻿ to﻿know﻿they﻿
were﻿being﻿photographed,﻿providing﻿ the﻿ researchers﻿with﻿ realistic,﻿











of﻿student﻿ images﻿was﻿created﻿ in﻿ the﻿ interest﻿of﻿United﻿States﻿de-
fense﻿and﻿intelligence﻿agencies.
Fig. 5  A still image from Wildtrack dataset collected at ETH Zurich, where researchers 
recorded students and publicly distributed their videos for surveillance research. 















The﻿ dataset﻿ eventually﻿ surfaced﻿ in﻿ a﻿ research﻿ paper﻿ on﻿ un-
manned﻿aerial﻿ vehicle﻿ (UAV)﻿ surveillance﻿at﻿ the﻿ International﻿Con-






used﻿ for﻿ research﻿ and﻿ development﻿ of﻿ foreign﻿ UAV﻿ surveillance﻿
technologies.




images﻿of﻿ “everyday﻿ life﻿of﻿a﻿busy﻿downtown﻿cafe”﻿captured﻿at﻿ 100﻿
second﻿ intervals﻿ throughout﻿ the﻿day.﻿The﻿Brainwash﻿dataset﻿ is﻿no-



















Oxford﻿originally﻿ created﻿ for﻿ the﻿development﻿of﻿ head﻿ stabilization﻿
technologies﻿used﻿in﻿face﻿recognition﻿systems.





research﻿ affiliated﻿with﻿ Amazon,﻿ Disney,﻿OSRAM,﻿ Sony,﻿ Volvo﻿ and﻿
Huawei;﻿and﻿academic﻿research﻿in﻿China,﻿Israel,﻿Russia,﻿Singapore,﻿
the﻿US﻿and﻿Germany,﻿among﻿dozens﻿more.
Fig. 6  Still images from the Brainwash dataset created from a livecam feed from a 












Social﻿media﻿ images﻿provide﻿ the﻿second﻿ largest﻿ source﻿of﻿data﻿ “in﻿
the﻿wild,”﻿with﻿Flickr.com﻿as﻿the﻿single﻿largest﻿source﻿of﻿data﻿for﻿face﻿
recognition﻿and﻿face﻿analysis﻿related﻿experiments.﻿The﻿largest﻿data-





MegaFace﻿ (Nech﻿ and﻿ Kemelmacher-Shlizerman﻿ 2017)﻿ is﻿ a﻿






MegaFace﻿ has﻿ appeared﻿ in﻿ research﻿ projects﻿ affiliated﻿ with﻿
Alibaba,﻿ Amazon,﻿ Google,﻿ CyberLink,﻿ IntelliVision,﻿ N-TechLab﻿
(FindFace.pro),﻿Mitsubishi,﻿Orion﻿Star﻿Technology,﻿Philips,﻿Samsung,﻿





Ton-That,﻿ the﻿ founder﻿ of﻿ controversial﻿ face﻿ recognition﻿ company﻿
Clearview.ai.﻿ Additionally,﻿ according﻿ to﻿ the﻿ press﻿ release﻿ from﻿ the﻿
University﻿of﻿Washington﻿where﻿the﻿dataset﻿was﻿created,﻿“more﻿than﻿





photos﻿were﻿ in﻿ the﻿dataset,﻿most﻿of﻿whom﻿were﻿disturbed﻿to﻿ learn﻿
how﻿their﻿photos﻿were﻿being﻿used﻿(Hill﻿2019).
Images﻿from﻿Flickr﻿were﻿also﻿used﻿to﻿build﻿the﻿Who﻿Goes﻿There﻿




































in﻿ hard﻿ biometrics﻿ (face﻿ recognition),﻿ soft﻿ biometrics﻿ (gender,﻿ age﻿




Public figure and celebrity images
The﻿largest﻿source﻿of﻿data﻿“in﻿the﻿wild”﻿is﻿ images﻿of﻿celebrities﻿and﻿
public﻿ figures.﻿Though﻿this﻿data﻿ is﻿ less﻿“wild”﻿because﻿ it﻿comprises﻿
publicity﻿ and﻿ event﻿ photos﻿with﻿ a﻿ cast﻿ of﻿ celebrities﻿ that﻿ often﻿ re-
flects﻿structural﻿ inequalities﻿ in﻿a﻿society﻿and﻿replicates﻿ their﻿bias,﻿ it﻿
also﻿provides﻿a﻿higher﻿quantity﻿of﻿images﻿per﻿person,﻿which﻿enables﻿




Hsu﻿ 2015)﻿ uses﻿ photos﻿ from﻿ 2,000﻿ subjects﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Internet﻿Movie﻿
Database﻿ (IMDb)﻿ to﻿ construct﻿ a﻿ facial﻿ recognition﻿ training﻿ dataset﻿
capable﻿of﻿recognizing﻿people﻿with﻿age﻿disparities﻿from﻿a﻿query﻿face﻿
photo.﻿ IMDb﻿ is﻿ cited﻿ as﻿ the﻿ source﻿ for﻿ several﻿more﻿ celebrity﻿ face﻿
recognition﻿datasets,﻿including﻿CASIA-Webface﻿(Yi﻿et﻿al.﻿2014),﻿a﻿da-





The﻿ largest﻿ source﻿of﻿ face﻿ recognition﻿ training﻿data﻿ is﻿ the﻿Mi-
crosoft﻿Celeb﻿ (MS-Celeb-1M)﻿ dataset﻿ (Guo﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ 2016).﻿ It﻿ includes﻿







While﻿ the﻿majority﻿of﻿people﻿ in﻿ this﻿dataset﻿are﻿American﻿and﻿
British﻿ actors,﻿ the﻿ exploitative﻿ use﻿ of﻿ the﻿ term﻿ “celebrity”﻿ extends﻿
far﻿ beyond﻿ Hollywood.﻿ Many﻿ of﻿ the﻿ names﻿ in﻿ the﻿ MS-Celeb﻿ face﻿
recog﻿nition﻿dataset﻿are﻿merely﻿people﻿who﻿must﻿maintain﻿an﻿online﻿












Research﻿ project﻿ called﻿ “One-shot﻿ Face﻿ Recognition﻿ by﻿ Promot-
ing﻿Underrepresented﻿Classes,”﻿Microsoft﻿used﻿ the﻿MS-Celeb﻿ face﻿
data﻿set﻿ to﻿ build﻿ their﻿ algorithms﻿ and﻿ advertise﻿ the﻿ results.﻿ Micro-
soft’s﻿ corporate﻿ version﻿ of﻿ the﻿ paper﻿ does﻿ not﻿ mention﻿ that﻿ they﻿
used﻿the﻿MS-Celeb﻿dataset,﻿but﻿the﻿open-access﻿version﻿published﻿





drives﻿ of﻿ countless﻿ researchers,﻿ on﻿AcademicTorrents.org,﻿ and﻿will﻿
likely﻿continue﻿to﻿be﻿used﻿in﻿research﻿projects﻿around﻿the﻿world.﻿For﻿












































Merkly﻿has﻿noted﻿ (Merkley﻿2019),﻿but﻿only﻿ if﻿ better﻿ regulations﻿are﻿






Additional﻿ datasets﻿ and﻿ utilities,﻿ including﻿ a﻿ search﻿ engine﻿ to﻿
help﻿ locate﻿ social﻿ media﻿ images﻿ in﻿ datasets,﻿ are﻿ currently﻿ being﻿
developed﻿ and﻿ will﻿ be﻿ published﻿ on﻿ our﻿ research﻿ project﻿ website﻿
https://megapixels.cc.*
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Digital Sovereignty  
in the Pandemic City
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The﻿ idea﻿of﻿digital﻿ sovereignty,﻿more﻿ recently,﻿ has﻿been﻿ linked﻿
to﻿notions﻿of﻿ “individual﻿self-determination”﻿ focused﻿on﻿ “on﻿ the﻿au-
tonomy﻿of﻿citizens﻿in﻿their﻿roles﻿as﻿employees,﻿consumers,﻿and﻿users﻿
of﻿digital﻿technologies﻿and﻿services”﻿(Pohle﻿and﻿Thiel﻿2020,﻿11).﻿Citi-
zenship,﻿it﻿seems,﻿is﻿positioned﻿as﻿conditio sine qua non﻿for﻿(digital)﻿
sovereignty.﻿Very﻿broadly,﻿“citizenship”﻿refers﻿to﻿being﻿“a﻿member﻿of﻿
a﻿ political﻿ community﻿ who﻿ enjoys﻿ the﻿ rights﻿ and﻿ assumes﻿ the﻿ du-





United﻿Nations﻿declared﻿ internet﻿ access﻿a﻿human﻿ right﻿by﻿making﻿















for﻿ educators﻿ and﻿ students﻿ alike.﻿ “Remote﻿ instruction”﻿ was﻿ chal-
lenged﻿by﻿a﻿multitude﻿of﻿aspects﻿ that﻿affected﻿people﻿and﻿commu-
nities﻿ in﻿ different﻿ ways.﻿ Some﻿ students﻿ were﻿ able﻿ to﻿ comfortably﻿
shelter-in-place﻿with﻿ family,﻿dialing﻿ into﻿ the﻿virtual﻿classroom﻿via﻿a﻿
broadband﻿ connection﻿ from﻿ their﻿ own﻿ rooms,﻿ using﻿ their﻿ own﻿ lap-






tended﻿ to﻿map﻿ onto﻿ geographies﻿ of﻿ race﻿ and﻿ class﻿ divisions,﻿with﻿
poorer﻿ neighborhoods﻿ –﻿ disproportionately﻿ inhabited﻿ by﻿ commu-
nities﻿of﻿color﻿–﻿lacking﻿access﻿to﻿conduit﻿or﻿utility﻿poles﻿at﻿greater﻿
rates﻿ than﻿ in﻿wealthier﻿ neighborhoods﻿ (NYC﻿Mayor’s﻿Office﻿ of﻿ the﻿
Chief﻿Technology﻿Officer﻿2020).
These﻿ overlapping﻿ cartographies﻿ are﻿ not﻿ accidental,﻿ but﻿ the﻿
result﻿ of﻿ longstanding﻿and﻿powerful﻿ social﻿ imaginaries﻿about﻿what﻿































life﻿ are﻿mostly﻿privately﻿ owned.﻿ This﻿ ranges﻿ from﻿ the﻿ cables﻿ in﻿ the﻿
ground﻿to﻿the﻿platforms﻿and﻿softwares﻿that﻿allow﻿for﻿schooling,﻿work﻿
and﻿more:﻿Zoom,﻿Microsoft﻿Teams,﻿Slack﻿and﻿many﻿more.
What﻿we’ve﻿ learned﻿ in﻿ the﻿Terra﻿ Incognita﻿NYC﻿project﻿ is﻿ that﻿
these﻿privately﻿owned﻿socio-technical﻿systems﻿–﻿and﻿the﻿digital﻿pub-
lic﻿spaces﻿ they﻿create﻿–﻿depend﻿on﻿what﻿Alexandra﻿Mateescu﻿and﻿
Madeleine﻿Clare﻿Elish﻿(2019)﻿call﻿ “human﻿ infrastructure,”﻿ the﻿–﻿ typi-
cally﻿precarious﻿–﻿human﻿labor﻿that﻿is﻿needed﻿to﻿make﻿systems﻿and﻿
infrastructures﻿function.﻿In﻿the﻿pandemic﻿city,﻿this﻿“human﻿infrastruc-
ture”﻿was﻿not﻿ just﻿ the﻿well-paid﻿ labor﻿ that﻿was﻿needed﻿to﻿maintain﻿
broadband﻿cables﻿ in﻿ the﻿ground﻿or﻿ the﻿ electric﻿ grid﻿but﻿ also﻿ labor﻿
that﻿was﻿needed﻿to﻿maintain﻿the﻿proper﻿functioning﻿of﻿the﻿city﻿as﻿a﻿













of﻿ capitalist﻿ extraction﻿ that﻿ rule﻿ big﻿ tech,﻿ ranging﻿ from﻿warehouse﻿
and﻿ delivery﻿ workers﻿ that﻿ maintain﻿ and﻿ grow﻿ Amazon’s﻿ online﻿ re-
tail﻿empire,﻿a﻿company﻿that﻿was﻿valued﻿at﻿$1.49﻿trillion﻿in﻿July﻿2020﻿













members.﻿A﻿ rabbi﻿of﻿ a﻿ synagogue﻿ in﻿Queens﻿bought﻿webcams﻿ for﻿
elderly﻿members﻿and﻿recruited﻿volunteers﻿who﻿safely﻿installed﻿them﻿
in﻿ their﻿homes.﻿Community﻿members﻿ in﻿ their﻿eighties﻿and﻿nineties﻿






things﻿ that﻿ often﻿ are﻿ the﻿ social﻿ glue﻿holding﻿ communities﻿ together.﻿
These﻿ routines﻿would﻿ range﻿ from﻿anything﻿ from﻿worshipping﻿ to﻿ ex-
ercising,﻿public﻿programming,﻿playing,﻿volunteering﻿and﻿much﻿more.﻿








enforced﻿ strict﻿ rules﻿ about﻿ when﻿ people﻿ were﻿ allowed﻿ to﻿ unmute﻿
themselves.﻿ The﻿ Queens﻿ rabbi﻿ followed﻿ a﻿ similar﻿ strategy.﻿ Com-
munity﻿ members﻿ were﻿ only﻿ allowed﻿ to﻿ unmute﻿ themselves﻿ when﻿
they﻿were﻿ scheduled﻿ to﻿ read﻿ a﻿ prayer﻿ or﻿ to﻿ give﻿ a﻿ performance﻿or﻿





Similarly,﻿ the﻿ curatorial﻿ labor﻿ often﻿ also﻿ extended﻿ beyond﻿ the﻿
core﻿social﻿practice﻿–﻿worshipping,﻿exercising,﻿volunteering,﻿etc.﻿–﻿and﻿
was﻿explicitly﻿focused﻿on﻿building﻿and﻿maintaining﻿social﻿connection﻿




ten﻿ viewed﻿ their﻿work﻿ as﻿ a﻿ form﻿of﻿ service﻿ to﻿ their﻿ community.﻿As﻿
the﻿ significance﻿ of﻿ creating﻿ and﻿ holding﻿ online﻿ spaces﻿ grew﻿ over﻿
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the﻿ course﻿ of﻿ the﻿ pandemic,﻿ so﻿ did﻿ their﻿ sense﻿ of﻿ duty﻿ and﻿ care.﻿
Moderators﻿and﻿administrators﻿saw﻿their﻿work﻿as﻿a﻿service﻿to﻿their﻿
communities.﻿
The﻿ Terra﻿ Incongnita﻿ research﻿ also﻿ showed﻿ that﻿ maintenance﻿
was﻿a﻿political﻿matter,﻿because﻿curatorial﻿ labor,﻿particularly﻿when﻿it﻿
took﻿the﻿form﻿of﻿moderation,﻿was﻿a﻿political﻿practice.﻿Moderating﻿a﻿
digital﻿ space﻿was﻿all﻿ about﻿ controlling﻿ the﻿ space,﻿ determining﻿ and﻿








sated)﻿ labors﻿ that,﻿ in﻿ a﻿ global﻿ public﻿ health﻿ emergency,﻿ dispropor-
tionately﻿put﻿communities﻿at﻿risk.﻿We﻿must﻿ask:﻿Who﻿maintains﻿the﻿
















(“To﻿ the﻿ Population”).﻿ The﻿ typeface﻿ is﻿ the﻿ same﻿ as﻿ the﻿ inscription﻿
“Dem﻿ Deutschen﻿ Volke”﻿ (“To﻿ the﻿ German﻿ People”)﻿ which﻿ was﻿ in-












citizen﻿and﻿ for﻿ sovereignty﻿ in﻿ terms﻿of﻿ self-determination,﻿ then﻿we﻿
can﻿start﻿developing﻿a﻿more﻿expansive﻿notion﻿of﻿digital﻿citizenship﻿
that﻿ is﻿ grounded﻿ in﻿ belonging,﻿ and﻿ that﻿ serves﻿ as﻿ precondition﻿ of﻿
“sovereignty”﻿over﻿and﻿above﻿legal﻿status.﻿
Conclusion
In﻿ this﻿ short﻿ piece,﻿ I﻿ have﻿ offered﻿ a﻿ critical﻿ reflection﻿ of﻿ the﻿ notion﻿
of﻿“digital﻿sovereignty”﻿in﻿the﻿context﻿of﻿inequality﻿and﻿the﻿COVID-19﻿
pandemic.﻿ To﻿ do﻿ so,﻿ I﻿ have﻿ drawn﻿ on﻿ qualitative﻿ data﻿ collected﻿ as﻿
part﻿of﻿the﻿Terra﻿Incognita﻿NYC﻿research﻿project,﻿which﻿I﻿ led﻿in﻿the﻿
summer﻿of﻿2020,﻿and﻿which﻿sought﻿to﻿understand﻿how﻿New﻿Yorkers﻿


















ary﻿dynamic.﻿ To﻿ remedy﻿ that,﻿ I﻿ have﻿ suggested﻿ to﻿develop﻿a﻿more﻿




















Jordan﻿ Kraemer,﻿ who﻿ served﻿ as﻿ research﻿ lead﻿ for﻿ Terra﻿ Incognita﻿
NYC,﻿and﻿acknowledge﻿that﻿many﻿of﻿the﻿observations﻿offered﻿in﻿this﻿
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An Interview with Danja Vasiliev
Danja﻿Vasiliev﻿and﻿Daniel﻿Irrgang
Danja Vasiliev, co-author of “The Critical Engineering Manifesto,” is an 
artist and activist working on the exposure of data exploitations in net-
worked systems. The interview centres around his work “WannaScry!”, 
an installation revealing privacy issues of video conference platforms 
and which was under development at the time this conversation took 
place (October 23, 2020).
Daniel Irrgang:﻿I﻿would﻿like﻿to﻿start﻿this﻿conversation﻿with﻿a﻿quote﻿
taken﻿from﻿a﻿text﻿you﻿and﻿Julian﻿Oliver﻿wrote﻿for﻿a﻿book﻿published﻿by﻿







technologies,﻿ there﻿ is﻿ no﻿ less﻿ need﻿ for﻿ such﻿ subjective﻿ transforma-
tion.﻿Only﻿by﻿doing﻿so﻿can﻿new﻿mobilities﻿(and﻿thus﻿futures)﻿be﻿mod-
elled.﻿Without﻿ insulting﻿ from﻿state﻿ intervention﻿by﻿art﻿ infrastructure,﻿
there﻿would﻿be﻿no﻿safe,﻿public﻿forum﻿for﻿techno-political﻿expression,﻿



























At﻿ the﻿ same﻿ time,﻿ we﻿ are﻿ at﻿ a﻿ point﻿ where﻿ technology﻿ is﻿ so﻿
ubiquitous.﻿There﻿has﻿ to﻿be﻿a﻿place﻿ for﻿cultural﻿experimentation﻿ to﻿
promote﻿all﻿these﻿twists﻿of﻿our﻿human﻿minds,﻿twists﻿other﻿than﻿hurt-
ing﻿or﻿restricting﻿our﻿communities,﻿such﻿as﻿curiosity-driven﻿projects﻿








And﻿ it﻿ has﻿been﻿an﻿observation﻿of﻿multiple﻿people﻿ in﻿ the﻿ field﻿
that﻿ the﻿ further﻿ technology﻿develops﻿ towards﻿complexity,﻿ the﻿more﻿





























has﻿ its﻿ roots﻿ far﻿ deeper.﻿ For﻿ example,﻿ the﻿ German﻿ Radio﻿Workers﻿
Movement,﻿which,﻿especially﻿in﻿the﻿1930s,﻿built﻿their﻿own﻿radio﻿trans-
mitters﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ how﻿ this,﻿ back﻿ then﻿ new,﻿media﻿ functioned,﻿






















break﻿through.﻿ I﻿don’t﻿ think﻿there﻿ is﻿a﻿working﻿solution﻿to﻿that,﻿ real-
ly.﻿One﻿of﻿the﻿reasons﻿why﻿this﻿“seamless”﻿technology﻿was﻿created﻿
in﻿ the﻿ first﻿place﻿was﻿ to﻿allow﻿ those﻿ that﻿were﻿not﻿acquainted﻿with﻿
technology﻿ to﻿ start﻿ using﻿ it:﻿ simplification,﻿ minimization,﻿ graphical﻿
user﻿ interfaces﻿making﻿ it﻿ less﻿ anxiety-provoking﻿ to﻿ use﻿ computers.﻿
All﻿this﻿designated﻿functionality﻿of﻿machines﻿–﻿it’s﻿fine﻿as﻿long﻿as﻿their﻿
purpose﻿ is﻿ to﻿allow﻿the﻿user﻿ to﻿ focus﻿on﻿ their﻿ task.﻿But﻿what﻿ is﻿not﻿














very﻿ alien,﻿ because﻿ even﻿ if﻿my﻿ computer﻿ is﻿ running﻿ fine,﻿ I﻿ still﻿ like﻿





Usually,﻿ the﻿ relationship﻿ with﻿ technology﻿ is,﻿ in﻿ a﻿ way,﻿ that﻿ it﻿
shouldn’t﻿be﻿touched.﻿ It’s﻿so﻿complex﻿that﻿many﻿people﻿don’t﻿even﻿
start﻿ to﻿ think﻿ about﻿ going﻿ beyond﻿ the﻿ interface.﻿ Nowadays,﻿ more﻿
than﻿in﻿the﻿days﻿when﻿I﻿started﻿messing﻿with﻿computers,﻿which﻿was﻿
around﻿20﻿plus﻿ years﻿ago,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ almost﻿a﻿ taboo,﻿ in﻿a﻿way,﻿ for﻿ those﻿
users﻿that﻿aren’t﻿developing﻿anything﻿related﻿to﻿computation﻿direct-
ly.﻿ It’s﻿unadvised,﻿especially﻿by﻿computer﻿manufacturers.﻿There﻿are﻿





It﻿was﻿ similar﻿back﻿ in﻿ the﻿ ’80s:﻿ The﻿more﻿expensive﻿ cars﻿had﻿ their﻿
hoods﻿sealed,﻿which﻿you﻿weren’t﻿supposed﻿to﻿open,﻿and﻿ if﻿you﻿did﻿
open﻿ it﻿ you﻿would﻿ risk﻿ the﻿warranty.﻿ It’s﻿an﻿attitude﻿of﻿actually﻿not﻿
owning﻿the﻿technology﻿that﻿you﻿are﻿dealing﻿with﻿–﻿rather﻿you﻿are﻿kind﻿




























the﻿most﻿ desirable﻿ form﻿ of﻿ exposure”﻿ (Oliver,﻿ Savičić,﻿ and﻿ Vasiliev﻿
2011–2019).﻿For﻿me,﻿this﻿is﻿–﻿in﻿one﻿sentence﻿–﻿what﻿you﻿are﻿doing.
DV:﻿ Yes,﻿ that’s﻿ a﻿ good﻿ one.﻿ Because﻿ how﻿ else﻿ can﻿ you﻿ effectively﻿
teach﻿someone﻿about﻿what’s﻿ inside﻿the﻿computer﻿other﻿than﻿by﻿ let-
ting﻿the﻿person﻿crack﻿the﻿computer﻿open?﻿The﻿use﻿of﻿the﻿word﻿exploit﻿








































at﻿ all﻿ unthinkable﻿ that﻿ state-controlled﻿ internet,﻿ state-funded﻿ inter-













Zoom﻿ video-calls﻿ recordings﻿ was﻿ found﻿ on﻿ unprotected﻿ Amazon﻿
servers.﻿ Those﻿ dumps﻿were﻿ quickly﻿ downloaded﻿ and﻿ re-published﻿
by﻿a﻿group﻿of﻿hackers﻿and﻿became﻿known﻿as﻿“Zoom﻿Leaks,”﻿and﻿re-
mained﻿ available﻿ online﻿ only﻿ for﻿ about﻿ 5﻿ days,﻿ if﻿ I﻿ recall﻿ correctly.2﻿
There﻿ is﻿ also﻿ a﻿ large﻿ number﻿ of﻿ screenshots﻿ –﻿ pictures﻿ of﻿ comput-
er﻿screens﻿–﻿with﻿secret﻿ IDs﻿ for﻿video﻿calls﻿ regularly﻿circulating﻿on﻿
Twitter,﻿ that﻿enable﻿people,﻿ like﻿ the﻿Dutch﻿ journalist﻿Daniel﻿Verlaan﻿

































would﻿ first﻿need﻿ to﻿understand﻿what﻿compromises﻿are﻿ involved﻿by﻿
3  Editorial note: In November 2020, the Dutch journalist Daniel Verlaan accessed 
a Zoom meeting of EU defence ministers after guessing the access code pattern 









audio﻿ data,﻿ plus﻿ some﻿ of﻿ the﻿ video﻿ call-specific﻿ meta﻿ information﻿
about﻿ the﻿ persons﻿ participating﻿ in﻿ the﻿ call﻿ will﻿ be﻿ displayed.﻿ The﻿
plan﻿is﻿to﻿make﻿WannaScry!﻿interactive:﻿Visitors﻿can﻿use﻿their﻿mobile﻿
device﻿ to﻿make﻿a﻿ video﻿call﻿ using﻿ the﻿ service﻿by﻿ inviting﻿ someone﻿
from﻿the﻿audience﻿and/or﻿someone﻿online﻿ to﻿watch﻿ their﻿conversa-
tion﻿ displayed﻿ as﻿ it’s﻿ captured﻿ in﻿ real-time﻿ and﻿projected﻿ onto﻿ the﻿
Wanna﻿Scry!﻿ sphere.﻿All﻿ the﻿while﻿ this﻿will﻿ be﻿ rendered﻿ into﻿a﻿ form﻿
of﻿a﻿scrying﻿ball,﻿a﻿“palantír”-like﻿device,﻿like﻿the﻿all-seeing﻿stone﻿in﻿
Tolkien’s﻿The Lord of the Rings﻿–﻿a﻿device﻿ remotely﻿connected﻿ to﻿a﻿
person,﻿ready﻿to﻿tell﻿you﻿about﻿their﻿deepest﻿secrets﻿and﻿insecurities.﻿
My﻿ interest,﻿however,﻿ is﻿not﻿ to﻿sneak﻿up﻿and﻿hear﻿peoples’﻿se-
crets,﻿but﻿rather﻿to﻿have﻿those﻿very﻿people﻿be﻿confronted﻿by﻿my﻿work,﻿
















the﻿ Palantir﻿ Technologies﻿ company﻿ reference﻿ comes﻿ into﻿ play﻿ and﻿
contributes﻿a﻿terrifying﻿example﻿of﻿how﻿real﻿all﻿this﻿is.﻿
The﻿machine﻿that﻿ I’m﻿building﻿aims﻿to﻿ lure﻿people﻿ into﻿using﻿ it,﻿
while﻿at﻿the﻿same﻿time﻿it’s﻿not﻿an﻿attempt﻿to﻿scam﻿people﻿–﻿it﻿is﻿going﻿
to﻿be﻿ in﻿an﻿exhibition﻿with﻿a﻿big﻿sign﻿on﻿ it﻿saying,﻿ “connect﻿ to﻿ this﻿
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URL﻿and﻿see﻿your﻿private﻿conversation﻿being﻿made﻿public.”﻿It’s﻿about﻿





















–﻿but﻿ it﻿ is﻿ an﻿entirely﻿different﻿ story﻿when﻿open﻿ source﻿ software﻿ is﻿
used﻿as﻿an﻿online﻿service.﻿Just﻿the﻿fact﻿of﻿connecting﻿to﻿servers﻿that﻿









would﻿notify﻿ the﻿user﻿about﻿ these﻿modifications,﻿ there﻿ is﻿no﻿securi-
ty﻿check﻿between﻿a﻿user﻿and﻿a﻿web﻿service﻿based﻿on﻿open﻿source﻿
































There﻿ are﻿ so﻿ many﻿ aspects﻿ to﻿ consider﻿ in﻿ a﻿ project﻿ like﻿































Here﻿ is﻿ an﻿example:﻿ if﻿ a﻿proxy,﻿ a﻿man-in-the-middle﻿ server,﻿ ca-
pable﻿of﻿ retaining﻿video﻿call﻿ information﻿ is﻿placed﻿ in﻿an﻿office﻿of﻿ a﻿
political﻿party,﻿then﻿you﻿could﻿search﻿for﻿much﻿more﻿specific﻿data﻿in﻿
those﻿ conversations,﻿ and﻿maybe﻿ employ﻿ something﻿ like﻿ a﻿ speech-




4  Editorial note: “Newstweek” (2011) is based on devices that can alter the content of 
news websites read on public wireless networks. It was developed in collaboration 











France,﻿where﻿ the﻿Minitel,﻿ the﻿French﻿national﻿ “proto-internet”﻿was﻿
rolled﻿out﻿in﻿the﻿1980s.﻿The﻿possibility﻿to﻿communicate﻿via﻿networked﻿








wants﻿ to﻿have﻿an﻿ intimate﻿conversation﻿–﻿but﻿ just﻿ that﻿ it’s﻿not.﻿The﻿










data.﻿ It’s﻿ a﻿ very﻿ symbiotic﻿ relationship﻿between﻿business﻿and﻿ tech-
nology,﻿ obviously﻿ a﻿ lot﻿ of﻿money﻿ is﻿ been﻿poured﻿ into﻿ internet﻿ tech-












Honestly,﻿ I﻿ really﻿miss﻿ the﻿days﻿of﻿ the﻿ late﻿80s﻿and﻿90s,﻿when﻿
technology﻿ was﻿ wide﻿ open.﻿ If﻿ I﻿ was﻿ to﻿ grow﻿ up﻿ today,﻿ I﻿ probably﻿
would﻿have﻿a﻿very﻿hard﻿time﻿finding﻿entry﻿points.﻿If﻿you﻿try﻿to﻿educate﻿
children﻿ today﻿about﻿ technology﻿based﻿on﻿ this﻿multi-layered﻿stack﻿
of﻿ abstractions﻿ that﻿we﻿ now﻿ have...﻿ It﻿ oversimplifies﻿ technology﻿ to﻿
an﻿extend﻿ that﻿ it﻿actually﻿ removes﻿ it.﻿There’s﻿a﻿statement﻿by﻿Steve﻿
Jobs,﻿or﻿maybe﻿someone﻿else﻿at﻿Apple,﻿from﻿around﻿2010﻿about﻿the﻿























5  Editorial note: In an ad for the Apple iPad in 2012 the narrator claims: “We believe 
that technology is at its very best when it is invisible.” Cf. a video montage by the 
web artist Olia Lialina juxtaposing this ad with a video statement by Marshall 

































came﻿out﻿and﻿who﻿would﻿ take﻿an﻿ inherent﻿pleasure﻿ in﻿ tinkering﻿ for﻿
granted.
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Someone﻿ told﻿me﻿ that﻿ artists﻿ are﻿ like﻿ interpreters.﻿ Even﻿ back﻿





And﻿ that﻿maybe﻿ helps﻿ to﻿motivate﻿ people﻿ to﻿ start﻿ questioning﻿ cul-
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Digitalization of Art  
Exhibitions in Times of 
COVID-19
Three Case Studies in China
Yang﻿Jing﻿and﻿Li﻿Zhenhua













the﻿concept﻿of﻿digitization.﻿ In﻿ the﻿ former﻿course,﻿we﻿ learned﻿to﻿use﻿
a﻿content﻿management﻿database﻿to﻿sort﻿and﻿edit﻿information﻿about﻿






This﻿was﻿ in﻿ the﻿pre-social﻿media﻿era.﻿Today,﻿ terms﻿ like﻿ “digital﻿
museum,”﻿“digital﻿art﻿museum,”﻿or﻿“digitalization﻿of﻿museums”﻿have﻿




“Digital﻿ practice”﻿ has﻿ extended﻿ from﻿ databases﻿ and﻿ websites﻿
as﻿their﻿domains﻿to﻿online﻿exhibitions,﻿social﻿media﻿and﻿online﻿inter-










At﻿ the﻿ same﻿ time,﻿museums﻿ in﻿ China﻿ are﻿ far﻿more﻿ diversified,﻿














In﻿The Museum in Transition,﻿Hilde﻿S.﻿Hein﻿observes﻿that﻿formal﻿
definitions﻿of﻿museums,﻿ such﻿as﻿ ICOM’s﻿ “a﻿non-profit﻿making,﻿per-
manent﻿ institution﻿ in﻿ the﻿service﻿of﻿society﻿and﻿of﻿ its﻿development,﻿
and﻿ open﻿ to﻿ the﻿ public,﻿ which﻿ acquires,﻿ conserves,﻿ researches,﻿
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communicates,﻿ and﻿ exhibits,﻿ for﻿ purposes﻿ of﻿ study,﻿ education﻿








exhibitions﻿ in﻿ galleries,﻿ in﻿malls﻿ and﻿ sometimes﻿ even﻿ in﻿ zoos.﻿ This﻿
observation﻿is﻿echoed﻿very﻿well﻿in﻿today’s﻿Chinese﻿art-﻿entertainment﻿
scene;﻿many﻿ important﻿exhibitions﻿are﻿not﻿held﻿ in,﻿or﻿by,﻿museums﻿




Most﻿ museums﻿ in﻿ China﻿ today﻿ have﻿ social﻿ media﻿ accounts.﻿
For﻿the﻿art﻿museums﻿among﻿them,﻿a﻿WeChat1﻿public﻿account﻿and﻿a﻿
Douyin2﻿live﻿broadcast﻿are﻿the﻿standard﻿frontend﻿of﻿exhibition﻿news,﻿









1  WeChat (微信) is a so-called “super app” that contains multiple-purpose functions 
including messaging, social media and mobile payment. It is developed by Tencent. 
WeChat public account (公众号) serves as self-public media account for registered 
WeChat users, on which the owner can push feeds to subscribers, interact with 
subscribers and provide them with services. WeChat friend circle or Moment (朋
友圈) is an interactive platform that allows users to share images, text, and short 
videos. This is similar to the Facebook timeline. WeChat mini-app, or WeChat mini-
program (小程序), are apps within WeChat. Business owners can create mini apps in 
the WeChat system and other users may install those in their WeChat app.
2  Douyin (抖音) is a video-sharing social networking service owned by ByteDance, 
the owner of TikTok. Douyin’s servers are based in China and the majority of its 





the﻿ burden﻿ which﻿ comes﻿ with﻿ producing,﻿ refining﻿ and﻿ presenting﻿
content﻿ for﻿ the﻿ distribution﻿ of﻿ art.﻿Many﻿ content﻿ farms﻿ use﻿ digital﻿
properties﻿of﻿museums﻿without﻿permission﻿and﻿don’t﻿even﻿provide﻿
hyperlinks﻿to﻿the﻿original﻿context﻿of﻿the﻿information.﻿Toutiao,﻿a﻿core﻿
























entertainment﻿ systems,﻿ as﻿well﻿ as﻿ deconstructing﻿ the﻿ functions﻿ of﻿
the﻿art﻿museum﻿itself,﻿its﻿staff﻿and﻿the﻿art﻿system﻿as﻿a﻿whole.﻿
In﻿2004,﻿when﻿digital﻿museums﻿were﻿ in﻿ their﻿ infancy﻿ in﻿China,﻿
practitioners﻿ were﻿ still﻿ scattered﻿ among﻿ digital﻿ software﻿ realms,﻿
like﻿ collection﻿management﻿ systems﻿ and﻿museum﻿website﻿ design.﻿
3  “Information Highland” is a term coined by the Chinese artist aaajiao. He defines it 
as the public space that can hold the most traffic of information exchange, which 
is often monopolized by the state or tech conglomerates as they possess the most 
powerful computational capacities.
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Reskin Dunhuang Mural, Tencent + Dunhuang Academy










According﻿ to﻿ the﻿ project﻿ manager﻿ of﻿ Tencent﻿ Dunhuang﻿ Re-
search﻿Institute﻿project﻿(hereafter﻿TDRI),﻿the﻿project﻿started﻿in﻿2017﻿
4  Dunhuang Research Academy is a complex academic institution based in 
Dunhuang, Gan Su, China. It preserves, excavates and investigates Dunhuang art, 
as well as curates and exhibits Dunhuang art artifacts. It is one of the first-rank 





gic﻿ cooperation﻿ plan.﻿ Tencent’s﻿ team﻿ carries﻿ out﻿ its﻿ own﻿ creative﻿
interpretation﻿of﻿ the﻿DRA﻿archaeological﻿excavation﻿archive.﻿ In﻿ the﻿
animated﻿series,﻿for﻿example,﻿researchers﻿from﻿the﻿DRA﻿ensured﻿the﻿
accuracy﻿ of﻿ the﻿ content,﻿ while﻿ Tencent’s﻿ team﻿ took﻿ responsibility﻿




Dunhuang﻿ animated﻿ drama﻿ is﻿ the﻿ team’s﻿ latest﻿ product.﻿ Be-
fore﻿this,﻿the﻿team﻿had﻿also﻿implemented﻿various﻿campaigns﻿inside﻿
the﻿WeChat﻿ app﻿ “Dunhuang﻿on﻿ the﻿Cloud”,﻿ featuring﻿digital﻿mural﻿
exhibitions,﻿ Dunhuang﻿ beast–guardian﻿ blessings,﻿ Dunhuang﻿ wet﻿
wipes﻿products﻿sales﻿and﻿Dunhuang﻿digital﻿supporters.5﻿The﻿specif-
ic﻿design﻿works﻿ in﻿ these﻿campaigns﻿made﻿use﻿of﻿ familiar﻿museum﻿
5  Dunhuang beast guardian blessings, Dunhuang wet wipes products sales, and 
Dunhuang digital supporter are all campaigns that feature graphic and religious 
elements of Dunhuang art in a commercialised manner.
Fig. 1  “Dunhuang on the Cloud,” Wechat app.
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expertise,﻿such﻿as﻿data﻿archiving﻿and﻿classification,﻿provided﻿by﻿DRA.﻿
Additionally,﻿ Tencent’s﻿ team﻿ contributed﻿ their﻿ expertise﻿ in﻿ user﻿ re-
search,﻿interaction﻿design,﻿branding﻿and﻿distribution﻿matrix.
Labelling﻿ itself﻿ as﻿ a﻿ culture﻿ and﻿ entertainment﻿ creator,﻿ Ten-
cent﻿ is﻿ well﻿ experienced﻿ in﻿ pop﻿ culture﻿ such﻿ as﻿ K-pop,﻿ C-pop,﻿ re-
















content﻿ in﻿“Dunhuang﻿on﻿the﻿Cloud”﻿ is﻿ free﻿for﻿all﻿users,﻿derivative﻿
works﻿of﻿Dunhuang﻿images﻿in﻿movies﻿or﻿games,﻿however,﻿amount﻿to﻿
a﻿lucrative﻿revenue﻿stream﻿for﻿Tencent﻿later﻿on.﻿
DRA,﻿ in﻿ cooperation﻿ with﻿ the﻿ City﻿ University﻿ of﻿ Hong﻿ Kong,﻿
co-produced﻿ “Pure﻿Land﻿AR”﻿by﻿ the﻿artists﻿Sarah﻿Kenderdine﻿and﻿
Shao﻿ Zhifei.﻿ Here,﻿ digitization﻿ emphasized﻿ interaction,﻿ immersion﻿
and﻿virtualization,﻿using﻿VR﻿technology﻿to﻿simulate﻿the﻿actual﻿experi-
ence﻿of﻿visiting﻿the﻿Dunhuang’s﻿Mogao﻿Cave,﻿part﻿of﻿a﻿cave﻿network﻿
in﻿ Gansu﻿ Province;﻿ Tencent’s﻿ Cloud﻿Dunhuang﻿ on﻿ the﻿ other﻿ hand﻿
focuses﻿ on﻿ translating﻿ cultural﻿ heritage﻿ into﻿ commercial﻿ platforms﻿
and﻿ languages﻿ (technologically﻿ and﻿ linguistically).﻿ Such﻿ translation﻿
is﻿much﻿easier﻿to﻿circulate﻿on﻿the﻿Chinese﻿internet,﻿social﻿networks﻿
in﻿ particular.﻿ From﻿ the﻿ perspective﻿ of﻿ ANT,﻿ this﻿ is﻿ the﻿ result﻿ of﻿ a﻿
collision﻿between﻿Dunhuang﻿art﻿and﻿Tencent﻿networks:﻿ the﻿ former﻿
6  Journey to the West is one of the four great classical novels of Chinese literature. 
Stories from this novel have been adapted into modern films, TVs and video games 






In﻿ terms﻿of﻿ visitor﻿numbers,﻿ the﻿millions﻿of﻿users﻿of﻿ the﻿Cloud﻿
Dunhuang﻿series﻿is﻿a﻿huge﻿success﻿for﻿the﻿museum﻿industry.﻿Centre﻿

































In﻿2020,﻿ I﻿saw﻿the﻿title﻿of﻿ this﻿exhibition﻿again﻿on﻿a﻿virtual﻿ film﻿
ticket﻿shared﻿by﻿a﻿friend﻿on﻿WeChat:﻿A﻿QR﻿code﻿led﻿to﻿CEF’s﻿WeChat﻿
app﻿ “Experimental﻿ Image﻿ Centre,”﻿ which﻿ was﻿ offering﻿ a﻿ film﻿ exhi-
bition﻿on﻿the﻿app’s﻿main﻿column﻿“Online﻿Cinema.”﻿ It﻿ featured﻿eight﻿
﻿video﻿works﻿selected﻿by﻿Guo﻿Ying.﻿ In﻿order﻿ to﻿watch﻿ these﻿videos,﻿


















Artist﻿ Chen﻿ Youtong,﻿ the﻿ founder﻿ and﻿ director﻿ of﻿ CEF,﻿ also﻿ shares﻿
these﻿views.﻿CEF﻿uses﻿mobile﻿internet﻿to﻿exhibit﻿artworks﻿while﻿guar-
anteeing﻿copyright.﻿Artists﻿hence﻿feel﻿secure﻿enough﻿to﻿publish﻿their﻿
work﻿ on﻿ the﻿ internet.﻿ Like﻿ a﻿museum﻿with﻿ permanent﻿ and﻿ special﻿
exhibitions,﻿ CEF’s﻿ online﻿ content﻿ has﻿ special﻿ exhibitions﻿ and﻿ per-
manent﻿databases.﻿The﻿ latter﻿are﻿ long-standing﻿collaborations﻿with﻿
video﻿﻿artists﻿to﻿store﻿and﻿broadcast﻿important﻿video﻿works﻿from﻿their﻿
creative﻿ careers.﻿CEF﻿provides﻿ technical﻿ support﻿ and﻿maintenance,﻿




goal﻿ of﻿ developing﻿new﻿ways﻿ of﻿ broadcasting﻿ video﻿ art﻿ exhibitions﻿
rather﻿than﻿replicating﻿the﻿practices﻿of﻿the﻿physical﻿space.
Chen﻿ Youton﻿ believes﻿ that﻿ the﻿ viewing﻿ experience﻿ should﻿ be﻿























to﻿ traffic,﻿ art﻿ institutions﻿ face﻿ the﻿ challenge﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ copyright.﻿
Compared﻿ to﻿ other﻿ freely﻿ downloadable﻿ products﻿ such﻿ as﻿ video﻿
games,﻿ the﻿scarcity﻿of﻿artworks﻿still﻿needs﻿ to﻿be﻿achieved﻿ through﻿
control﻿of﻿copyright,﻿which﻿may﻿be﻿subverted﻿in﻿the﻿future﻿art﻿scene.﻿
The﻿ unwillingness﻿ to﻿ make﻿ artworks﻿ ready﻿ to﻿ watch﻿ regardless﻿ of﻿
time﻿and﻿place﻿is﻿an﻿issue﻿CEF﻿deals﻿with﻿on﻿a﻿daily﻿basis.
Community building: The Screenroom












app’s﻿ backstage﻿ is﻿ a﻿ database﻿ collecting﻿ artworks﻿ generated﻿ and﻿
submitted﻿ on﻿ its﻿ frontstage﻿ –﻿ users﻿ only﻿ need﻿ to﻿ scan﻿ a﻿QR﻿ code﻿












found﻿quite﻿a﻿ few﻿ tree-related﻿works﻿out﻿of﻿more﻿ than﻿ 10,000﻿user﻿
artworks.﻿Considering﻿most﻿people﻿now﻿spent﻿their﻿time﻿indoors﻿and﻿
were﻿unable﻿ to﻿plant﻿ trees﻿or﻿ to﻿even﻿see﻿ trees﻿at﻿all,﻿Screenroom﻿
launched﻿a﻿call﻿for﻿participants﻿to﻿plant﻿trees﻿on﻿their﻿screens.﻿They﻿
encouraged﻿them﻿to﻿plant﻿ them﻿on﻿their﻿phones﻿through﻿photogra-
phy,﻿ drawing,﻿ collage﻿ and﻿ other﻿methods,﻿ and﻿ upload﻿ them﻿ to﻿ the﻿
Screenroom﻿app.﻿Later﻿in﻿the﻿project,﻿the﻿Times﻿Art﻿Museum﻿invited﻿
Screenroom﻿to﻿participate﻿in﻿the﻿exhibition﻿“Recovering﻿in﻿Art”﻿and﻿
selected﻿ several﻿ Screenroom﻿ users﻿ to﻿ upload﻿ their﻿ works﻿ for﻿ the﻿
physical﻿exhibition﻿ in﻿the﻿museum,﻿thus﻿transferring﻿online﻿work﻿to﻿
an﻿offline﻿environment.
Another﻿ activity﻿ leans﻿ towards﻿ community﻿ operations.﻿ Susana﻿




but﻿offer﻿possibilities﻿of﻿ resetting﻿ the﻿exhibition﻿or﻿artwork﻿ in﻿other﻿
contexts:﻿native﻿communities,﻿historical﻿cues﻿and﻿everyday﻿ life.﻿On﻿
the﻿ other﻿ hand,﻿ digitization﻿ transforms﻿ geographic﻿ locations﻿ into﻿
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objects﻿ and﻿ physicality﻿ to﻿ events﻿ and﻿ activities.﻿ The﻿ Screenroom﻿

























Copyright, flow, platform – A new game
Many﻿museums﻿across﻿China﻿are﻿gradually﻿opening﻿again﻿during﻿the﻿
fall﻿of﻿2020,﻿but﻿the﻿psychological﻿aftermath﻿of﻿the﻿pandemic﻿as﻿well﻿







challenges﻿of﻿copyright,﻿ traffic﻿and﻿platforms﻿in﻿general.﻿ It﻿ is﻿worth﻿
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Digitalisation﻿of﻿art﻿exhibitions﻿in﻿times﻿of﻿COVID-19
noticing﻿ that﻿ all﻿ the﻿ interviewees﻿ mentioned﻿ the﻿ use﻿ of﻿ Tencent’s﻿
WeChat﻿in﻿their﻿work.﻿Tencent﻿itself﻿also﻿participated﻿directly﻿in﻿the﻿
digitalization﻿ or﻿ revitalization﻿ of﻿ art﻿ and﻿ cultural﻿ productions.﻿With﻿
the﻿omnipresence﻿of﻿WeChat,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ understandable﻿why﻿most﻿prac-













provided﻿by﻿ individual﻿ accounts.﻿ This﻿means﻿ that﻿ if﻿ not﻿ favored﻿by﻿
current﻿trends,﻿even﻿if﻿one﻿uploads﻿content,﻿it﻿is﻿still﻿possible﻿that﻿it﻿
might﻿not﻿be﻿seen﻿at﻿all.
The﻿practitioners﻿ interviewed﻿ for﻿ this﻿essay,﻿ regardless﻿of﻿ their﻿
specific﻿ position﻿ within﻿ or﻿ outside﻿ the﻿ system,﻿ have﻿ already﻿ been﻿
working﻿ in﻿ the﻿digital﻿ field﻿ for﻿years.﻿Many﻿of﻿ them﻿understand﻿the﻿
commercial﻿difficulties﻿of﻿the﻿exploration﻿phase﻿and﻿are﻿ready﻿to﻿cal-
culate﻿the﻿rewards﻿from﻿a﻿long-term﻿development﻿perspective.﻿This﻿
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a.username? –  
A Profile Without  
Qualities
Exploring Amazon through  
Art and Literature
Søren﻿Bro﻿Pold﻿and﻿Christian﻿Ulrik﻿Andersen
How﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ and﻿ read﻿ Amazon?﻿ Where﻿ to﻿ start﻿ the﻿ read-
ing﻿ of﻿ this﻿ current﻿ version﻿ of﻿ the﻿ “technologizing﻿ of﻿ the﻿word”﻿ and﻿
which﻿ kind﻿ of﻿ human﻿ character﻿ does﻿ it﻿ result﻿ in﻿ (Ong﻿ 1988)?﻿ This﻿
article﻿will﻿explore﻿these﻿questions﻿through﻿focusing﻿at﻿Joana﻿Moll’s﻿
The Hidden Life of an Amazon User﻿(2019),﻿with﻿inclusion﻿of﻿other﻿art-
























the﻿ readers﻿ and﻿monitors﻿ their﻿ reading﻿ in﻿ a﻿ process﻿ of﻿ controlled﻿
consumption.﻿ For﻿ instance,﻿ in﻿Dear Jeff Bezos﻿ (2013/14),﻿ Johannes﻿
Osterhoff﻿sent﻿automated﻿emails﻿ regarding﻿his﻿Kindle﻿ reading﻿hab-
its﻿ to﻿ the﻿ Amazon’s﻿ CEO,﻿ echoing﻿ and﻿ making﻿ visible﻿ the﻿ kind﻿ of﻿
monitoring﻿already﻿happening﻿in﻿the﻿background﻿of﻿the﻿Kindle﻿inter-










ed﻿and﻿published﻿the﻿books﻿The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People,﻿
The 5 Love Languages and How to Win Friends & Influence People﻿on﻿
the﻿ Lulu.com﻿print-on-demand﻿publishing﻿platform.﻿As﻿ they﻿ argue:﻿
“Among﻿the﻿books﻿with﻿the﻿most﻿popular﻿highlights,﻿there﻿is﻿a﻿striking﻿
number﻿of﻿self-help﻿books.﻿This﻿points﻿to﻿a﻿multi-layered,﻿algorithmic﻿
optimization:﻿ from﻿ readers﻿ and﻿ authors﻿ to﻿ Amazon﻿ itself.﻿ Harvest-
ing﻿ its﻿customers﻿micro-labour,﻿ the﻿act﻿of﻿ reading﻿becomes﻿a﻿data-﻿
mining﻿process”﻿(Lorusso﻿et﻿al.﻿2013).﻿If﻿the﻿books﻿were﻿not﻿already﻿
banal,﻿ they﻿ now﻿ become﻿ reduced﻿ to﻿mostly﻿ self-evident﻿ gibberish﻿
when﻿ treated﻿ like﻿ this.﻿ The﻿project﻿ demonstrates﻿how﻿data﻿mining﻿
of﻿human﻿reading﻿potentially﻿affects﻿textuality.﻿In﻿the﻿process﻿of﻿ac-
cumulating﻿and﻿examining﻿what﻿the﻿readers﻿mark﻿as﻿highlights,﻿the﻿



















book﻿Jeff Bezos: The Life, Lessons & Rules for Success,﻿which﻿is﻿listed﻿
as﻿written﻿ by﻿ the﻿ collective﻿ “Influential﻿ Individuals”﻿ and﻿ seems﻿ like﻿
another﻿book﻿ready﻿for﻿Lorusso’s﻿project﻿of﻿highlighting﻿the﻿Ama﻿zon﻿
apparatus’﻿production﻿of﻿banality.﻿In﻿the﻿project,﻿Moll﻿does﻿not﻿read﻿













1  The apparatus is here understood as the full material, technical and commercial 
publication production process. Walter Benjamin argues that authors should care 
about this apparatus and “to the utmost extent possible” change it (Benjamin 1996, 
774; Andersen and Pold 2018, 23ff.).
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How﻿can﻿we﻿ read﻿ this﻿ text﻿ in﻿ways﻿ that﻿ include﻿ the﻿enormous﻿
subtext﻿ that﻿ contextualizes﻿ and﻿ produces﻿ it?﻿ How﻿ can﻿ we﻿ under-
stand﻿Jeff﻿Bezos’﻿“life,﻿lessons﻿&﻿rules﻿for﻿success”﻿beyond﻿superficial﻿
clichés﻿ like﻿ the﻿ following﻿ popular﻿ highlight﻿ of﻿ the﻿ book﻿ summon-
ing﻿up﻿the﻿rule﻿“Gather﻿the﻿right﻿people﻿around﻿you”:﻿“Therefore,﻿ if﻿
you﻿want﻿ to﻿ live﻿ your﻿ best﻿ life﻿ and﻿ achieve﻿ your﻿ dreams,﻿ surround﻿
yourself﻿with﻿people﻿who﻿are﻿ likely﻿to﻿help﻿you﻿achieve﻿that﻿dream”﻿
(Influential﻿ Individuals﻿ 2018,﻿ Location﻿497)?﻿Though﻿not﻿many﻿peo-




is﻿ far﻿ less﻿ interesting﻿ than﻿ the﻿ apparatus﻿ of﻿ its﻿ production.﻿ There-
fore,﻿we﻿will﻿ in﻿ the﻿ following﻿ read﻿Moll’s﻿work﻿as﻿a﻿way﻿of﻿ reading﻿








and﻿ big﻿ software﻿ corporations﻿ such﻿ as﻿ Amazon.﻿ As﻿Wendy﻿ Chun﻿




where﻿ the﻿ customer’s﻿ experience﻿ is﻿ dramaturgically﻿ framed﻿by﻿ the﻿
system﻿architecture﻿so﻿that﻿the﻿she﻿or﻿he﻿has﻿the﻿feeling﻿of﻿being﻿the﻿
central﻿character﻿ in﻿the﻿script.3﻿The﻿interface﻿then﻿becomes﻿a﻿com-
posite﻿ that﻿seals﻿of﻿ the﻿complexity﻿of﻿ the﻿ “algorithmic﻿mall-appara-
tus”;﻿a﻿safe﻿environment﻿made﻿for﻿the﻿user﻿to﻿indulge﻿in﻿the﻿pleasures﻿
of﻿online﻿shopping.
2  You can get Robert Musil’s The Man Without Qualities vol. 1 for $13.04 and only $5.00 
for Kindle on Amazon.
3  The urban theorist Norman Klein uses ‘scripted space’ to describe the experience of 
shopping malls and other spaces that produce illusions though various effects. He 
also compares the experience of this to the experience of an interface (Klein 2004) 
see also (Andersen and Pold 2018, 91).
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Consequently,﻿and﻿in﻿a﻿literary﻿understanding,﻿The Hidden Life of 
an Amazon User﻿makes﻿sense﻿as﻿the﻿story﻿about﻿how﻿we﻿all﻿become﻿
characters﻿ in﻿ Amazon’s﻿ drama;﻿ but﻿ it﻿ is﻿ a﻿much﻿ harder﻿ read﻿ than﻿
Musil’s﻿ 1,700﻿ unfinished﻿ pages﻿ of﻿ The Man Without Qualities,﻿ and﻿
even﻿ for﻿a﻿code﻿reader﻿ it﻿ is﻿hardly﻿ readable﻿ in﻿ its﻿ fragmented﻿ total-
ity.﻿Whereas﻿ it﻿was﻿once﻿possible﻿ to﻿ largely﻿understand﻿webpages﻿
through﻿reading﻿their﻿code,﻿this﻿code﻿refers﻿to﻿an﻿entire﻿infrastructure﻿
inside﻿Amazon’s﻿servers﻿ to﻿which﻿we﻿do﻿not﻿have﻿access.﻿Presum-















ability﻿ to﻿ recommend﻿Franz﻿Kafka﻿ to﻿ the﻿ readers﻿ of﻿Musil﻿ through﻿
their﻿profiling﻿of﻿our﻿choices﻿of﻿ reading﻿and﻿buying,﻿but﻿we﻿do﻿not﻿
necessarily﻿agree﻿with﻿of﻿all﻿the﻿tracking﻿the﻿company﻿does﻿to﻿make﻿
such﻿ a﻿ recommendation﻿ (which﻿would﻿ be﻿ straight﻿ forward﻿ for﻿ any﻿
slightly﻿knowledgeable﻿book﻿seller),﻿nor﻿do﻿we﻿accept﻿whatever﻿else﻿




Let﻿ us﻿ call﻿ the﻿ main﻿ character﻿ of﻿ this﻿ big﻿ data﻿ drama,﻿ “a.user-
name?”﻿since﻿this﻿variable﻿is﻿found﻿18﻿times﻿in﻿the﻿script.﻿Let﻿us﻿use﻿
this﻿as﻿a﻿name﻿ for﻿what﻿we﻿become﻿ in﻿ the﻿big﻿data﻿drama,﻿a﻿char-
acter﻿ or﻿ profile﻿ without﻿ qualities,﻿ other﻿ than﻿ what﻿ is﻿ filled﻿ in﻿ to﻿ it﻿
by﻿Amazon’s﻿profiling﻿of﻿ us,﻿while﻿we﻿are﻿ even﻿more﻿ clueless﻿ than﻿
Ulrich,﻿ the﻿ main﻿ character﻿ of﻿ Musil’s﻿ great﻿ novel.﻿ If﻿ a.username?﻿
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is﻿ a﻿ profile﻿ without﻿ qualities﻿ generated﻿ by﻿ the﻿ very﻿ purchase﻿ of﻿
Jeff Bezos: The Life, Lessons & Rules for Success,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ because﻿ it’s﻿
purely﻿ rendered﻿by﻿ the﻿quantification﻿ that﻿ runs﻿Amazon’s﻿ business﻿
software.﻿Amazon’s﻿algorithms﻿do﻿not﻿run﻿on﻿the﻿content﻿or﻿quality﻿




on﻿ the﻿ “Amazon﻿ Marketplace,”﻿ similar﻿ books﻿ “frequently﻿ bought﻿
together”﻿ like﻿Bill Gates: The Life, Lessons & Rules for Success﻿and﻿




















Bezos.﻿In﻿this﻿way,﻿Jeff Bezos: The Life, Lessons & Rules for Success﻿
demonstrates﻿how﻿Amazon’s﻿apparatus﻿even﻿undermines﻿ the﻿qual-
ity﻿of﻿ their﻿own﻿brand﻿and﻿CEO﻿by﻿ reducing﻿ Jeff﻿Bezos﻿ to﻿banality.﻿
Everything﻿ is﻿ reduced﻿ to﻿data﻿quantities﻿ in﻿ the﻿construction﻿of﻿ the﻿
Amazon﻿market﻿and﻿books﻿like﻿this﻿are﻿simply﻿products﻿of﻿this﻿market﻿
game.﻿In﻿this﻿case,﻿in﻿fact,﻿nothing﻿less﻿and﻿nothing﻿more,﻿which﻿is﻿
the﻿ strange﻿quality﻿ of﻿ this﻿ shallow﻿booklet﻿ as﻿ it﻿ is﻿ assembled﻿as﻿ a﻿
found﻿object﻿in﻿Moll’s﻿The Hidden Life of an Amazon User.
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computation﻿ but﻿ logistics,﻿ finding﻿ ways﻿ to﻿ outsource,﻿ outmaneuver,﻿






platform﻿ culture,﻿ his﻿ novel﻿ can﻿ be﻿ read﻿ as﻿ a﻿ complex﻿ narrative﻿ of﻿
the﻿ incoherence﻿ between﻿ the﻿modern﻿ and﻿ conservative﻿ powers﻿ in﻿
Vienna﻿and﻿of﻿how﻿rational,﻿scientific,﻿quantitative﻿data﻿undermines﻿
4  This Amazon tactic of outmaneuvering and outselling was also documented by 
the hearing before the US congress on July 29, 2020, where Amazon was under 
fire for “allegedly using sales data from its third-party sellers to figure out what 
new products to sell and how to undercut those same independent shops on its 
platform” (Fung et al. 2020).
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“The﻿Parallel﻿Campaign”﻿ is﻿ the﻿ novel’s﻿ name﻿ for﻿ the﻿ 1913﻿ plan-
ning﻿of﻿a﻿future﻿campaign﻿leading﻿to﻿the﻿giant﻿celebration﻿of﻿emperor﻿
Franz﻿Joseph’s﻿70﻿years﻿reign﻿due﻿to﻿take﻿place﻿in﻿1918,﻿and﻿of﻿Aus-
tria’s﻿ alleged﻿ political,﻿ cultural﻿ and﻿ philosophical﻿ supremacy.﻿ How-
ever,﻿as﻿a﻿result﻿of﻿ its﻿ incompetent﻿role﻿on﻿the﻿losing﻿side﻿of﻿World﻿
War﻿1,﻿the﻿Austrian-Hungarian﻿dual﻿monarchy﻿collapsed﻿in﻿1918,﻿and﻿
Franz﻿ Joseph﻿actually﻿died﻿ in﻿ 1916.﻿The﻿Parallel﻿Campaign﻿ remains﻿
a﻿very﻿ lofty﻿ speculation﻿ in﻿ the﻿novel.﻿On﻿ its﻿birth﻿ the﻿Parallel﻿Cam-
paign﻿is﻿described﻿as﻿a﻿“vague,﻿thrilling﻿feeling﻿of﻿joy﻿and﻿expectancy”﻿
uplifting﻿ the﻿mind﻿ as﻿ “a﻿ small,﻿ brightly﻿ colored﻿ child’s﻿ balloon﻿ that﻿
had﻿broken﻿loose﻿and,﻿shining﻿gloriously,﻿was﻿floating﻿upward﻿toward﻿













5  Already the very first paragraphs of the novel demonstrate this with its combination 
of metrological data and the feeling of the weather: “A barometric low hung over the 
Atlantic. It moved eastward toward a high-pressure area over Russia without as yet 
showing any inclination to bypass this high in a northerly direction. The isotherms 
and isotheres were functioning as they should. The air temperature was appropriate 
relative to the annual mean temperature and to the aperiodic monthly fluctuations 
of the temperature. The rising and setting of the sun, the moon, the phases of the 
moon, of Venus, of the rings of Saturn, and many other significant phenomena were 
all in accordance with the forecasts in the astronomical yearbooks. The water vapor 
in the air was at its maximal state of tension, while the humidity was minimal. In a 
word that characterizes the facts fairly accurately, even if it is a bit old-fashioned: It 











ting﻿ the﻿ quality﻿ of﻿ books,﻿ goods,﻿ users,﻿ etc.﻿ for﻿ a﻿ lofty﻿ coherence﻿
created﻿ by﻿ data﻿ points,﻿ monitoring,﻿ ranking﻿ and﻿ recommendation﻿
algorithms,﻿etc.﻿Only﻿people﻿inside﻿Amazon﻿know﻿exactly﻿how﻿all﻿the﻿
algorithms﻿work﻿ and﻿ cohere,﻿ but﻿ as﻿ argued﻿by﻿ search﻿ engine﻿ opti-
mization﻿(SEO)﻿consultants,﻿the﻿A9﻿ranking﻿algorithm﻿determines﻿the﻿
rank﻿of﻿products﻿through﻿measuring,﻿e.g.,﻿relevancy,﻿click﻿through﻿rate,﻿










low﻿booklets﻿such﻿as﻿Jeff Bezos: The Life, Lessons & Rules for Success.﻿
Robert﻿Musil’s﻿novel﻿is﻿the﻿sublime﻿portrait﻿of﻿a﻿European﻿reality﻿
on﻿ the﻿brink﻿of﻿World﻿War﻿ I,﻿ through﻿ literary﻿means﻿demonstrating﻿




formational﻿ algorithm﻿ and﻿ a﻿ company﻿ praised﻿ by﻿ entrepreneurial﻿
commenters﻿who﻿ argue﻿ that﻿ “[n]o﻿ other﻿ organization﻿ in﻿ the﻿world﻿























the﻿most﻿ important﻿ thing﻿ about﻿ experience﻿ is﻿ experiencing,﻿ or﻿
of﻿action﻿the﻿doing,﻿is﻿beginning﻿to﻿strike﻿most﻿people﻿as﻿naïve.﻿
(Musil﻿2017,﻿158–59)
Books﻿ and﻿ other﻿ goods﻿ get﻿ sent,﻿ we﻿ read﻿ and﻿ are﻿ read,﻿ we﻿ click,﻿
stream﻿ and﻿ pay,﻿ our﻿ qualities﻿ are﻿ emptied﻿ into﻿ the﻿ variable﻿ a.user-
name?,﻿and﻿Jeff﻿Bezos﻿collects﻿the﻿fortunes﻿as﻿the﻿retail﻿business﻿and﻿
local﻿shops﻿are﻿disrupted﻿and﻿outmaneuvred.﻿As﻿consumers,﻿we﻿do﻿
not﻿ just﻿ pay﻿ for﻿ the﻿ books﻿ and﻿ other﻿ goods﻿we﻿purchase,﻿ but﻿ also﻿
for﻿the﻿download﻿and﻿running﻿of﻿the﻿extensive﻿code﻿on﻿our﻿devices.﻿
Even﻿ though﻿we﻿do﻿not﻿see﻿ them﻿on﻿our﻿screens,﻿all﻿of﻿ these﻿ infra-
structural﻿elements﻿are﻿real﻿and﻿have﻿effects﻿that,﻿as﻿demonstrated﻿
in The Hidden Life of an Amazon User,﻿can﻿be﻿counted﻿ in﻿MB,﻿Watt﻿
and﻿kcal.﻿In﻿other﻿words,﻿besides﻿grabbing﻿our﻿data﻿and﻿disrupting﻿our﻿
qualities,﻿Amazon﻿also﻿grabs﻿our﻿electricity,﻿and﻿both﻿our﻿consump-












qualities?﻿ To﻿ paraphrase﻿ the﻿ Amazon﻿ reader﻿ Angus﻿M.﻿ Kennedy’s﻿
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Prototyping Digital  
Sovereignty
Experimenting with Community 
Wireless Networking Technology 
Hagit﻿Keysar,﻿Elizabeth﻿Calderón﻿Lüning﻿and﻿Andreas﻿Unteidig
Introduction
The﻿ term﻿ “digital﻿ sovereignty”﻿ has﻿ percolated﻿ in﻿ the﻿ last﻿ decade﻿ in﻿
academic﻿ and﻿ policy﻿ debates﻿ as﻿ a﻿ prescriptive﻿ normative﻿ term﻿ to﻿
describe﻿ various﻿ forms﻿ of﻿ autonomy,﻿ self-determination﻿ and﻿ inde-
pendence﻿in﻿relation﻿to﻿digital﻿infrastructures,﻿technologies﻿and﻿data.1﻿
While﻿territorial﻿perspectives﻿on﻿the﻿term﻿are﻿prevalent,2﻿understand-




1  See the Chapter “Digital Sovereignty” by Pohle and Thiel in this volume.
2  Through the established nation-state perspective, digital sovereignty conveys 
state protection of citizens’ privacy rights versus other states (Couture 2019; Floridi 
2020; Pohle 2020; Thiel 2019), as well as defending democratic procedures against 
external manipulations through curtailing or countering disinformation campaigns 
(Thiel 2019). A second strand focuses on the recalibration of power between the 
public and private sectors by restraining corporate control over the development, 
deployment and management of digital infrastructures, data and analysis (Floridi 
2020; Pohle and Thiel 2021; Thiel 2019).
3  It is set closer to ideas such as “food sovereignty” coined by Via Campesina at the 















Zurich,﻿London﻿–﻿and﻿ in﻿several﻿ towns﻿ in﻿ rural﻿Greece.4﻿This﻿paper﻿
focuses﻿on﻿MAZI’s﻿Berlin﻿chapter.﻿The﻿overarching﻿objective﻿of﻿MAZI﻿
(meaning﻿together﻿in﻿Greek)﻿was﻿to﻿develop﻿interventionist﻿method-
ologies﻿ that﻿address﻿ the﻿ increasing﻿corporate﻿centralization﻿of﻿digi-
tal﻿infrastructures﻿and﻿the﻿uniform﻿modes﻿of﻿digital﻿interactions﻿that﻿
emerge﻿as﻿a﻿result﻿of﻿the﻿steady﻿closure﻿of﻿digital﻿ecosystems.﻿The﻿
idea﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ sovereignty﻿within﻿MAZI﻿ focused﻿ explicitly﻿ on﻿ open-
source﻿community﻿wireless﻿technology﻿(CWN)﻿that﻿is﻿developed﻿and﻿






meant﻿ that﻿ technical﻿ and﻿design﻿decisions﻿ in﻿ developing﻿ the﻿ hard-
ware﻿ and﻿ software﻿ for﻿CWN﻿were﻿ kept﻿ open,﻿ allowing﻿ for﻿ a﻿mean-
ingful﻿ collaborative﻿ process.﻿ A﻿ participatory﻿ prototyping﻿ process﻿
was﻿planned﻿for﻿translating﻿“big”﻿questions﻿on﻿the﻿meaning﻿of﻿digital﻿
sovereign﻿ty﻿into﻿hands-on﻿engagement﻿and﻿encounters.
This﻿ orientation﻿ draws﻿ on﻿ a﻿ growing﻿ body﻿ of﻿ literature﻿ in﻿ soci-
ology,﻿ anthropology,﻿ design﻿ research﻿ and﻿ science﻿ and﻿ technology﻿
studies﻿(STS)﻿that﻿expands﻿the﻿notion﻿of﻿prototyping﻿beyond﻿simply﻿
a﻿technical﻿process﻿for﻿the﻿development﻿and﻿design﻿of﻿technological﻿
4  MAZI was conducted between the years 2016–2018 and received funding from 







in-the-making,﻿ for﻿ developing﻿ material﻿ forms﻿ of﻿ participation﻿ and﻿
democratic﻿practices.﻿
The﻿social﻿and﻿political﻿potentials﻿of﻿prototyping﻿have﻿been﻿ad-
vanced﻿ particularly﻿ since﻿ the﻿ 2000s,﻿ when﻿ the﻿ development﻿ of﻿ in-
teractive﻿products,﻿such﻿as﻿mobile﻿devices,﻿ laptops﻿and﻿ interactive﻿
games,﻿created﻿a﻿need﻿for﻿rapid﻿processes﻿of﻿interdisciplinary﻿design﻿
and﻿engineering.﻿Prototypes﻿play﻿a﻿central﻿ role﻿ in﻿ those﻿processes﻿
(Bogers﻿and﻿Horst﻿ 2012;﻿Kurvinen,﻿Koskinen,﻿ and﻿Battarbee﻿2008).﻿
As﻿Suchman﻿et﻿al.﻿ (2002)﻿show,﻿ interdisciplinary﻿reconstructions﻿of﻿

















In﻿ this﻿ case﻿ study﻿ analysis,﻿ we﻿ flesh﻿ out﻿ some﻿ of﻿ these﻿ con-
flicting﻿ consequences﻿ of﻿ openness﻿ by﻿ focusing﻿ on﻿ the﻿ inadvertent﻿
results﻿ of﻿ open﻿ processes﻿ and﻿ emphasizing﻿ the﻿ need﻿ to﻿ connect﻿




5  A prototype is an initial model of a product, object or design that is still in stages of 








rid﻿of﻿or﻿solve.﻿Rather,﻿ they﻿must﻿be﻿seen﻿as﻿ the﻿ living﻿materials﻿of﻿
technological﻿development﻿that﻿engages﻿with﻿ideas﻿of﻿democracy﻿–﻿
indispensable﻿for﻿politically﻿conscious﻿design﻿concepts﻿and﻿tools.













CWN﻿ technology﻿ evolved﻿ alongside﻿ wireless﻿ networks﻿ and﻿ it﻿
demonstrates﻿ a﻿ rich﻿ history﻿ of﻿ applications﻿ on﻿ various﻿ scales.﻿ Ex-
















source﻿ communities﻿ of﻿ practitioners.﻿ Still,﻿ there﻿ are﻿ many﻿ socio-﻿






culture,﻿ collaborative﻿ forms﻿of﻿ prototyping﻿ turn﻿both﻿ the﻿prototype﻿





users.﻿ This﻿ circular﻿movement﻿ of﻿ open-source﻿ techno-social﻿ devel-
opment﻿has﻿been﻿analyzed﻿by﻿Christopher﻿Kelty﻿(2008,﻿4)﻿as﻿the﻿“un-
precedented﻿forms﻿of﻿publicity﻿and﻿political﻿action”﻿of﻿free﻿software﻿
and﻿ other﻿ similar﻿ and﻿ related﻿ projects﻿ that﻿ emerge﻿ from﻿ it.﻿ Kelty’s﻿
articulation﻿of﻿the﻿politics﻿of﻿open﻿source﻿cultures﻿is﻿particularly﻿rel-
evant﻿ for﻿ imagining﻿community-driven﻿digital﻿ sovereignty.﻿ It﻿ brings﻿
forth﻿the﻿idea﻿of﻿Free﻿Software﻿as﻿a﻿“public”﻿that﻿is﻿concerned﻿with﻿its﻿
legitimacy﻿and﻿independence﻿from﻿state-based﻿forms﻿of﻿power﻿and﻿
control,﻿ as﻿much﻿ as﻿ corporate,﻿ commercial﻿ and﻿ non-governmental﻿
power﻿ (Kelty﻿2008,﻿9).﻿Recursive﻿publics,﻿he﻿explains,﻿ focus﻿on﻿ the﻿
radical﻿technological﻿modifiability﻿of﻿their﻿own﻿terms﻿of﻿existence.




a﻿ toolkit﻿ that﻿provides﻿ low-barrier﻿accessibility﻿ to﻿both﻿ the﻿ technol-
ogy﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿ to﻿ the﻿ terminology﻿and﻿discourse﻿around﻿ it.﻿The﻿ ini-
tial﻿prototype﻿of﻿ the﻿“toolkit”﻿has﻿been﻿deliberately﻿designed﻿using﻿
open-source﻿and﻿off-the-shelf﻿components﻿including﻿Raspberry﻿Pi﻿11﻿
10  To name a few: Subnodes by Sarah Grant (http://subnodes.org/); Open-source 
urbanism (Jimenez 2014); The Civic View from Above (Keysar 2018); Decidim in 
Barcelon (Aragón et al. 2017); Public Laboratory for Open Technology and Science.
11  Open source, modular, single board computer that was adopted widely for 

















Arts﻿ (UDK)﻿with﻿ the﻿ participation﻿ of﻿ local﻿ urban-activist﻿ initiatives,﻿
and﻿was﻿facilitated﻿by﻿the﻿NGO﻿Common﻿Grounds﻿and﻿its﻿educational﻿
12  https://github.com/mazi-project/guides/wiki.
Fig. 1  The technical artifact is made up of a RaspberryPi, an SD card and battery. 
Different casings and ways of attaching it to places have been experimented 
with throughout the various use cases. The solutions depicted here highlight the 
versatility and portability of the toolkit. Design Research Lab.
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define﻿and﻿become﻿ involved﻿ in﻿ the﻿construction﻿of﻿discourses﻿and﻿
imaginations﻿about﻿community-driven,﻿digitally﻿mediated﻿futures﻿and,﻿
particularly,﻿to﻿look﻿beyond﻿commodified﻿narratives﻿of﻿the﻿smart﻿city.
The﻿main﻿ element﻿ of﻿ the﻿MAZI﻿ project,﻿ the﻿ toolkit,﻿ brought﻿ to-
gether﻿ different﻿ groups﻿who﻿were﻿ interested﻿ in﻿ the﻿ possibilities﻿ of﻿
CWN﻿tech;﻿however,﻿it﻿was﻿the﻿main﻿locale﻿chosen﻿for﻿MAZI﻿Berlin,﻿





13  The Neighbourhood Academy, existing since 2015, is a self-organized open platform 
for urban and rural knowledge sharing, cultural practice and activism.












first,﻿ community﻿outreach﻿and﻿ finding﻿common﻿ground﻿ for﻿collabo-
ration;﻿17﻿second,﻿igniting﻿the﻿collaborative﻿development﻿of﻿the﻿CWN﻿
technology﻿ and﻿ adapting﻿ it﻿ to﻿ local﻿ context;﻿18﻿ third,﻿ deploying﻿ the﻿
technology﻿with﻿partners﻿in﻿different﻿settings.19







Neighbourhood﻿ Academy﻿ to﻿ understand﻿ urban﻿ activism﻿ as﻿ a﻿ form﻿
of﻿emancipatory﻿ learning.﻿ It﻿sought﻿ to﻿ identify﻿shared﻿ interests﻿and﻿
to﻿discuss﻿the﻿relations﻿between﻿technological﻿engagement﻿and﻿ac-






15  For a list of the initiatives that participated see footnote 21–23.
16  The term “right-to-the-city” coined by the sociologist and urbanist Henri Lefebvre 
(1968) in the aftermath of the Parisian occupation, was argued as the “right-of-non-
exclusion” from the qualities and services of the urbanized society and as a call to 
reclaim the city as a co-created space (Holm 2011; Lefebvre 1996).
17  An exact division of phases in time periods is artificial since the phases partly 
overlap and are to certain extent on-going. Nevertheless, a rough division can be 
made. The first phase was mainly based in the first six months of 2016. 
18  From July to August 2016 with continuous reiterations and improvements.
19  Throughout the project starting in January 2017.
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Fig. 4  The first community workshop introduced the idea of MAZI to a range of 
different stakeholders. MAZI Berlin.
Fig. 3  The toolkit also comprised information materials such as posters, handbooks and 

































20  The software, “MAZI-Archive”, was hosted on a hardware setup consisting of 
a Raspberry Pi 3 (with a 16GB SD-Card), TP-Link TL-MR3020 Wi-Fi Router 
and an Anker Battery Pack. The router supplies an open Wi-Fi with the SSID 
“MAZI Archive,” which serves both for the data to be submitted by the recorder-
application as well as an access point for users to interact with the content. After 
some testing in different settings, the MAZI-Archive application was integrated to 
the default version of the broader MAZI platform.
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Phase 3 – Deploying MAZI-Toolkit in multiple local setting
Aiming﻿ for﻿ openness﻿ and﻿ local﻿ versioning﻿ of﻿ the﻿ toolkit﻿ to﻿make﻿ it﻿
versatile﻿ for﻿ a﻿ growing﻿ community﻿ of﻿ users,﻿MAZI-Zones﻿were﻿ put﻿
into﻿use﻿in﻿different﻿settings﻿around﻿Berlin.﻿By﻿the﻿end﻿of﻿the﻿project,﻿
the﻿toolkit﻿was﻿deployed﻿ in﻿thirteen﻿different﻿ locales﻿with﻿the﻿direct﻿
support﻿ of﻿ the﻿ lead﻿ pilot-team.21﻿ It﻿ was﻿ used﻿ as﻿ research﻿ tools﻿ for﻿
seminars﻿ by﻿ academics﻿ in﻿ university﻿ settings,22﻿ for﻿ communication﻿
and﻿management﻿ in﻿neighborhood﻿ issues﻿by﻿a﻿ few﻿communities﻿ in﻿
Berlin,23﻿for﻿self-organizing﻿in﻿protest﻿related﻿events,24﻿as﻿an﻿interface﻿




The﻿wide﻿ range﻿ of﻿ settings﻿ in﻿which﻿MAZI﻿ Zones﻿were﻿ implement-
ed﻿ required﻿ a﻿ continuous﻿ process﻿ of﻿ development﻿ and﻿ production﻿
of﻿ supplemental﻿documentation﻿and﻿ tutorials﻿ that﻿would﻿ fit﻿ various﻿
contexts,﻿ stakeholders﻿ and﻿ objectives.﻿ Most﻿ deployments﻿ started﻿
with﻿a﻿specific﻿workshop﻿format﻿developed﻿within﻿the﻿MAZI﻿project﻿
called﻿“unboxing,”﻿where﻿the﻿toolkit﻿was﻿unpacked﻿in﻿order﻿to﻿let﻿the﻿
21  In addition to that, several independent deployments of MAZI Zones across 
Germany and abroad (e.g., in Togo and Israel) have been informed by the activities 
of the Berlin pilot process.
22  Alice-Salomon-Hochschule and Chair for Urban Design Technical University Berlin 
and University of Arts in Braunschweig.
23  The Neighbourhood Academy, ZK/U – Centre for Art and Urbanism, the Commons 
Evening School and the neighburhood centre Kiez Anker 36 in Berlin Kreuzberg.
24  Bizim Kiez, Park Academy, Stadt von Unten, and the Anti-Google-Campus Initiative 
all active in the neighborhood of Kreuzberg-Friedrichshain in Berlin.
Fig. 5  A large number of prototypes, sketches and discussion prompts helped facilitate 











Fig. 6  Installation of a permanent MAZI Zone in the Prinzessinnengarten (left). Visitors 
interacting with the MAZI archive sound installation (right). MAZI Berlin.
Fig. 7  MAZI Zones have been used in other context, e.g., for installations at the Berlin 















With﻿ this﻿ in﻿ mind,﻿ the﻿ experimental﻿ aspects﻿ of﻿ collaboratively﻿
prototyping﻿ the﻿CWN﻿ technology﻿ engaged﻿participants﻿ in﻿ develop-










While﻿we﻿ share﻿ these﻿ considerations,﻿ our﻿ case﻿ study﻿ analysis﻿
is﻿ set﻿ to﻿ flesh﻿ out﻿ the﻿ dilemmas﻿ and﻿ problems﻿ that﻿might﻿ emerge﻿
within﻿ such﻿ open﻿ source﻿ urban﻿ experiments.﻿ What﻿ may﻿ be﻿ the﻿
Fig. 8  In "un-boxing" workshops, participants were guided through the process of 








visionary﻿ realms﻿of﻿prototyping;﻿how﻿ is﻿ failure﻿mitigated﻿within﻿ the﻿





























25  Related efforts have been undertaken by comparing and contrasting the Berlin and 
London pilots (Gaved et al. 2019).
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example,﻿ one﻿ of﻿ the﻿ activists﻿ in﻿ the﻿ Neighborhood﻿ Academy﻿men-
tioned﻿the﻿considerable﻿and﻿burdensome﻿workload﻿he﻿experienced﻿
over﻿ the﻿years,﻿due﻿ to﻿ the﻿ fact﻿ that﻿ the﻿community﻿garden﻿has﻿be-







from﻿different﻿urban﻿ initiatives.﻿ This﻿ also﻿ required﻿a﻿ careful﻿ consid-






















Between experimental realms and epistemic norms
While﻿all﻿ these﻿arrangements﻿and﻿agreements﻿ sound﻿ like﻿ solutions,﻿
tensions﻿that﻿stood﻿in﻿the﻿way﻿were﻿entangled﻿in﻿more﻿complex﻿sets﻿
of﻿ epistemic﻿ norms﻿ and﻿ expectations﻿ that﻿many﻿ times﻿ pose﻿ signif-




(Rey-Mazón﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ 2018).﻿ DIY﻿ engagements﻿ in﻿ CWN﻿ is﻿ a﻿ relatively﻿
new﻿ idea﻿ for﻿ introducing﻿ the﻿ political﻿ potentials﻿ of﻿ decentralized/﻿
local﻿ownership﻿and﻿management﻿of﻿technology﻿and﻿data﻿﻿(Antoniadis﻿
2016).﻿ For﻿ CWN﻿ to﻿ become﻿ a﻿ tool﻿ for﻿ community-driven﻿ digital﻿
sovereign﻿ty,﻿a﻿prerequisite﻿is﻿a﻿community-based﻿awareness﻿and﻿ca-
pacity﻿to﻿exercise﻿control﻿over﻿the﻿development﻿and﻿implementation﻿
of﻿digital﻿ technologies.﻿Critical﻿ awareness﻿ to﻿ the﻿patterns﻿of﻿ corpo-
rate﻿sovereign﻿ty﻿over﻿technologies﻿and﻿data﻿was﻿discussed﻿and﻿built﻿
among﻿participants;﻿however,﻿ the﻿success﻿of﻿ the﻿project﻿depended﻿
on﻿overcoming﻿ the﻿basic﻿ alienation﻿most﻿ people﻿ feel﻿ toward﻿ exper-






The﻿ tensions﻿ between﻿ users﻿ and﻿ experts﻿ were﻿ dealt﻿ with﻿ by﻿







used?﻿Who﻿uses﻿ it?﻿How﻿is﻿ it﻿managed?﻿ It﻿meant﻿ that﻿ the﻿process﻿






nity﻿ of﻿ practice﻿ that﻿ are﻿ embedded﻿ in﻿ proprietary﻿ technology﻿ and﻿
generally﻿ in﻿ technological﻿ infrastructures﻿ (Star﻿ and﻿Ruhleder﻿ 1996)﻿
could﻿be﻿unpacked﻿and﻿negotiated.﻿
26  This shift in design practices that began in the later 1990s was significantly 
informed by Scandinavian approaches to participatory and “cooperative design” 
(Bødker and Grønbæk 1991; Gregory 2003; Hillgren, Seravalli, and Emilson 2011; 






to﻿questions﻿of﻿ flexibility,﻿ cost﻿ and﻿ time,﻿but﻿ also﻿ shapes﻿a﻿politics﻿


















baked”﻿ prototypes﻿ and﻿ cultivates﻿ openness,﻿ activists﻿ expected﻿ a﻿
certain﻿degree﻿of﻿ “doneness.”﻿Usually﻿working﻿under﻿ relatively﻿pre-





This﻿ tension﻿ between﻿ “openness”﻿ and﻿ “deliverables”﻿ came﻿
across﻿in﻿the﻿inherent﻿conflict﻿between﻿the﻿realms﻿of﻿continuous﻿and﻿
often﻿strenuous﻿processes﻿of﻿community﻿activism﻿and﻿the﻿structures﻿
and﻿ logics﻿ of﻿ project-based﻿ interventions.﻿ By﻿ “project﻿ logics,”﻿ we﻿





















toward﻿ long-term,﻿complex﻿and﻿ interdependent﻿processes﻿of﻿ social﻿
transformation﻿by﻿creating﻿environments﻿and﻿tools﻿that﻿can﻿be﻿built﻿
upon﻿one﻿another.﻿
To﻿ follow﻿ the﻿ aspirations﻿ of﻿ open-source﻿ culture,﻿MAZI﻿ had﻿ to﻿




who﻿ decided﻿ to﻿ shift﻿ away﻿ from﻿ a﻿ focus﻿ on﻿ project﻿ “outcomes”﻿ to﻿






Infrastructuring﻿ in﻿ that﻿ regard﻿ included﻿design﻿ choices﻿ on﻿ the﻿
hardware﻿and﻿software﻿level﻿that﻿were﻿oriented﻿toward﻿adaptability﻿
and﻿ ease﻿ of﻿ use;﻿ also,﻿ documentation﻿ and﻿ knowledge﻿ repositories﻿
extended﻿ well﻿ beyond﻿ technical﻿ issues﻿ in﻿ order﻿ to﻿ include﻿ story-
telling﻿of﻿exemplary﻿use﻿cases﻿of﻿MAZI﻿Zones﻿and﻿ lessons﻿ learned.﻿
Furthermore,﻿a﻿strong﻿emphasis﻿was﻿given﻿on﻿technical﻿training﻿and﻿






Nonetheless,﻿ on﻿ a﻿ more﻿ technical﻿ but﻿ fundamental﻿ level,﻿
long-lasting﻿ usability﻿ and﻿ necessary﻿maintenance﻿ of﻿DIY﻿ technolo-
gies﻿ remains﻿ a﻿ problem﻿ within﻿ the﻿ context﻿ of﻿ academic﻿ research﻿
projects.﻿While﻿ the﻿MAZI﻿Berlin﻿ lead﻿pilot﻿ team﻿focused﻿on﻿certain﻿
aspects﻿of﻿the﻿design﻿and﻿its﻿long-lasting﻿effect,﻿the﻿project’s﻿struc-
ture﻿ and﻿ logic﻿ couldn’t﻿ possibly﻿ provide﻿ for﻿ upward﻿ compatibility.﻿







Any﻿upgrade﻿would﻿merely﻿be﻿a﻿ temporary﻿step﻿ towards﻿ the﻿same﻿
problem﻿ repeating﻿ itself﻿with﻿ the﻿next﻿major﻿ version﻿update﻿of﻿ the﻿
technology﻿in﻿use.﻿









27  The neighbourhood center “Kiez Anker 36” has thus far had three follow up 
projects: “StadtTeilen” (https://stadtteilen.org/forschung/) funded by the Robert 
Bosch Foundation, “PRoSHARE” (https://jpi-urbaneurope.eu/project/proshare/) 
under the European funding program Urban Migration, and “Kiezgeschichten” 
(https://stadtprojekte.org/2020/12/kreuzberger-kiezgeschichten/) financed by the 
German Federal Ministry of Education and research.
28  For example: Miadé (https://www.dfki.de/en/web/news/detail/News/lokale-
community-netzwerke-fr-togo0/) – Local Community Networks for Togo by the 




The﻿ MAZI﻿ project﻿ aimed﻿ at﻿ building﻿ alternative﻿ technologies﻿ co-﻿
designed﻿ in﻿ local﻿context﻿while﻿experimenting﻿with﻿open﻿models﻿of﻿
ownership,﻿ governance﻿ and﻿ administration.﻿ Beyond﻿ the﻿ technical﻿
aspect,﻿the﻿project﻿continuously﻿intertwined﻿technical﻿activities﻿with﻿
critical﻿ discourse﻿ on﻿ urban﻿ and﻿ technological﻿ futures.﻿ Furthermore,﻿
the﻿ MAZI﻿ project﻿ explored﻿ and﻿ documented﻿ a﻿ wide﻿ range﻿ of﻿ ap-
proaches﻿in﻿which﻿technology﻿can﻿be﻿conceptualized﻿and﻿developed﻿
through﻿ collaborative﻿ prototyping﻿ in﻿ hyper-local﻿ settings﻿ and﻿ with﻿
non-technological﻿communities.29
In﻿ the﻿ MAZI﻿ Berlin﻿ case﻿ study,﻿ the﻿ curated,﻿ but﻿ nonetheless﻿
experimental﻿ phases﻿ with﻿ the﻿ self-built﻿ toolkit﻿ led﻿ participants﻿ to﻿
develop﻿a﻿sense﻿of﻿authorship﻿and﻿ownership﻿ in﻿regard﻿to﻿network﻿
technology;﻿ it﻿ also﻿ helped﻿ reducing﻿ anxieties﻿ and﻿ reservations﻿ to-









The﻿need﻿ to﻿prototype﻿ tools﻿ for﻿a﻿ technological﻿and﻿civic﻿ infra-
structure﻿correlates﻿with﻿current﻿concerns﻿with﻿regard﻿to﻿the﻿creation﻿
and﻿management﻿ of﻿ “critical﻿ infrastructures”﻿ in﻿ the﻿ city,﻿which﻿ are﻿





2016;﻿ Klinenberg﻿ 2016).﻿ By﻿ bringing﻿ together﻿ the﻿ discourses﻿ and﻿
practices﻿that﻿revolve﻿around﻿urban﻿and﻿technological﻿rights-to-the-
city,﻿ the﻿MAZI﻿Berlin﻿ case﻿ study﻿ experimented﻿with﻿ the﻿ possibility﻿
of﻿ drawing﻿ invisible﻿ lines﻿ between﻿ different﻿ articulations﻿ of﻿ critical﻿
infrastructures,﻿ whether﻿ in﻿ urban,﻿ environmental,﻿ technological﻿ or﻿








While﻿ MAZI﻿ Berlin﻿ successfully﻿ brought﻿ together﻿ discourses﻿
and﻿ practices﻿ that﻿ revolved﻿ around﻿ the﻿ articulation﻿ of﻿ urban﻿ and﻿
technological﻿ rights﻿ to﻿ the﻿ city,﻿ it﻿ nonetheless﻿ demonstrated﻿ the﻿
risks﻿ of﻿ embracing﻿ openness﻿ as﻿ a﻿ taken﻿ for﻿ granted﻿ democratic﻿
alternative.﻿ For﻿ openness﻿ to﻿ become﻿ a﻿ politically﻿ conscious﻿ alter-
native﻿it﻿must﻿be﻿inextricably﻿intertwined﻿with﻿accountability﻿to﻿the﻿
potential﻿consequences﻿of﻿locally﻿situated﻿interventions.﻿Experimen-
tal﻿ processes﻿might﻿ be﻿ indispensable﻿ for﻿ prototyping﻿ civically﻿ and﻿
community-﻿oriented﻿ technologies,﻿ yet,﻿ openness﻿ and﻿ collaborative﻿
experimentation﻿ do﻿ not﻿ guarantee﻿ the﻿ advancement﻿ of﻿ digital﻿ par-
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In the loneliness of our soliloquies, in our monologues, 
we become conscious of our own consciousness.
—﻿Heinz﻿von﻿Foerster,﻿1989
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Viruses as Phenomena 







The most important precondition for a rhetoric to succeed is that one 
should speak on only those topics in which one is competent. And 
one should do this in such a way that what comes across is one’s own 
conviction in what one is saying. I learned these two basic principles 
over a breakfast conversation with Walter Jens, the first professor of 
rhetoric at a German university, in 1990 when he was still president of 
the Academy of Arts in Berlin. He offered them as well-meaning advice, 
after noticing how nervous and uncertain I was as a young intellectual 
in advance of a panel discussion I was to lead later that evening, with 
Bazon Brock, Vilém Flusser, and Robert Jungk (back then, the Technical 
University of Berlin still had a designated faculty position for a profes-
sor of Futurology, which Jungk filled with a radically critical and ecolog-
ical spirit). The advice left a deep impression on me. For it is precisely 
these two weak spots in the system – in this case, the publishing system 
– that the pandemic of 2020/21 has laid mercilessly bare as it goes on. 
The published discourse of the past weeks and months has proliferated 
to the point of insufferability, with the facile and self-satisfied speech 
of self-appointed experts on complicated matters of medicine and bi-
ology, on complex system-connections in virology and epidemiology, 
on overheated economies, incomprehensible global relationships, and 
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their eruptive shifts and changes. For this reason, I’d like to emphasize 
at the start: I am a media thinker and am speaking in this lecture1 as a 
subject who tries to reflect critically and creatively on techno-based 
media and communications relationships. And so, if you’ll allow me to 
begin with a marginal, medial and maybe even surprising point of entry. 
I am presently working with musician, composer and sound re-
searcher FM Einheit, original percussionist and beating heart of the 
industrial avant-garde band Einstürzende Neubauten, on an internet 
platform that began as an artists’ initiative in Saint Petersburg, Russia. 
Saint Petersburg, formerly Leningrad, is that peculiar city where the 
first ever patent was issued for electronic color television over one hun-
dred years ago and where, a few years after that, the tele- electronically 
controlled musical instrument, the theremin, was invented. The first 
broadcast by Radio DON – or Radio Free Modulations, as I call the pro-
ject – was devoted to the medium itself and its potentialities; it aired on 
May 1, 2020. The second broadcast, which went online a week later, is 
focused entirely on the virus as phenomenon. The hour-long program 
concluded with a song, for which I wrote the following lyrics and FM 
Einheit the accompanying music and noise:2
 After the Pandemic...
After the pandemic 
We need stronger cars 
To be able to escape faster 
We need safer cars 
To protect us from the other 
We need mobile fortresses 
Strongholds on wheels 
Fast tanks would be ideal 
We need more, more and more
1  The text was presented in a somewhat shorter version on April 30, 2020 in the online 
colloquium Designforschung, with Gesche Joost of the Design Research Lab at the 
Berlin University of the Arts.
2  All the broadcasts are accessible on conductor Teodor Currentzis’s platform 




After the pandemic 
We need higher fences 
To protect our properties 
Alphaville on all continents 
We need to accelerate our communications 
In order to increase the online delirium 
We need more virtual commodities 
We need more virtual sex 
And we need more, more and more
After the pandemic 
We need bigger football stadiums 
We need bigger concert halls 
We need bigger and faster aeroplanes 
We need bigger and faster ocean liners 
We need flying and floating castles 
We need to heat up the planet until it is glowing 
All we need is more, more and more 
From everything, for everybody
After the pandemic 
After we had slept so much and so long 
We could also wake up 
Interfere into the saturated system of correlated realities 
Recognize the other as our possible neighbor 
Meet the others with dignity 
Take care for an unconditioned dialogue and 
Dance the unconditioned WE 
We need more, more and more (of this)
The text of my brief lecture consists of seven fragmentary reflections 
and thought provocations. And so that you don’t sink into bitter melan-
choly once I finish, I will present you at the end with some constructive 
consequences in connection with these seven fragments, some pro-
jections I have derived from my reflections – primarily concerned with 
teaching and research in the fields of art and design, of creative making 
and thinking, which to my mind must comprise an indissoluble pair if 
they are to be realized with any level of sophistication.
Siegfried﻿Zielinski
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viduals.﻿ They﻿need﻿bodies﻿or﻿biological﻿ systems﻿ that﻿ are,﻿ in﻿princi-
ple﻿and﻿ in﻿ their﻿healthy﻿ form,﻿ larger,﻿more﻿powerful﻿and﻿richer﻿ than﻿
they﻿are﻿themselves.﻿These﻿bodies/systems﻿function﻿for﻿the﻿virus﻿like﻿




William﻿S.﻿Burroughs – who﻿ regrettably﻿never﻿won﻿ the﻿Nobel﻿
Prize﻿ for﻿ literature,﻿ although﻿ he﻿ was﻿ at﻿ least﻿ as﻿ deserving﻿ as﻿ Bob﻿
﻿Dylan – composed﻿his﻿magnificent﻿and﻿completely﻿delirious﻿proto-








The﻿virus﻿drives﻿ toward﻿destruction.﻿That﻿ is﻿ its﻿determinacy.﻿ It﻿ lives﻿









































































experiment﻿ is﻿ realized﻿ as﻿ a﻿generator of surprise,﻿ a﻿ term﻿ coined﻿by﻿
biologist﻿ Mahlon﻿ Hoagland﻿ (1921–2009)﻿ to﻿ describe﻿ experimental﻿
processes.﻿A﻿generator﻿of﻿surprise﻿will﻿provoke﻿a﻿deviation,﻿at﻿ least﻿
momentarily,﻿ in﻿ a﻿ system﻿otherwise﻿ reliably﻿ established﻿ to﻿move﻿ in﻿
a﻿specific﻿direction.﻿This﻿deviation﻿ is﻿ the﻿condition﻿ for﻿every﻿sort﻿of﻿





















One﻿ of﻿ the﻿ most﻿ convincing﻿ and﻿ at﻿ the﻿ same﻿ time﻿ diffi-
cult﻿ body-economies﻿ was﻿ composed﻿ around﻿ 1970﻿ by﻿ ﻿painter﻿
and﻿ philosophical﻿ writer﻿ Pierre﻿ Klossowski﻿ under﻿ the﻿ title﻿
La monnaie vivante (Living Currency).﻿Michel﻿Foucault﻿described﻿the﻿
text﻿as﻿“the﻿greatest﻿work﻿of﻿our﻿epoch.”﻿It﻿involves﻿a﻿way﻿of﻿thinking﻿
the﻿body﻿that﻿is﻿already﻿conscious﻿of﻿ its﻿reification﻿and﻿commodifi-




As﻿ its﻿basic﻿underlying﻿principle,﻿ industry﻿presumes﻿ that﻿every﻿






error,﻿which﻿ is﻿ the﻿ condition﻿ of﻿ efficiency,﻿ necessarily﻿ leads﻿ to﻿
wasteful﻿errors.﻿(Klossowski﻿2017,﻿50,﻿49)
In﻿his﻿1970﻿manifesto﻿The Electronic Revolution,﻿Burroughs﻿explicitly﻿


























OR.﻿This﻿ is﻿ in﻿point﻿of﻿ fact﻿the﻿conflict﻿ formula﻿which﻿ is﻿seen﻿to﻿be﻿
the﻿ archetyp﻿ical﻿ virus﻿mechanism”﻿ (Burroughs﻿ 2005,﻿ 35).﻿ Through﻿
critical﻿ reflection﻿on﻿an﻿encrusted﻿ semantics,﻿Burroughs﻿ultimately﻿








semantic﻿vicinity﻿ that﻿gave﻿us﻿ “social﻿networks.”﻿What﻿ the﻿concept﻿
aspires﻿to,﻿ in﻿the﻿context﻿of﻿the﻿pandemic,﻿ is﻿ in﻿fact﻿the﻿opposite﻿of﻿
what﻿ the﻿ term﻿designates﻿on﻿a﻿superficial﻿ level.﻿ “Social﻿distancing”﻿
demands﻿a﻿maximal﻿degree﻿of﻿social﻿approach,﻿in﻿the﻿sense﻿of﻿a﻿sol-
idarity﻿ that﻿ is﻿so﻿ inflated﻿as﻿ to﻿be﻿emptied﻿of﻿meaning,﻿while﻿at﻿ the﻿
same﻿time﻿a﻿maximal﻿suspension﻿of﻿physical﻿contact.﻿
Therein﻿ exactly﻿ resides﻿ the﻿ definition﻿ and﻿ function﻿ of﻿ the﻿
telematic.﻿For﻿at﻿least﻿two﻿centuries﻿already,﻿we﻿have﻿been﻿working﻿










Tele-communication﻿ is﻿ the﻿constant﻿praxis﻿ in﻿our﻿ interactions﻿with﻿
representatives,﻿with﻿avatars,﻿with﻿dematerialized,﻿de-eroticized,﻿ at﻿




even﻿nature﻿ itself﻿ turns﻿ against﻿ the﻿physical﻿ identity﻿ of﻿ the﻿ human﻿





buy﻿ distance.﻿ While﻿ poverty﻿ compels﻿ nearness.5)﻿ Thus,﻿ absolute﻿
proximity﻿ will﻿ henceforth﻿ be﻿ a﻿ component﻿ of﻿ an﻿ advanced﻿ culture﻿
of﻿substitution﻿and﻿simulacrum.﻿The﻿so-called﻿“social﻿graph,”﻿which﻿
digitally﻿and﻿administratively﻿governs﻿ the﻿ relationships﻿ in﻿a﻿ system﻿
like﻿Facebook,﻿is﻿meant﻿to﻿become﻿generalized﻿as﻿life﻿experience.﻿
Interestingly,﻿ at﻿ the﻿ zenith﻿ of﻿ the﻿ disembodiment﻿ of﻿ reality,﻿
a﻿ counter﻿ tendency﻿ is﻿ asserting﻿ itself﻿ in﻿ the﻿ research﻿ on﻿ artificial﻿




4  In the deep-time dimension, this genesis of telematic techniques can be thought of 
even more broadly – as far back as two millennia. Cf. e.g., my essay “War & Media” 
in Zielinski 2019.
5  “poverty and proximity  
belong to the same 
semantical neighborhood” 
is the refrain of a song, I wrote for episode #14 of the MusicAeterna series; it has the 
thematical focus of touch. https://musicaeterna.org/en/media/fm_14_touch/.
6  Cf. for instance Ralf Der and Nihat Ay’s projects at the Max Planck Institute for 





in﻿ this﻿situation﻿could﻿be﻿ the﻿ installation﻿of﻿a﻿continuous﻿and﻿ thor-
oughly﻿livable﻿split,﻿comparable﻿to﻿the﻿suggestion﻿with﻿which﻿I﻿con-
cluded﻿my﻿book﻿[...After the Media]﻿just﻿about﻿ten﻿years﻿ago:﻿
Fig. 1  On their shoulders the misers whose religion is Mammon carrying the universe. 
After the stock market crash of 1720 in France, England and the Netherlands, 
investors who had lost money called the stock dealers in illusions “wind traders.” 
In this book “traders of wind” is also used to refer to laterna magica projectionists. 
In: Het groote tafereel de dwaasheid. Vertoonende de opkomst, voortgang en 
ondergang der Actie, Bubbel en Windnegotie, in Vrankryk, Engeland, en de 
Nederlanden, gepleegt in den Jaare 1720, Konst-Plaaten, comedien en Gedigten. 
Amsterdam: Zoote en Wyze, “Atlas Kegelspe.”
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To﻿avoid﻿an﻿existence﻿ that﻿ is﻿ too﻿caught﻿up﻿within﻿ time﻿and﻿ is﻿




ves﻿ in﻿ technological﻿networks.﻿We﻿enthuse,﻿ think,﻿ enjoy,﻿belie-










over-integrated﻿ systems﻿ necessarily﻿ bring﻿ about﻿ their﻿ own﻿ demise.﻿
Viruses﻿ are﻿means﻿ of﻿ initiating﻿ such﻿ a﻿ process﻿ and,﻿ once﻿ initiated,﻿




Nature﻿ has,﻿ since﻿ we﻿ have﻿ begun﻿ to﻿ think﻿ it,﻿ i.e.,﻿ to﻿ live﻿ con-
sciously﻿within﻿it,﻿no﻿autonomous﻿and﻿therefore﻿no﻿divine﻿existence.﻿
It﻿develops﻿in﻿reciprocal﻿interaction﻿with﻿its﻿inhabitants,﻿its﻿temporary﻿
guests – as﻿ do﻿ the﻿ inhabitants﻿ in﻿ reciprocal﻿ interaction﻿with﻿ their﻿



















extelligence.﻿ In﻿ the﻿ system﻿ of﻿ artificial﻿ extelligences,﻿ viruses﻿ rank﻿
among﻿the﻿tactics,﻿perhaps﻿even﻿the﻿guarantors﻿of﻿effectuation.﻿The﻿
minute﻿we﻿leave﻿the﻿highly﻿secured﻿non-terrain﻿of﻿the﻿virtual﻿and﻿en-























pathology﻿and﻿ in﻿ this﻿way﻿develops﻿a﻿kind﻿of﻿ real﻿ intelligence.)﻿
(Baudrillard﻿1989,﻿131)
7  Cf. in depth Zielinski 1990.










New faculties: The arts and the thinking & making  
to be designed/created
Now,﻿ what﻿ can﻿ interventionist﻿ thinking﻿ and﻿ doing﻿ mean﻿ in﻿ those﻿
spheres﻿in﻿which﻿we﻿are﻿active﻿as﻿subjectiles?10﻿How﻿do﻿we﻿deal﻿ex-
perimentally﻿with﻿our﻿realities,﻿which﻿have﻿become﻿hybrids﻿of﻿nature﻿
and﻿ technics,﻿of﻿ the﻿biological﻿and﻿ the﻿ technological?﻿What﻿sort﻿of﻿
consequences﻿might﻿we﻿draw﻿ for﻿ the﻿microuniverses﻿ for﻿which﻿we﻿
are﻿ responsible﻿ and﻿ inside﻿ of﻿ which﻿ we﻿ think﻿ and﻿ act – namely,﻿
﻿academies,﻿colleges﻿and﻿universities﻿of﻿art﻿and﻿design?
In﻿ light﻿ of﻿ the﻿ present﻿ confusions,﻿ once﻿ again﻿ in﻿ our﻿ history﻿













limited.﻿ Thinking,﻿ designing,﻿ aesthetic﻿ doing﻿ should﻿ never﻿ become﻿
9  Heiner Müller, Wolokolamsker Chaussee IV: Kentauren (1986), here cited from FM 
Einheit’s acoustic experiment “Resistance” on the MusicAeterna platform: https://
musicaeterna.org/en/media/fm_5_resistance/.
10  This neologism, formed of the words subject and tactile, was invented by Antonin 
Artaud; Jacques Derrida wrote an extensive commentary on it in his essay 






the﻿alien﻿ inside﻿our﻿own﻿and﻿ to﻿ let﻿ unfold﻿ the﻿ “continuity﻿between﻿













motivation﻿fields,﻿ irritation﻿fields﻿and﻿their﻿associated﻿faculties – in﻿







dedicated﻿ to﻿ this.﻿What’s﻿ at﻿ stake﻿ in﻿ this﻿ sort﻿ of﻿ faculty – beyond﻿
the﻿Christian-influenced﻿ethics﻿of﻿the﻿age-old﻿position﻿itself – is﻿the﻿
elaboration﻿of﻿an﻿all-encompassing﻿respect﻿as﻿a﻿life﻿principle.﻿They﻿





11  I am following and quoting here from Roger Caillois’s essay on the octopus (Caillois 
1973).
12  This forward-dreaming is a rhetorical figure from the philosophy of Ernst Bloch, 
whose re-reading of Avicenna I am referencing above (Bloch 2018).




Fig. 2  Grandville, J.-J., Joseph Mery, Raban, and Emmanuel Brice. 1849. Les Étoiles: 
Dernière Féerie. Par J.-J. Grandville. Texte par Mery. Astronomie des dames, par  
le Comte Foelix. Paris: G. de Gonet.
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tische﻿Schönheit﻿ (ZPS).14﻿Their﻿ key﻿ zone﻿of﻿ intervention﻿was﻿urban﻿
communications,﻿particularly﻿under﻿the﻿conditions﻿of﻿telematic﻿rela-
tions﻿that﻿were﻿then﻿establishing﻿themselves﻿(Relation-Chips,﻿1984).﻿
Comparable﻿ groups﻿ emerged﻿ time﻿ and﻿ again﻿ throughout﻿ the﻿ 20th﻿
century,﻿ from﻿ the﻿Stray﻿Dogs﻿ in﻿ pre-war﻿St.﻿ Petersburg﻿ to﻿Gruppe﻿


































We﻿also﻿need﻿ to﻿pay﻿special﻿attention﻿ to﻿ the﻿ training﻿of﻿ future﻿
CHAOS-PILOTS﻿and﻿KAIROS-POETS.﻿If,﻿under﻿the﻿banner﻿of﻿expand-
ed﻿possibilities﻿for﻿intervention﻿at﻿the﻿interface﻿of﻿media-﻿humans﻿and﻿








and﻿kairos-poets – figures﻿who﻿are﻿ in﻿a﻿position﻿not﻿ just﻿to﻿handle﻿
unpredictabilities﻿but﻿who﻿can﻿also﻿organize﻿them﻿while﻿still﻿refusing﻿
to﻿administrate﻿ them,﻿ figures﻿who﻿can﻿seize﻿ the﻿ fortuitous﻿moment﻿
(on﻿film,﻿on﻿the﻿web,﻿on﻿stage,﻿in﻿the﻿gallery,﻿in﻿the﻿auditorium,﻿in﻿the﻿
museum)﻿and﻿give﻿it﻿a﻿charge.﻿Without﻿a﻿tendency﻿toward﻿complex-
ity﻿and﻿without﻿a﻿ tendency﻿ toward﻿ time – the﻿ two﻿are﻿ inextricably﻿
bound – neither﻿advanced﻿thinking﻿nor﻿advanced﻿aesthetic﻿practice﻿
are﻿even﻿imaginable.﻿






15  In the same conference publication, there is also an early and more detailed 
description of my proposed new faculties.
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possibility﻿ of﻿ past﻿ and﻿ future﻿presents﻿ and﻿ to﻿generate﻿ from﻿ these﻿
the﻿sorts﻿of﻿surprises﻿in﻿the﻿relationship﻿between﻿media-humans﻿and﻿
media-machines﻿that﻿are﻿essential﻿to﻿our﻿lives.﻿
I﻿ am﻿ likewise﻿ calling﻿ for﻿ a﻿ re-start﻿ of﻿ pataphysical﻿ projects﻿ as﻿
an﻿ elaborated﻿ CULTURA﻿ EXPERIMENTALIS.﻿ In﻿ Critical﻿ Engineer-
ing﻿we﻿already﻿find﻿a﻿counter-proposal﻿to﻿the﻿culture﻿of﻿testing﻿and﻿
system-optimization.﻿ Doubtless﻿ the﻿ uncompromising﻿ nurturing﻿ of﻿
a﻿ culture﻿ of﻿ experiment﻿ ought﻿ to﻿ rank﻿ among﻿ the﻿ core﻿ faculties﻿ in﻿
﻿academies﻿of﻿art﻿and﻿design.﻿






generated﻿ through﻿watercraft.﻿And﻿ it﻿will﻿ again﻿become﻿an﻿essen-
tial﻿ component﻿ of﻿ our﻿ future﻿ knowledge.﻿ From﻿ a﻿ pacific﻿ or﻿ ocean-
ic﻿ perspective,﻿ this﻿ state-of-affairs﻿might﻿ be﻿ liable﻿ to﻿ a﻿ completely﻿
new﻿interpretation﻿of﻿a﻿“move﻿into﻿the﻿open”﻿(Dietmar﻿Kamper).﻿The﻿
﻿courage﻿and﻿techniques﻿needed﻿to﻿navigate﻿across﻿great﻿distances﻿
in﻿ apparently﻿ unbounded﻿ and﻿ definitively﻿ ungovernable﻿ space﻿ are﻿
clearly﻿ distinguishable﻿ from﻿ those﻿ required﻿ to﻿ negotiate﻿within﻿ the﻿
proximity﻿of﻿territorial﻿neighborhoods.﻿
At﻿ no﻿ point﻿ should﻿ we﻿ cease﻿ to﻿ PROJECT﻿ ALTERNATIVE﻿
WORLDS;﻿nor﻿should﻿we﻿quit﻿working﻿to﻿realize﻿a﻿borderless﻿HOSPI-
TALITY – as﻿an﻿essential﻿component﻿of﻿an﻿unconditioned university in﻿
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